


DIAMOND SHAMROCK BUILDING, LAS COLINAS, TEXAS: 

The occupants enjoy daylight while the 
owner enjoys lower energy costs 

The architect , Keith Simmons of Harwood K. 
Smith and Partners, specified Lutron 's 
PAESAR® photosensor-controlled dimming 
system to control the fluorescent lighting . No 
special dimming ballasts were required . The 
result: a great working environment and a 
51% reduction in lighting energy costs . Total 
installed cost: less than $.21 per sq . ft. 

PAESAR controllers adjust fluorescent and HID lighting 
level in response to available daylight. 

Call or write the 
PAESAR Applications Eng ineers 
today for an illustrated brochure. 
Lutron Electronics 
Suter Road , Box 205 
Coopersburg , PA 18036 
(800) 523-9466 
(800) 222-4509 in Pennsylvania 

LUTRON. 
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Now, U.S.G. has the exclusive sound control solution to everything 
from speech to blower motors, machinery, music - especially low 
frequency noise pollution. It's our new high performance H-Spline 
Wall System - for party, chase and furring walls. Much lighter 
in weight than masonry walls ( only 13 lbs. per sq. ft .), this supe
rior wall system delivers sound ratings of 60 STC/ 57 MTC*'M and 
a 3-hr. fire rating (UL Design U441) . 'Tu get system folder SA-926, 
including data on tests conducted at Riverbank Acoustical Labo
ratories, give our Architectural & Construction Services Dept. 
a call at 312-321-3739. Or send your business card to us a t 
101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL 60606, Dept. Al284 

UNITED STATES GYPSUM 
BUILDING AMERICA 

· MTC so- is 1 single number rating, resulting from a method
ology nevtloped and copyrighted oy US.G as an index u1 
parttt10n perlormance m low-frequency sound isolation such dS 
music motors and some other types of mechanical eqwpment 

Or call us now at: 
• Eastern Construction Products Division 

555 White Plains Road, Tarrytown. NY 10591: 
(914) 332-0800 

• Southern Construction Products Division 
PO. Box 16511, Atlanta. GA 30321 
53 Penmeter Center-East, Atlanta. GA 30346. 
(404) 393-0770 

• Central Construction Products Division 
IOI South Wacker Orrve, Chicago, IL 60606. 
(312) 321-4128 

• Western Construction Products Division 
PO. Box 2452, Los Angeles. CA 90051 
620 North Brand Boulevard. Glendale, CA 91203: 
(878) 956-1882 
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office pmk in Kansas. 

BY DOVER 
Beautifully sited on 294 acres in suburban Kansas City, Corporate Woods is a 

sophisticated combination of sleek urban structures and artfully preserved 
natural landscaping that includes jogging paths, creeks, and picnic 

areas. A total of twenty-nine Dover Elevators (four Oildraulic,lt 
twenty-five traction) serve the varied needs of the Corporate 

Woods buildings. For more information on Dover 
Elevators, write Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, 

Dept. 693, P.O. Box 2177, Memphis, Tennessee 38101. 
® 

DOVER ELEVATORS 
Corporate Woods, Overland Park, Kan as 

DEVELOPER: Jones & Company 
ARCHITECTS: Marshall & Brown Incorporated 

CONTRACTOR: J. E. Dunn Construction Co. 
Dover Elevators sold and installed by Dover 

Elevator Company, Kansas City, Missouri 
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EVENTS 
Jan. 6-10: Council on Tall Buildings and 
Urban Habitat Third International Con
ference, Chicago. Contact: Dolores Rice , 
Building 13, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, 
Pa. 18015. 
Jan. 10-11: Seminar on Standing Seam 
Roofing Systems, Chicago. Contact : The 
Roofing Industry Educational Institute , 
6851 S. Holly Circle , Suite 100, Englewood, 
Colo. 80112. 
Jan. 15-17: International Security Equip
ment Conference and Exposition , Orlando, 
Fla. Contact: Donna J. Gentry, Security 
Equipment Industry Association , 2665 
30th St., Santa Monica, Calif. 90405. 
Jan. 17-18: Workshop on Creative Financ
ing for Capital Facilities, Denver. Contact: 
Christine Barbetta, American Institute of 
Certified Planners, 1313 E. 60tb St. , 
Chicago, Ill. 60637. 
Jan. 19-22: Atlanta Market Center Floor 
Coverings Market Exposition, Atlanta. 
Contact: Michele Craig , Atlanta Market 
Center, 240 Peachtree St. N.W. , Suite 2200, 
Atlanta , Ga. 30043. 
Jan. 19-26: International Union of Archi
tects World Congress, Cairo , Egypt. Con
tact: Susan Allen at Institute headquar
ters, (202) 626-7502. 
Jan. 21-22: Seminar on Affordable Hous
ing, Orlando , Fla. (Repeat seminars Feb. 
4-5, San Antonio, Tex., and March 7-8, 
San Francisco.) Contact: Christine Bar
betta, American Institute of Certified Plan
ners, 1313 E. 60th St. , Chicago, Ill. 
60637. 
Jan. 26-29: National Association of Home 
Builders 41st Annual Convention.and 
Exposition, Houston . Contact: Betty 
Christy, NAHB, 15th & M Streets N.W. , 
Washington, D.C. 20005. 
Jan. 28-31: International Airconditioning, 
Heating, Refrigerating Exposition, Chicago. 
Contact: International Exposition Co. , 200 
Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10166. 
Jan. 29-31: Workshop on Simplifying Com
munications Wiring, Boxborough , Mass. 
(Repeat workshops Feb. 5-7, New York 
City, and Feb. 12-14, San Jose, Calif.) 
Contact: Peter W. Moeckel , Marketing 
Coordinator, Darlabs , Harvard , Mass. 
01451. 
Jan. 31-Feb. 2: Grassroots '85-Leadership 
Training Conference for AlA Component 
faecutives, Washington, D.C. Contact: 
Ann Kenworthy at Institute headquarters , 
(202) 626-7378. 
Feb. 3-6: National Concrete Masonry 
Assoc.iation Annual Industries Exposition , 
Atlanta. Contact: John Loth, NCMA , P.O. 
Box 781, Herndon , Va. 22070. 
Feb. 4-8: Certification Course on the Appli
cation of Infrared Scanners to Detect 
Energy Losses, Burlington, Vt. Contact: 
Paul Grover, The Infraspection Institute , 
Juniper Ridge , Box 2643, Shelburn , Vt. 
05482. 
April 8-10: International Symposium on 
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Thermal-Application of Solar Energy, Fuji
Hakone, Japan. Contact: N. Takao, The 
Secretariat, TASE Symposium 1985, Japan 
Solar Energy Society, Sun Patio 322, 1-5 
Takadanobaba 3-chome, Shinjuku-ku , 
Tokyo 160 Japan. 
June 9-12: AIA Annual Convention , San 
Francisco. 

LETTERS 
Lighting Details: Michael J. Crosbie's ar
ticle on CIGNA's corporate offices in 
Bloomfield , Conn. , (Oct., page 61) fails 
to mention some important aspects of the 
lighting for that project that are harbin
gers of some new trends in behavioral 
illumination applications. 

As lighting design consultant to Inter
space, Inc. , we assisted in the develop
ment of the luminaire-partition integrated 
system noted in the article. In the devel
opment of the ligh ting system we were 
fortunate to explore many alternatives. 
There was a great sensitivity to the needs 
and comfort of the employee. CIGNA 
showed notable concern on subjective 
lighting characteristics resulting in two 
subtleties to the illumination system that 
were not noted in the article :.One, it is 
the first major office installation of high
color rendering (tri-phosphor) lamps in 
the country. The use of such lamps greatly 
increases an individual's visual acuity. Two, 
the pendant fluorescent tube uses a low
glare edge-lens along its length to pro
vide widespread indirect lighting with con
trolled source brightness. The result is 
increased visual interest within the office, 
adding a positive vitality in the workplace. 
It also heightens the sense of brightness 
within the space. This concept counters 
the typical low-keyed or bland lighting 
usually found with totally indirect ambient 
systems. Again , it is the first major instal
lation following this·philosophy and a fore
runner of trends in office lighting. 

While the significance of these details 
may be small compared with the total 
scope of the architecture, it is to CIGNA's 
credit thanhe commitment to the com
pany's employee environment allowed such 
unique fine points found in all items of 
the building. Lee Waldron 

Grenald Associates 
Philadelphia 

A Postmodernist Responds: Reyner Ban
ham presents a curious (and poignant) 
spectacle, first digging, then dancing on 
the grave of postmodernism (see August 
Books, page 79). He ought to have been 
more careful to inter the corpse , how
ever. Somehow, the deceased remains 
among us , continuing to build . 

Professor Banham , an important mod
em movement critic, lays to rest two myths. 
First, that architectural history has a value 
for the contemporary practitioner. Sec
ond, that architecture might include ideas 

that are not, of themselves , architectural. 
Imagine, Portoghesi making architecture 
of politics?! 

For some of us , those who Banham 
wishfully consigns to the architectural spirit 
world, however, these myths are compel
ling. Great architecture is , and always has 
been , about people , and all those things 
(ideas included) that matter to them. This 
is the value of history and the reason for 
the enthusiasm currently attached to it: 
The past is a source of places that , in 
addition to providing four walls and a roof, 
also acted in substantial ways on peoples' 
imaginations , memories , aspirations, and 
fantasies. Architecture may not be poli
tics, any more than it is a language or 
frozen music. Still , it is crucial for archi
tecture to reach outside itself again and 
become re-alloyed with all those aspects 
of human culture of which it had lately 
been purified. Only in this way might build
ing move beyond the empty expression 
of purpose and function, and center at
tention on its inhabitants. 

Professor Banham snarls that our de
scription of our Cafe Figaro is "the ulti
mate in presumption" and a "fin de siecle 
blasphemy" to boot! Our description claims 
for architecture the potential to transform 
commonplace experience, rendering it 
vivid and full of meaning. If this is pre
sumption, it is a presumption to which 
the best architects make regular resource. 

David Weingarten 
Ace Architects 
Oakland, Caltf 

Quite the Reverse: Australia may be up
side down, but it is not backward , as in
dicated in the lower photograph on page 
188 of the September number of ARCHI-
TECTURE. William H. Lathrop 

San Francisco 

Corrections: The Times Square competi
tion drawing shown on the lower right of 
page 16 in the October issue was printed 
as a positive image ; the original was neg
ative. We also regret the misspelling of 
winner Christopher Genik's name and the 
omission of David Stein , also a winner. 

Photographs of the torpedo factory in 
Alexandria, Va., were miscredited in the 
November issue . Images on pages 88 and 
90 are by Max MacKenzie, as is the photo 
on page 89, top left. Mark Segal is the 
photographer of the interior view on 
page 89 . 

To clarify the roles of those involved in 
the design of the CIGNA building (Oct., 
page 61), The Architects Collaborative was 
architect; Interspace , Inc. , was interior 
space planner; and Turner Construction 
Co. was construction manager. All were 
contracted separately by CIGNA. Engi
neering and energy consultants to TAC were 
Syska & Hennessy and Van der Ryn Cal
thorpe & Partners, respectively. The client 
built the mock-up mentioned in the article. 



Project: Critikon, Inc., Tampa 
Architect: The Kling 
Partnership, Philadelphia 
Interior Designer: Kling 
Interior Design, Philadelphia 
Engineer: Kling Lindquist 
Inc., Philadelphia 







Look at these 
new Oasis® 
coolers from 
a different 
angle. 

Put yourself in the users place. 
We did and designed three stream
lined, user-friendly models for the 
handicapped. 

All users will appreciate the con
venience of electronic activation of 
the water stream. The secret is our 
exclusive membrane switch design 
which activates a solid-state bubbler 
valve circuit control. Slight pressure 
starts the fiow of refreshing, cold 
water. 

Each of the three models is 
designed for a specific application: 
( 1) The automatic electronic model 
that starts with just a tap (and 
release) on any of its four membrane 
switch touch pads. Water runs for 
seven seconds; then stops - automat
ically. (2) The electronic model that 
has two touch pads. Water runs as 
long as there is pad contact. (3) The 
standard model which -\ 
is activated by a simple 
twist of the mechan
ical Dial-A-Drink® 
bubbler. 

Wheelchair 
users won't bump 
against the 
coolers. The arms 
of a wheelchair 
fit easily under 

the leading edge of the splash 
basin, and the slender cabinet is 
angled toward the wall to make 
even more room for the users legs. 

Visually impaired users will see 
the water stream better because 
there is no backsplash to cause 
mirror distortion. 

Take a look at our different 
angle in coolers for the handi

capped. For a detailed 
specification sheet, write: 

Ebco Manufacturing Co., 
265 N. Hamilton Road, 

Box 13150, Columbus, Ohio 
43213-0150. 

WATER COOLERS BUILT WITHOUT SHORTCUTS. 
Circle fi on information card 
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NEA Names Chatfield-Tuylor 
As Design Arts Director 
The National Endowment for the Arts 
has named Adele Chatfield-Taylor direc
tor of the design arts program. A profes
sional preservationist and educator, she 
succeeds Michael Pittas as the leader of 
the $4.4 million program that is geared 
toward "creating opportunities for excel
lence" in the design arts. 

In discussing her appointment Chatfield
Taylor said, "My predecessors have laid 
solid groundwork in the design arts pro
gram. I hope to build on their efforts and 
accomplishments. The challenge is to de
velop, nurture, and celebrate good de
sign and, at the same time, protect the 
diversity and quality that is its essence.,. 
Chatfield-Taylor calls the design arts pro
gram's accomplishments "extraordinary" 
considering its "limited funding and rela
tively short life"\ 19 years\. 

The program first embraced architec
ture, planning , and design , as reflected 
in its appellation, a direction that 
Chatfield-Taylor called an "appropriate 
place to begin." Under the second direc
tor the program was changed to archi
tecture + environmental arts. Chatfield
Taylor calls this a "telling expansion ... 
taking the focus from something as spe
cific as architectural design to the broader 
context of urbanism." 

It was the program's pioneering sup
port of , for example , adaptive use and 
historic preservation, particularly of of
ten abandoned railroad stations , that 
Chatfield-Taylor. sees as tremendously im
portant. "I think the effect of what the 
design arts program did in the cities in 
the '70s is simply immeasurable. Certainly 
the endowment didn't invent it I adaptive 
use I, but the endowment was able to 
articulate that it was an important thing 
to do. As a result the entire American 
landscape has been affected and not at a 
great cost to the endowment or the gov
ernment." In addition, the " little bit of 
money" that the endowment put toward 
articulating and supporting adaptive re
use "spurred a lot of private investment." 

The program that Chatfield-Taylor in
herited in the early part of November sup
ports all the design arts-architecture, 
landscape architecture , interior design, in
dustrial design, urban design and plan- , 
ning, graphic design, and fashion design , 
disciplines that Chatfield-Taylor sees as 

being fundamentally interrelated. "The 
wonderful thing about design is that one 
area does inform another. There is and 
should be a real coherence between all 
those things." She suggests that "modern 
life after the Industrial Revolution has 
been about fragmenting things into spe
cialities. I think the 20th century at this 
point is ·largely about knitting everything 
together, so that you. have a coherent en
vironment. You can have diversity and 
coherence at the same time." 

Maintaining the diversity, which is one 
of the stated goals of NEA, is of "pro
found interest" to Chatfield-Taylor. She 
believes "one of the great things about 
this culture" is the rapid acceptance of a 
.. wonderful image or a good idea," as was 
the case with the rediscovery of our cities. 
But she cautions against the trend toward 
making every city, or every building, inter
changeable. "What I'm talking about , 
whether it is a new design or an old build
ing or a streetscape, you have to pay 
attention to the place, and the integrity 
of. that place is what will guide you." 

Asked why the design arts program is 
important to our society, Chatfield-Taylor 
s·ays , "design probably has the most enor
mous constituency of any of the art forms 
that exist because it involves everybody, 
and everyone is exposed to it every sin
gle day. Whether you are designing your 
stationery or buying a house or crossing 
a bridge on a highway, all of those things 
have been designed and the conscious
ness of that has been rising steadily over 
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NEWS 
the last couple of decades ... I think this 
program has something to do with that 
awareness." 

Chatfield-Taylor believes that "we have 
further to go" in increasing the awareness 
of a quality environment and also of how 
one design discipline works with another. 
"We have to understand how important 
design professionals are to producing all 
these things that are designed and how 
much better those things are when de
sign professionals are involved , whether 
it be a graphic artist or an architect or a 
landscape architect." 

In all likelihood, the design arts pro
gram will have to continue functioning 
in the foreseeable future.with limited 
funds. Chatfield-Taylor points to past 
achievements of NEA's·efforts where ·'a 
very small amount of m.oney has had this 
huge effect." Currently she believes "we 
are very interested in having the private 
sector remain involved in the arts. The 
design arts program is a great lever for 
that. I think this program shows how a 
little investment in one design problem 
that can make a big difference." 

Personally, Chatfield-Taylor sees her ap
pointment as the "perfect next step . ... 
It happens that rrty interest in historic 
preservation is something that includes 
urban design, new architecture , landscape 
and other design disciplines," and so she 
sees the diverse perspective as "not some
thing that is brand new." Historic preser
vation , says Chatfield-Taylor, is a "device 
for establishing a relationship with change, 
and all design disciplines are part of that 
process too." 

Chatfielct-Taylor comes to the endow
ment from the New York Landmarks 
Preservation Foundation, a non-profit or
ganization that she helped create and was 
first executive director of in 1980. Her 
association with the New York Landmarks 
Preservation Commission began in 1973 
as assistant to the chairman and later as 
director of policy and program. Prior to 
that she was co-founder of Urban Deadline 
Architects, Inc., a firm concentrating on 
restoration, rehabilitation, and recycling 
of buildings in older urban areas. 

A graduate of Manhattanville College 
(B.A.) and of Columbia University's grad
uate school of architecture and planning, 
Chatfield-Taylor is currently adjunct as
sistant professor in historic preservation 
at Columbia. She is a member of the U.S. 
Delegation of Women in Architecture and 
the U.S. Delegation of Historic Preserva
tionists. N.R.G. 

News continued on page 13 
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You're always looking for 
better ideas to build. And 
knowing the best materials 
and systems to specify for a 
job is at the core of better 
building . 

Genstar Gypsum Products 
Company manufactures 
Flintkote® wall and ceiling 
systems. We're one of the 
most competitive companies 
in the industry and we stay 
that way by constantly 

Circle 7 on information card 

refining and creating new 
systems to fit your needs . 
Such as our new Flintkote 
Series V Shaftwall System. 

Series Vis the latest in a 
competitive line of innovative 
systems from Genstar. 

To tell you about Series II, 
we've developed a brochure 
with all the latest information 
on shaftwall systems. We'll 
send it to you free . And we'll 
include the new 11th edition 

of the Fire Resistance Design 
Manual. Just contact Jim 
Houser or circle our number 
on the response card in the 
back of the magazine. 

With Genstar, you can be 
sure that your great ideas 
are being built with the most 
sound ideas in gypsum 
systems. 

Genstar GYJmUD Products 
At the core of sound ideas 

GEN ST.AR 

Genstar Gypsum Products Company 
580 Decker Drive, Irving, Texas 75062 

(214) 659-9800 
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Mixed-Use Scheme Chosen for 
Washington's Market Square 
The Pennsylvania Avenue Development 
Corporation has chosen a design by 
Hartman-Cox of Washington , D.C., for 
the avenue's Market Square site. The proj
ect , which combines office, retail , and 
res idential uses , will be developed by 
Western Development Co. along with Kan 
Am Realty, Inc. The $130 million scheme, 
now only in its conceptual stage, will be
gi n design development subject to final 
review by PADC and the Fine Arts 
Comm ission. 

The selection of the Hartman-Cox de
sign marks the end of a review process 

that began last August when PADC re
ceived six development proposals for Mar
ket Square. The square is located at the 
fool of Eighth Street directly across Penn
sylvania Avenue from the National Ar
chives building. By the end of October 
PADC had narrowed its decision to two 
contenders: the Hartman-Cox proposal and 
one by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill/ 
Washington. 

In announcing the selection of the win
ning design , PADC Board Chairman Henry 
A. Berliner Jr. said that Hartman-Cox and 
Western Development offered the best 
overall proposal, going beyond program 
requirements and arriving at a better so
lution for combining residential and re
tail uses. The proposal includes 379,000 

Controversial Statue Installed, 
Viet Memorial Conveyed to U.S. 
Last month Frederick Hart's realistic 
sculpture was dedicated on the national 
Mall as an adjunct to Maya Lin's granite 
walls , and the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
was accepted by the interior secretary 
as a national monument maintained by 
the National Park Service. 

The three-figure bronze sculpture (left) 
is sited near a huge flagpole at the south
west approach to the walls. One of the 
slightly bigger than life servicemen is 
black , one is fair-haired, and the third 
is vaguely ethnic- Hart says "he could be 
Jewish , Lebanese , Indian ." Dressed in 
battle garb and carrying weapons , their 
heads are turned to gaze at the walls. 

Also completed last month was the 
lighting of the memorial (below). Seventy
two stainless steel fixtures are positioned 
three feet in front of the walls , six feet , 
eight inches apart. The low-profile custom 
luminaires blend with the granite sets next 
to the walls. Their source is a tiny, high
pressure tungsten halogen bulb that re
sembles a candle when reflected in the 
black , polished granite walls. The soft il
lumination is just sufficient to allow read
ing of the 58,022 names inscribed on the 
walls. The lighting design is by Claude 
R. Engle in association with the Cooper
Lecky Partnership , the memorial's archi
tect of record. 

square feet of office space , 247 ,000 square 
feet of residential , and 70,000 square feet 
of retail. Construction on the project will 
begin in February 1986 and should be 
completed by March 1988. 

The Hartman-Cox design takes the form 
of two separate buildings, joined at their 
below-grade parking level. The two are 
mirror images of each other although the 
west building is notched on its northwest 
corner, jogging around a property not in
cluded in the Market Square parcel. 
Mimicking the 1930s neoclassical archi
tecture of the Federal Triangle buildings 
to the south of the square , the Hartman
Cox design has a tripartite division of base, 
column , and cornice. 

On their north and east sides the build-
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Above, Hartman-Cox '.s winning design 
and, right , second-place scheme by SOM. 

ings incorporate facades salvaged from 
demolished structures that once stood on 
the site, creating a transition from the 
forma l, Beaux-Arts character of Federal 
Triangle to the smaller scale, mercantile 
buildings to the north. The two buildings 
bend around the square to create a half
circle focused on the site of the future 
U.S. Navy Memorial by Conklin Rossant 
of New York City, now in its working 
drawings approval stage. 

The Market Square buildings also have 
a tripartite interior organization with res
taurants , cafes, shops, and other retail at 
street level ; office space on the second 
to ninth floors; and residential on the top 
four floors , which step back. The 225 con
dominium units on these fl oors will range 
in size from 725 square feet to 1,200 square 
feet and are expected to sell from S 137 ,000 
to 5210,000. 

In comparison, the SOM scheme offered 
similar numbers: 350 ,000 square feet of 
office space, 80,000 square feet of retail, 
and 273,000 square feet of residential 
comprising 225 rental units . SOM's plan 
also took a similar form: two buildings 
framing an axis between the archives and 
the National Portrait Gallery and curv
ing around Market Square. Two towers 
(similar to the Old Post Office tower not 
far away) flanked the Eighth Street axis. 

Berliner said subsidizing units for more 
moderate or lower income residents would 
'"only work the first time," because sub
sequent residents would sell them at full 
market rates, so no subsidized units will 
be offered. He said that more moderate 
housing could be located north of the 
square. PADC's present plan is to pro
vide 1,200 units in this section of the city, 
down from an earlier proposal of 1,500. 
Berliner added that efforts are under way 
by PADC to reinstate the higher number. 
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Montpelier to Become Museum 
Honoring Fourth President 
A settlement has been reached by the 
he irs of Marion du Pont Scott over the. 
fate of Scott's Virginia estate, Montpelier, 
the one-time home of James and Dolley 
Madison. The family has agreed to abide 
by Scott's will and tum over the 2,677-acre 
estate to the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation to open the peach-colored 
stone mansion to the public as a museum 
honoring Madison, the country's fourth 
president. 

The mansion is located about 100 miles 
southwest of Washington , D.C. Its cen
tral brick section, two stories high over 
an elevated basement , was built by Mad
ison's father around 1760. In 1809 during 
his first term as president , Mad ison · 

began a major remodeling after design 
consultations with Thomas Jefferson and 
William Thornton, architect of the Octa
gon House in Washington and the U.S. 
Capitol. At this time the central portion 
was enlarged; two step-down, one-story 
wings were added; and the exterior brick 
walls were stuccoed. A large Doric
columned portico was also added some
time in the early 1800s. 

William du Pont , father of Marion Scott 
and grandson of the founder of the giant 
plastics and chemical manufacturing com
pany, bought the estate in 1899 and added 
a second story to the wings and enlarged 
the house to its present dimens'ions. 

continued on page 16 



Sloan presents 
the no-hands restroom. 

Take the operation of the restroom 
out of people's hands, and it be
comes a cleaner, more cost-efficient 
place. 

That's the big idea from Sloan
the no-hands restroom, with no 
handles, buttons, or levers. Every-

thing operates automatically, under ~=::::a1;~ 
the command and control of Sloan .4 
Optima™ electronic sensors. 

On toilets and urinals, the user reflects an invisible 
beam of light back into the Optima sensor, arming 
the system. When the user steps away, the beam is 
broken, and the Sloan flushometer flushes the fixture. 

Results: improved sanitation, with no forgotten 
flushes. And less water waste. 

On lavatories, breaking the Optima sensor 
beam opens and closes a valve to control water 
automatically. Since the water runs only when needed , 
water usage is significantly reduced . There are no handles 

to get dirty and there's less 
sink-top cleaning . 

Of course, "no-hands" means 
"no touch ," which reduces the chance of bacterial 
contamination . Users will appreciate that. 

No-hands operation also automatically solves the 
problem of mandated access for the handicapped. 

And now there are Sloan Optima systems for no-
hands soap dispensers, hand dryers, and more. Get 

optimum sanitation and optimum savings. Ask your 
Sloan representative about Optima systems today. Or 
write us. 

GJ GJ Q 

0 @\8) 
!ii SLOAN VALVE COMPANY 

10500 Sevmour Avenue. Frankl in Park, IL 60131 
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Preservation.fi"om page 14 
Behind the mansion is a large terraced 
ga rden Madison designed to resemble an 
English park. 

Scott. who lived in the mansion from 
1902 until herdeath in September 1983. 
was not able to bequeath the property 
directly to the National Trust because of 
provisions in her father's will that called 
for the property to go either to her 
brother, William , or to his heirs if she 
did not have children. 

However, Scott's will required her five 
nieces and nephews to give or sell their 
interests in Montpelier to the National 
Trust in order for their children to re
ceive a share of the $3.1 million in in
come from Scott's trust fund. Scott had 
also given the National Trust $10 million 
to help acquire those shares and provide 
for its furnishing and future maintenance. 

Henry du Pont , Scott's nephew who 
had hoped to li ve at Montpelier, filed 
suit with his brother John in January over 
the conditions of the will, contending that 
his aunt was violating her father's inten
tions. He claimed that requiring her nieces 
and nephews to sell their shares of the 
estate to benefit from the trust fund was 
"nothing less than blackmail." 

After a bitter JO-month feud, Henry 
and John du Pont agreed to sell each of 
their 115 interests in Montpelier for $2 
million dollars each. The other three sib
lings had already sold their interests for 
$ l .28 million each. The siblings agreed 
to allow Henry's heirs to receive their 
share of the income from Scott's trust 
fund. They had contended that Henry had 
forfeited his claim to the trust fund for 
not selling his share by August 1984. 

In the settlement, the National Trust 
agreed to create an advisory council on 
Montpelier and make Henry du Pont and 
his wife permanent members of the coun
cil. Two rooms in the mansion will be 
dedicated as a memorial to Scott's fa-
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President Madison :S estate. Mo11tpelie1: 

ther. William du Pont, for his role in de
veloping the historic house. The National 
Trust also agreed to maintain the prop
erty's two cemeteries-a small brick en
closure containing the Madison family plot 
and a graveyard near the house that is 
the burial site of three of Scott's most 
famous race horses. 

The mansion and surrounding property 
is in excellent condition, and the National 
Trust plans to open the estate to the pub
lic several times this year and to allow 
regularly scheduled tours by 1986. 

Washington Attorney Named 
President of the National 'frust 
J. Jackson Walter, a Washington , D.C., 
attorney, is the new president of the Na
tional Trust for His to ri c Preservation. 
Walter, a graduate of Yale law school, 
comes to his new post from the presidency 
of the National Academy of Public Ad
ministration in Washington . He has also 
served as director of the U.S. government 
office of government ethics and as secre
tary of the Florida department of busi
ness regulation. 

Walter says that his initial focus as pres
ident will include the trust's stewardship 
of Montpelier, a newly acquired prop
erty in Virginia, built in the 1700s (see 
related story above), and the next ses
sion of Congress, which will consider the 
future of the preservation tax credit pro
gram. Walter also mentioned his hope to 
expand membership in the trust , which , 
he said, would more faithfully mirror the 
groundswell of interest in preservation 
nationwide. 

As president , Walter will replace 
Michael L. Ainslie , who resigned last July 
to become president and chief executive 
officer of Sotheby's Holdings , Inc. 

Funds Sought for Restoration 
Of Jefferson's Country Retreat 

A campaign is currently underway to raise 
money for the preservation of Poplar For
est. Thomas Jefferson's private retreat 
located in Bedford County. Ya .. approxi
mately 70 miles southwest of Monticello. 

In December 1983. the Corporation 
for Jefferson's Poplar Forest. a nonprofit 
organization. acquired title to the little
publicized estate and was offered an op
tion to purchase a large tract of undevel
oped surrounding land. The Jefferson Pop
lar Forest Fund was later organized to 
raise $5 million to restore the property 
and open the house to the _public as a 
museum honoring Jefferson . 

The 4.300-acre plantation was be
queathed to Jefferson by his wife. His 
first recorded trip to the estate was in 
1773, and during the Revolutionary War 
Jefferson and his family sought refuge 
there from the British in the ex isting un
distinguished house. In 1806. during his 
second term as president he decided to 
build a private retreat on the working 
plantation. The house he eventua lly built 
and partially completed in 1809 (although 
he continued to make minor changes as 
late as 1822) was an octagonal design he 
had originally planned for a plantation 
owned by his daughter Maria and her 
husband John Eppes. Her dea th in 1804 
caused Jefferson to abandon that project. 

The brick house has one main floor 
over a basement that becomes a second 
floor along the rear of the house because 
of the natural slope of the site. The oc
tagonal plan revolves around a central. 
20-foot-square dining room with a sky
light , surrounded by four equal octago
nal rooms. One of the four chambers is 
divided by a passage that leads to the 
front door. The drawing room is beyond 
the square room and opens onto a tetra
style portico. The two re maining rooms 
serve as bedrooms. The small rectangu
lar projections on the left and right sides 
of the house contain stairways to the base
ment. In contrast to Monticello's plan , 
the house is centralized and open with
out lateral or private suites. 

Jefferson left Poplar Forest to his grand
son who within two years sold the estate 
to William Cobbs. The property remained 
in the Cobbs-Hutter family until 1946, 
when it passed through two more owners 
before being acquired by the nonprofit 
corporation. 

Chris Stevens, campaign coordinator for 
the Poplar Forest Fund , said that so far 
the campaign has been very successful. 
"We have already met our local goal of 
$700,000," she added. The group plans 
to complete the restoration and open the 
house to the public by 1986. 

News continued on page 21 
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Australian Architecture: Concern 
With Regionalism, Contextualism 
To Americans eager for every new 
Australian film and novel, it comes as a 
surprise to learn how frail and new is 
Australia's sense of cultural confidence. 
Despite unarguable accomplishments, 
Australians still often view themselves with 
a sense of "cultural cringe," as they call 
it- born perhaps of convict beginnings, 
a short history and until recently a colo
nial one, geographic isolation, a small pop
ulation. That there is much reason for 
pride is again demonstrated by the exhi
bition "Old Continent New Building," now 
touring the U.S. It is accompanied by an 
excellent catalog, edited by Leon Paroissien 
and Michael Griggs, containing four es
says and an illustration plus architect's 
statement for each building in the show. 

Not surprisingly, as a young country in
tent on finding its bearings, Australia's 
recent architecture, though diverse, tends 
toward regionalism of several types. 

As architect Philip Cox writes in one 
of the catalog's essays, "The notion of an 
old, tired continent figures largely in the 

cultural history of Australia. From the ear
liest times there have been two reactions: 
one of complete hostility toward the land
scape, and the other an affection unpar
alleled in other cultures." 

Writing about his own house at Shore
ham, Victoria, Daryl Jackson says, "land
scape is all important. It used to threaten 
and was rejected; it has never ceased to 
command respect." This approach deals 
with Australian mythologies of the bush, 
of agrarianism, of the 19th century. 

There is a certain irony here, of course. 
For the vast majority of Australians lives 
in its modern coastal cities-a full half 
either in Sydney (37 of the 90-odd exhib
ited buildings are in New South Wales) or 
in Melbourne (23 are Victorian). Yet with 
some significant exceptions, such as John 
Andrews and Harry Seidler, Australian ar
chitects have been relatively uninvolved 
in inner city building. Even more than 
the U.S., Australia is a city of suburbs 
and of the buildings on display almost 
half are houses. Conrad Hamman writes 

of the younger architects' new "search for 
an overall view through inclusive theory, 
history, structuralism .... Arguably. the 
reappraisal of the suburb has been the 
central stimulator to their search.'' 

They are concerned primarily with a 
Venturian contextualism, which would say 
that suburban Australia-with its ordi
nariness, patterned brick facades, veran
dahs, bright colors-is almost all right. 

This self-consciously theoretical attitude 
holds sway only in Melbourne. Sydney 
architects remain more pragmatic, ex
periential- hedonistic, Melbourners say. 

But a broader sort of contextualism is 
typical of almost all Australian architec
ture. Most of the architects represented 
in this exhibit work with unusual concern 
for site, climate, local conventions, tradi
tions, and history. It is in this sense that 
Australia's diverse architecture is regional. 

The exhibit began its U.S. tour at the 
University of California, Berkeley. Its sub
sequent schedule is: School of Architec
ture, University of Tennessee, Knoxville. 
Jan. 3-21; Templeville Art Gallery, Uni
versity of Illinois, Chicago, Jan. 28-Feb. 
28; Australian Embassy, Washington, 
D.C., March 15-April 18; and Memphis, 
May 3-June 2. 
ANDREA OPPENHEIMER DEAN 
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4. Insulation with the highest (R) resistance factor 
5. No gaps or voids inside the slat 
6. Two faces of galvanized steel to protect the 

insulation 
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Rotating Sculpture Program. Sculptor 
James Rosa ti 's '·Triple Arc I" has been 
insta ll ed in the co urtya rd of the lnstitute's 
headquarte rs as the first piece in AIA's 
ro ta ti ng sculpture program . The 5,000-
pound , 16-foot-high piece combines curves 
and planes tha t conjure up images o f the 
human fo rm and modern bridges , two of 
the many themes o f Rosati 's work. 

Rosati , bo rn in 1912, le ft a successful 
ca reer as a concert vio linist in 1934 to 
pursue sculpting th rough the Works Prog
ress Administration's Federal Arts Program 
during Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal. 
Rosa ti's wo rks a re in public and private 
collectio ns, including the National Gal
lery of An in Washington , D. C., and the 
Museum of Modern Art in New York City. 

The rota ting sculpture program is sup
ported by an a rt collec tion fund estab
li shed by th e In s t itute in 1974 and by 
contribu tions fro m the AIA College 
of Fe llows, board of direc to rs , members , 
and non-affi liated a rchitects. The piece 
is on loan from the Marlborough Galle ry 
in New York City and wi ll be on exhibit 
in the co urtya rd thro ugh next April. 

Four Honored by NOMA 
The Na tio nal Organiza tio n o f Minority 
Architec ts has hono red fo ur a rchitects in 
its ann ua l awards for design excellence. 

T he winning firms a re : 
• Stu ll Assoc ia tes of Bos to n fo r the Jackie 
Robi nson Middle School in New Haven , 
Conn . It is one o f a number of city-adm in
istered neighborhood "community schools" 
designed to se rve as education , recreation , 
se rvice , and c ultural cente rs . Loca ted on a 
sloping, pa rk-like site adjacent to a resi
denti a l ne ighbo rhood , th e bui lding is 
placed aga inst a hill sid e o ve rlookin g a 
lagoon. T he school is d ivided into three 
elements containing "un ified a rts'" and 
adm ini st ra ti o n . a nd in stru c tio na l a nd 
physical ed ucatio n. 

continued on page 24 

Why do most 
architects specify 
Cookson rolling doors? 

Quality features 
such as 
PRE-PAINTING 
AS A STANDARD FEATURE, ALL COOKSON STEEL ROLLING DOORS 
ARE SHIPPED PRIME PRE-PAINTED. Each galvanized steel door cu r
tain is treated for long term weather resistance with a corrosion inhib
iting epoxy primer and a thermosetting polyester top coat. At a cost 
of less than 40¢ per square foot , it is the best protection money can 
buy. While the standard tan with bronze trim doors look attractive in
stalled without further painting, the factory finish has been designed as 
a prime coat when chang ing colors at the job site is requ ired . Cookson 
pre-painted doors are designed for greater protection, longer life and 
less maintenance. 

At The Cookson Company quality is of prime importance. 
Cookson 's complete line of rolling doors along with rolling 
grilles, rolling fire doors and counter doors represent the 
state of the art in design, engineering and manufacturing. 
With factories on the East Coast and West Coast, Cookson 
is the preferred name in the rolling door industry. 

Write for free catalog and tan color sample. 

700 Pennsylvania Ave I San Francisco, CA 941 07 I Phone (415) 826-4422 
800 Tulip Drive I Gastonia, NC 28052 I Phone (704) 866-9146 
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Awards & Exhibtions / ro m page 23 
• Devrouax & Purnell Architects/ Plann ers 
of Washington, D.C., for the Carte r beach 
house in Whalehead Beach , N.C. The pro
gram called fo r a summer renta l ho use 
the client could use during the off-season 
months. The 21/i-level, 2,200-squ are-foo t 
house has fo ur equal bed rooms on the 
entry level, each with an o bserva tio n 
deck: a li ving room with a lo ft: and a la rge 
deck with views of the ocean . 
•John Chase, FAIA , Architects of Houston 
fo r the Texas Southern University Campus 
in Housto n. The firm is responsible for 
two campus maste r plans, as we ll as seven 
major struc tures on the campus, begin
ning with the Martin Luther King humani
ti es building in 1967 and including the 
Ernest Sterling student cente r, the school 
of education , music cente r, and th e Thur
good Marshall School o f Law. 
• Heard & Associates o f Chicago fo r the 
Cook County Institute o f Fo rensic Medi
ci ne in Chicago. The 88,346-square-foo t 
fac ility houses administratio n o ffi ces . 
autopsy suites, labo ratori es , a confe rence 
cente r, and an employee lo unge. The 
structure has a basement and two fl oors 
above ground and was designed to a llow 
the addition of a third floor . 

Graphics Competition Winner: First place winner in the second annual graphic com
munications competition sponsored by the Austin , Tex ., Chapte r/ AI A is Dongik Lee, 
a local a rchitect. Lee's Red G roomsesq ue drawing (above) was one of 11 winners in 
th e competition , which was open to architects and a rchitecture students. The compe
titio n drew over 100 submissions, which were about evenly split between practition
ers and students. The competition drawings were juried a t th e Uni ve rsity of Texas 
school o f architecture at Austin by architects Charles Moore, FAIA , and James Coote 
and Betty Osborne, graphic a rtist. N. Thomas Kosarek , AJA, who chaired the compe
tition , says tha t the work of the 11 winners will be exhibited around the Aust in area 

News continued on page 27 
to stimula te "public awareness o f the fin e a rt o f a rchitec tu ra l drawing,'· add ing that 
such ac tivity has seen a rebirth over th e past few yea rs. 

1,__,,,~KAL WALL® WIN DOWS 
ELIMINATE 
WINDOW 

HEAT-WASTE 

The Kalwa ll W indow Replacement System ... is the most HIGHLY 
IN SU LATED - LIGHT TRANSMITTING - System ava ilab le. 

86 % more energy effi cient than single glaz ing; 
72 % more effic ient than double glazi ng. 

And , it's a TO UGH , VANDAL RESISTANT System. 
Full co lor li terature presents facts. 

Kalwatt® 
CORPORATION 

P.O. Box 237, Manchester, NH 03105 , Phone 603-627-3861 

The PROVEN answer to the window problem 
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We know that good architectural design requires attention to 
detail ... and that a poorly chosen fixture can compromise an 
otherwise attractive interior. That's why we designed our Model 
HWCF-10 stainless steel electric water cooler to complement 
today's clean, contemporary interiors. 

Suitable for both conventional and wheelchair use, this Haws 
water cooler offers durable construction and is easy to install 
and service. Available with a choice of finishes - #4 Satin , 
# 7 Hiqh Polished . or Sienna Bronze™ - Hows nffArs rlAsinn 

SeaBreeze Plaza. Burlingame CA 
Raiser Architec tural Group 

If you 're looking for a water cooler to work with your design 
instead of against it, look to Haws. Information on this and other 
thoughtful ly designed water coolers and drinking fountains is 
as near as your local Haws representative. 
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Nine Recognized in RIBA's 
Student Design Competition 

ine students were recently recognized 
in an inte rnational design competition , 
.. Tomorrow·s Think Tank Today;· spo n
sored by the Royal Institute o f British 
Architects and Sinclair Research, Ltd. The 
program called for the design of a re
search labo rato ry, with its site to be de
termined by each student. 

Andrew Birds o f Polytechnic of Cen
tral Lo ndo n was awarded first place. In 
his winning scheme modular labora tories 
that resemble gargantuan building blocks 
a rtic ulated by glass strips are built into 
a rocky coastline to form two man-made 
cl iffs separated by a vertical void containing 
c irculat ion. 

The second prize was presented to R. 
Mullan of the University o f Bath for a 
.. deceptively simple" pl an reminiscent o f 
a Mies van der Rohe design. 

T hird place was shared by D. Turnbull 
of the University of Bath , D. Naessens o f 
the Unive rsity College in Dublin , and a 
joint design by A. Van der Merwe and 
M. Maszewski of the University o f Cape 
Town. 

Ho norable mentions were awa rded to 
Janos B. Toth and Zoltan Sukosk o f 
Budapest University; R.A . Simons and A. 
MacDonald of the University of Sheffield; 
N. Husband and P. Cook of Kingston Pol
ytechnic; and K. Nakamura, K.I. lnamura , 
Y. Akie , M. Hayafun e, and H. Oka o f 
Niho n Uni ve rsity in Tokyo. 

Concrete Institute Awards 
The Prestressed Concre te Institute has 
honored 11 buildings and three bridges 
in its 1984 awards program tha t recognizes 
.. esthe ti c expression, function. and econ
o my usin g pres tressed a nd precas t 
conc rete."' 

Philip Morri s Manufac turing facility by 
He rbert Bec khard, FAIA , a nd Frank 
Richlan , AJA ; Tracor o ffi ce building by 
Benjamin E. Brewer Jr., FAIA; Goldome 
Bank fo r Savings corpo ra te headquarters 
by Ko hn Pede rsen Fox Associates; One 
Civic Center Plaza by Hellmuth , Obata & 
Kassabaum ; Justice Center by Zimmer 
G unsul Frasca Partnership ; 8000 Regency 
Parkway offi ce building by Tho mpson , 
Ventulett , Stainback & Associates; Mary
land Concert Center pa rking garage by 
Conchran , Stephenson & Donkervoet; 
New Center One by Skidmore, Owings & 
Me rrill ; Christiania corporate o ffi ce 
building by Matth ew J . Wa rsha ue r 
Architects. Special awards were presented 
to the Leona rd Nata torium and Gymna
sium renova tio n by Leona rd Pa rke r Asso
c iates and the Walte r Street substation by 
William Morgan Architects. 

News continued on page 88 

1819 L Street, Washington , DC 
Architects : Smith , Segretti & Tepper; 

Washington , DC 
Builder: Omni Construction Co.; 

Rockville, MD 
Owner: Farr-Jewett Co. ; 

Washington , DC 

Granite: Rock of Ages Polished Regal Rose 

Granite keeps up 
appearances 
Unmatched in beauty and practicality, nothing comes close 
to the magical combination of color, texture and finish which is 
granite. Its weatherability can outlast all other building 
materials regardless of environmental stress. 

No masonry or other stone can equal granite's durability. 

For beautiful and durable appearance, long-term ease of 
maintenance and energy conservation, Rock of Ages Granite 
is still the premium building stone. 

For our full color brochure showing our complete range of 
colors and finishes, for actual samples or for a quote on your 
next project, write or call today. 

Circle I 7 on information card 



An 'Exploded' 
Desert Room 
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The Arts 



"A pathway to the horizon," is how artist 
and architect Pat Patterson describes his 
tripartite sculpture in southern Colorado, 
a pathway through which the visitor moves 
across the desert floor beneath the gaze 
of snowcapped mountains. 

Actually, the project was undertaken 
to solve a landscape problem. Patterson's 
client , a man with Middle Eastern roots 
and an aviation background, built a small 

house in the San Luis Valley, which is 
defined by the Sangre de Christo Moun
tains to the east, the La Garita Moun
tains to the northwest, and the San Juan 
Mountains to the southwest. Just one of 
the natural wonders here is the Great 
Sand Dunes National Monument, a 50-
square-mile patch of enormous piles of 
wheat colored sand, almost surreal in their 
play of light and shadow. A ridge a mile 

.;~- ,..~ 

from the house hid the view of these 
dunes, so a method was sought to survey 
them. 

Patterson started with the tower. Its 
form evolved from allusions to flight and 
ancient Assyrian ziggurat temples , two in
fluences that the client readily related to. 

At the other end of the composition is 
found the portal , roughly 13 feet square, 
that demarcates "an alternative realm to 
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Left, top and bottom, view of the tower 
with compass in foreground and detail of 
compass, respectively ; abo ve, the artist 
surmounts the 35-foot-high tower. 

the house," explains Patterson. The por
tal's stripped pattern of black painted 
sawcuts adds a dimension of tex.ture and 
shadow. The pattern is also reminiscent 
of level marks used on architectural draw
ings, and Patterson says that it serves to 
call the visitor's attention to the sloping 
character of the valley floor. 

Between the tower and the gate is found 
the red compass, a concrete slab that 
traces the horizon line as the visitor turns 
about at compass center. Its color, and 
that of the tower and the gate, are part 
of the simple, abstract palette that Pat
terson found appropriate in this landscape. 
The colors are also similar to those found 
in Southwestern Indian culture. 

The entire ensemble suggests an "ex
ploded room" in the desert, says Patterson, 
a room defined by the mountains , sky 
blue ceiling, desert floor, doorway, and 
the tower, which ceremoniously rises into 
the heavens. M1 cHAEL ]. CROS BIE 
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Why so many architects 
have designs 

on our systems. 
Versatility is the big reason so many architects are making their plans on the 

Prime• Architectural Design System. Our system lets you do it all. 

Generate structural grids rapidly and 
accurately. Walls, doors, and windows 
fall right into place in your floor plans. 

Complete symbol libraries for every 
discipline let you create all types of 
plan drawings in a single file ... up to 
1024 layers! 

Produce elevations and sections as you 
need them for contract documents and 
design presentation . 

Price is the other reason to put Prime in 
your master plan. A typical installation 
can cost 20% less than any comparable 
system. 
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All symbols and standard details are 
filed in CSI formats, making it easy for 
you to add to your libraries, and to mod
ify and manipulate them as needed. 

PRIME is a registered trademark of Prime Computer, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts. 
Graphics courtesy of The Grad Parrnership, Newark, New Jersey. 

Automatically schedule building com
ponents, in a flexible format you define 
yourself. 

You can do more with a Prime system. 
We're a Fortune 500 company with world
wide support. With a family of high
performance computers so compatible, 
you can interchange hardware and soft
ware at will. And with over 1, 000 software 
solutiens for every imaginable need. 

Visualize your entire project from any 
angle or perspective with Prime's power
ful 3-D modeler ... using easy-to-learn, 
easy-to-use 2-D drafting techniques. 

Were versatile, so yoJ can dq,,!TI-2!.~: 



COLUMBIA 

p ARABOLUMES 

Simple, functional architectural design will 
always withstand the test of time. The same 
is true for lighting design. Classic interiors 
deserve classic lighting. 

Columbia Parabolumes provide a unique 
combination of timeless beauty with 
high performance. These are high 
efficiency fluorescent 
luminaires that save 

Left · Award winning Farm 
Credits Bank, Spokane. 
Architects . Walker McGou~h 

Foltz Lyerla. PS 
Interiors: Zimmer, Gunc;ul. 
Frasca Panncrc;h1p 

""""'====..._. l.ighun~ Columl>ia L1~htin~ . Inc 

energy - yet will light your rooms in no 
glare comfort for years to come. 

Columbia Parabolumes are perfect for open 
plan designs and for VDT areas. Classic 
lighting for classic interiors. Parabolumes are 
always ahead of their time. 

For more information on the complete line 
of Columbia Parabolumes, call your 

Columbia Representative or contact: 
-~~ ...... 

l111@D=u~DUU@ 
Dcru© 

P.O. Box 2787 • N. 3808 Sullivan Rd.• Spokane, WA 99220 

CLASSIC LIGHTING·FOR·CLASSIC INTERIORS 
Circle 19 011 information card 



0 ur theme this month is the relationship of 
buildings to nature. We begin with a re
markable pavilion in which it is intention

ally difficult to tell where building begins and na
ture ends. Then on to a two-part look at the Na
tional Park Service's decades of building in some 
of the most sensitive natural settings imaginable; 
then a 20th anniversary look at what may be our 
most celebrated melding of nature and develop
ment; a Kaleidoscope of buildings that closely 
relate to, or contain, nature; and finally a 100th 
anniversary appreciation of the nation's most cel
ebrated sculpture in the middle of the national 
lawn. 

Looking ahead, as we promised to do once in 
a while, a sampling of 1985 themes: In Febru
ary, corporate headquarters and other buildings 
of business; in July, housing of all kinds and scales; 
in August, more of the profiles of architectural 
schools that proved so popular this year; in Oc
tober, "the consequences of transportation"; in 
November, "the spaces in between"; and in De
cember, indigenous and vernacular architecture. 
Plus, of course, our annual reviews of U.S. and 
world architecture (May and September respec
tively) and an issue on the 1985 convention site, 
San Francisco and its region, in March. D. C. 
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"The land comes.first. Architecture comes second. "Landscape 
architect Robert Marvin . 

Callaway Gardens is an unexpected delight. The highway cuts 
through the raw fi elds and scrub pine thickets of West Georgia 
and then, just outside the neglected little town of Pine Moun
tain, leads to this immaculate wooded resort. You turn to en-
ter a botanical ga rden where winding drives thread among lakes 
and banks of hollies and azaleas. Tucked away in a far corner of 
the natural aboretum is a fine-grained garden that spills from 
a pristine enclosure like jewels from an overturned box . The 
John A. Sibley Horticultural Center is a child's dream of a secret 
garden. 

Completed last March, the $4.7-million Sibley center is the 
most controlled and manicured element in the 2,500-acre pre
serve. Callaway Gardens was conceived and developed by a 
second-generation industrialist , Cason Callaway, whose family's 
mills made LaGrange 30 miles west an important textile center 
in the early 1900s. In the 1930s, Callaway bought land , mostly 
worn-out cotton fi elds , surrounding his family retreat with the 
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thought of developing it into a retirement community fo r the 
wealthy. But for some reason he enlarged his vision. Perhaps it 
was the dire fate of the Georgia cotton farm er in the Depres
sion , or maybe the influence of a neighbor, Franklin Roosevelt , 
who had made Warm Springs, 20 miles east, a treatment spa 
for polio sufferers. Although a staunch Georgia conservative, 
Callaway admired FDR , and the president visited the textile ex
ecutive when encamped at the rustic Georgia retreat. At any 
rate , Callaway resigned from his mills in 1938 and devoted much 
of the last 23 years of his life to developing a public garden 
there. Callaway Gardens first opened in 1952 as a nonprofit ven
ture, and is supported today by adjacent resort and conference 
center components. 

Above, the Sibley center from the south edge of the garden 
with its 24-foot-tall folding doors closed. The enclosure steps 
up to admit winter sun through two rows of clerestories under 
the domedfabric roofs. Right, the west section showing the doors 
open. The two lo wer bays to the left lead to the entrance. 
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The Sibley center, one of a variety of attractions scattered 
within the gardens-including a pioneer log cabin and a dem
onstration vegetable garden - is the least didactic and most am
bitious. It is the result of a four-year collaboration by landscape 

· architect Robert E. Marvin of Walterboro, S.C., the architec
tural firm of Craig, Gaulden & Davis (Kirk R. Craig , AIA , prin
cipal) of Greenville, S.C., structural engineers Geiger Berger 
Associates, and energy consultant Bruce Anderson. 

Approached from a landscaped parking lot, the center is first 
seen from its bermed backside. The materials are Car-ten steel 
for the structure , clear glass block infill , and fabric roofs. The 
garden building is oriented 45 degrees off the dominant axis of 
the linear parking lot and a long, tan brick, pre-existing build
ing, one end of which has been adapted as an entrance to the 
garden. 

The low-ceilinged reception/ sales area is quiet and rather dark , 
contrasting the views through glass into an abutting, traditional 
greenhouse , through which you walk next. This bright space 
acts as a sort of decompression chamber and harbinger of what
ever floral display is current in the garden that lies beyond. (Dis
plays are changed six times a year. A huge cascade of yellow 
mums, suspended from the greenhouse roof, was the center
piece in early November.) 



From the old greenhouse you emerge under a row of fabric 
roofs that draw you to the edge of the garden. There , from a 
semicircular platform , the U-shaped, steel and glass, south-facing 
enclosure opens like a blossom to accept the oblique autumn 
sun . The lawn sweeps in front of you, bordered by curves of 
fl owering color and backed by echoing curves of trees. You 
ascend a steep berm along the west wall of the enclosure, then 
walk tight under a 22-foot-high waterfall emanating from the 
north wall and emerge on a platform high in the largest space 
of the building. 

From here you look down on loose swirls of flowers , grass, 
fi e ldstone, and redwood seating , and the building recedes. The 
dark , four-column clusters seem almost transparent , and they 
promise less prominence as vines cover them. The clear glass
block walls read as thin scrims that filter the view of trees and 
sky beyond. And the fabric roof admits an even glow. 

There is no design focus , no single event, inside the build
ing, and none seems needed. But from here , as you take in the 
first full axial view south into the garden beyond the building 
itself , your eye searches in vain for a single point of reference. 
(Asked about this, landscape architect Robert Marvin and ar
chitect Kirk Craig agreed that a focus is needed in the garden, 
a ltho ugh they each favor different solutions. Marvin envisions 
a trellis and perhaps a fountain; Craig recommends a single high 
water spout backed by an arbor.) 

From the high platform you walk down into the swirling land
scape forms within the building, cross a bridge over a pond that 
extends across the south elevation at the base of the 24-foot-high 
folding doors , and walk out on an unenclosed pavilion and then 
to the garden, where you can follow paths that either draw back 
near the building or pull away from it. 

Close inspection of the walls, doors , columns, and roof sys
tem reveals satisfying proportions and simple, well-worked-out 
details. The 12-inch-square block on the east, north , and west 
walls is joined with brown mortar that visually ties it to the struc
ture , and the square profile of the blocks echoes the square 
roof modules . The latter are in two sizes: six , sheltering the 
large space, that are 32 feet square, and 47 that are 16 feet square. 
Over the part of the structure that is capable of being enclosed, 
two membranes of silicone-coated, glass fiber fabric are stretched 
taut on sandwiched cross arches. On modules over unenclosed 
structure , o nly an upper membrane is employed. 

The long view from the garden suggests various design influ
ences, including Wright , traditional Japanese forms, the Victo
ri ans, and even Moo rish architecture. But Craig and Marvin 
emphasize that the design grew laboriously and entirely from 
a program created by the owner, the landscape architect, 
and architect. Says Craig of Marvin: "We both critiqued each 
other's work during the course of the project as though there 
litera lly was no separation between our professional skills." 

Callaway Gardens first commissioned Robert Marvin 10 years 
ago to design comprehensive plans for the conservatory green
houses that the Sibley center partially replaces. A JS-year vet
eran land planner, Marvin is an ek>quent proponent of architecture 
that takes its form from the site. Last month he talked about 
his work on the Sibley center: 

··specialization today makes it impossible for one person to 
work alone. First you have to get togethe r the right team . 

The bird 's-eye view on the facing page shows a corner of the 
pre-existing greenhouse, no w incorporated as part of the en
trance. Above right, the unenclosed east wing extending over 
a shallow pond. Here the roof modules employ single plies of 
fabric over crossed arches. Right, the view from inside with doors 
and clerestories open. Roof sections here are two-ply. 
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Above, the big interior space with swirling lnndscape forms. Vines 
are trained on the fou~column clusters. The 12-inch-square, clea~ 
glass block walls, shown in closeup from the outside, left, have 
brown mortar joints to blend with the Co1~ten steel structure. 
Far left, visitors walk under the man-made waterfall. 

Then you have to ask the right questions and refuse to let any 
member of the team get a preconceived idea of what the struc
ture ought to be or look like .... We visited most of the major 
greenhouses around the country and asked what a greenhouse 
should be like . Of course, the first thing it shouldn't be is a 
greenhouse .... 

"The angles and directions of the spaces and the big berm on 
the north all came from asking questions about energy. Once 

we built a berm and put trees on it, we calculated that the north 
winds would never hit ground again until they were 25 times 
the height of the enclosure. We have then blown the cold air 
beyond the garden .... The step down the hill was a good way 
to let the sun in in winter and keep it out in summer . ... We 
wrote an orchestration to move people [through j a garden part 
roofed and part not , rather than a greenhouse with an outside 
garden." 

Marvin believes that good architecture grows from the site, 
nurtured by the sun and an understanding of the land. To im
pose art into nature is shallow, he says, "unless you happen to 
be a brilliant artist, which most of us are not." Even so , the 
Sibley center demonstrates well that nature can be molded into 
a work of art. 0 
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The Park Service as Client: I 
The early decades of rustic grandeur. By Phyllis Myers 

In the much-quoted text from the 1916 legislation that estab
lished the National Park System and a bureaucracy to adminis
ter it , the National Park Service was given the responsibility to: 
"conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and 
the wildlife therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the 
same in such manner and by such means as will leave them 
unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations." 

These words are primarily the work of Frederick Law Olmsted 
Jr., a key influence on the drafting committee for the historic 
act. The thoughts hark back to his distinguished father who had 
spent the summer of 1864 camping in the wild of Yosemite Val
ley and Mariposa Big Tree Grove, newly ceded by the federal 
government to the state of California. In his 1865 report the 
senior Olmsted advised state officials that , in managing these 
unspoiled expanses of beauty, their objective should be "the pres
ervation and maintenance as exactly as is possiQle of the natu
ral scenery ... within the narrowest limits consistent with the 
necessary accommodation of visitors ... j and I the prevention 
of all constructions markedly inharmonious with the scenery or 
which would unnecessarily obscure, distort,or detract from the 
dignity of the scenery." 

The "necessary accommodation of visitors" was, to Olmsted, 
no grudging phrase. "To simply reserve I lands j from monopoly 
by individuals ... is not all that is necessary," he wrote. "They 
should be laid open to the use ... of the people." 

Because of the intertwined mission to protect resources un
impaired and to make them available to people , the park serv
ice has , from its inception , been responsible for a good deal of 
building, either to accommodate visitors or to house staff. 

By 1916, of course, "harmony with nature" was a recurring 
architectural theme as American expansion penetrated the wil
derness at a rapid pace. Never entirely divorced from architec
tural styles outside the parks , the park service nevertheless 
became a unique client. Its struggle to reconcile the tensions 
between preservation and development have produced some of 
the most well known elements of Americans' shared architec
tural heritage, sometimes defining a national park as much as. 
the canyon or geyser. 

Its guiding sensibility, until the 1950s, established even be
fore the park service was created, is generally known as "rustic 
architecture ," a term which , as "park-itecture" historian William 
C. Tweed observes, applies to "a number of styles sharing a cen
tral concept or ethic." 

The central concept used natural materials , handcrahing, and 
a variety of informal motifs inspired primarily by American pi
oneer log cabins and commodious Bavarian and Swiss Alps re
treats. Rusticism was not a straitjacket, however, and there was 
considerable room for individualism and artistry-for regional 
responses to the shapes and scale of the Western landscape and 
the designs of the American Indians , and for eclectic echoes of 
English cottage, shingle, Oriental , and prairie styles. 

The underlying ethic also embraced a spectrum of attitudes 
about "harmony." Some structures are created in nature's im
age, reflecting or vying with the awesome imagery. Others seek 
a dynamic fusion with the setting, others obscurity. 

Buildings ranged from the giant , luxuriously casual resort ho-

Ms. Myers, a senior associate at the Conservation Foundation , 
is co-author of National Parks for a New Generation: Visions, 
Realities, Prospects, to be published in early 1985 by the foun
dation. Research fellow Christine Reid assisted in the research . 
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tels constructed in the parks' early days to accommodate wealthy 
tourists to the laboriously mass produced log cabins and other 
structures built under the New Deal to employ the jobless and 
provide outdoor recreation facilities for needy young adults. At 
both ends of the economic scale, the early park buildings were 
romantic fantasies , made possible by the unimportance of la
bor costs and made handsome by the quality of design and spirit 
that guided their creation. 

Fourteen individual national parks had been established by 
the time the park system was created in 1916. Buildings had 
already been constructed-by the Army in Yellowstone , which 
was responsible for running this first national park before the 
park service was created, and by the railroads , which played a 
seminal role in opening up the West , and not incidentally, in 
creating the national parks. 

Jay Cooke , a financier connected with the Northern Pacific 
Railroad, was present at that famous 1870 campfire at Yellowstone 
when the gathered elite decided that the great wonders they saw 
around them should be protected from commercialization. Cooke 
supported a famous artist to paint the awesome scenes for East
erners and lobbyists to convince Congress to pass legislation 
establishing the park . A subsidiary of Northern Pacific was re
sponsible for the hotels in Yellowstone , the Atchison Topeka 
& Santa Fe Railroad for El Tovar at Grand Canyon , and the 
Great Northern Railway for the hotels at Glacier National Park. 

To our good fortune , these railroads linked their own success 
to the quality of development in the wilderness areas they opened 
up. They paid attention to the stations , to the administrative 
offices, and to the hotels along the line. The keen eye with which 
they sought out promising talent was evident in such choices as 
Robert C. Reamer, who designed Old Faithful Inn in 1904 and 
the New Canyon Hotel in 1910, both in Yellowstone, and Charles 
Whittlesey, architect of Grand Canyon's El Tovar in 1904. Reamer, 
born near Cleveland, was only 31 when Old Faithful opened. 
Self-trained , having quit school at the age of 13, his appoint
ment resulted from a fortuitous introduction to the head of the 
Yellowstone Park Co. , according to Montana architect David 
Laven good , who has researched the eclectic Reamer for a dec
ade. Reamer was responsible for a number of other concessioner 
structures and a series of distinctive buildings in Seattle. 
Whittlesey, who had trained in the Chicago office of Louis 
Sullivan , went on to design highly regarded residential and com
mercial buildings in Los Angeles, including one that contained 
the largest auditorium west of Chicago. 

An important driving force in the railroads' insistence on qual
ity was their ability to identify with the market they were serving: 
The men who ran the companies, who invested in the hotels , 
and who came to the resorts were linked by networks of mar
riages , investments, and vacation memories of Europe. The Old 
World was a constant prod , setting a standard of achievement 
that went beyond profits. Advocates explicitly described the West's 
amazing natural sights as America's "monuments ," an answer 
to the cathedrals and castles of old that was distinctively 
American. 

To attract affluent travelers , the adventures of the wildemess
including the dusty stage coach ride from the railroad station 

The Ahwanee Hotel at Yosemite, shown here in a photograph 
by the late Ansel Adams, was typical of the elegant but powerful 
rusticity of the early park buildings, both those built by the 
NPS and those built by railroads and private concessioners. 





Increased sensitivity to individual sites. 
to remote areas-had to be softened by convenience and lux
ury once they arrived. Structures were sited near the parks' main 
"features .. - the lakes, mountains, waterfalls, and geysers. 

Reamer's Old Faithful Inn was an immediate success. A huge 
creation of rusticated stone, logs, and shingles, the imposing 
several-storied interior lounge, reminiscent of a cathedral or 
mountain, featured unpeeled tree trunks supporting the roof, in
terior balconies with railings made of branches, massive stone 
fireplaces, and casual furniture. In its massing and materials, 
it is, in landscape architect Regula Campbell's view, a "chore
ographic ... recollection of the Yellowstone landscape." Yet 
wealthy visitors from the Adirondacks would have felt at home. 
There, under the influence of a widely traveled railroad tycoon 
who, according to Syracuse University professor Harvey Kaiser, 
showed local craftsmen a cuckoo clock, the wilderness was pleas
ingly developed with enormous woodsy American fantasies of 
Swiss and Bavarian chalets. These structures, Kaiser comments, 
"were not conceived as a means of living simply, despite the cal
culated appearance of the simple life. " 

Just seven years later, Reamer designed the Canyon Hotel, near 
Yellowstone's awesome canyon. In the horizontal low massing of 
the exterior and the polished blonde beams, lighting, and col
umns of the interior, this handsome building embodied fashion
able Prairie School and Japanese influences. If its scale (a mile 
around) was inspired by the physical grandeur of its setting, its 
accouterments were. as Western Architect observed, "as completely 
appointed as any metropolitan hostelry ... an elevator, cold stor
age and ice-making plant, electric lights, steam heat, a mod-
ern steam laundry and a vacuum cleaning plant .... " 

This seems a long way from the vision of the senior Olmsted, 
whose guidance about development at Yosemite to accommo
date visitors included the building of a "narrow road" for carri
ages and five cabins supplied with "certain simple necessities" 
for cooking and other camping activities. Nevertheless , Olmsted 
had not been totally consistent. In his Yosemite report, he fore
saw that "if proper facilities are offered, the hundreds who now 
visit Yosemite will become thousands and in a century . .. be 
counted by the millions . ., 

It is doubtful that he had in mind the restriction of these vis-
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itors, as opposed to their accommodation through sensitive de
sign. Olmsted was deeply committed to the uplifting, demo
cratizi ng influences of parks and in his life·s work more con
cerned with the appearance of naturalness than in preserving 
nature unimpaired. Moreover, although deeply committed to 
social justice, considering the wealthy and influential circle of 
persons among whom he moved and for whom he worked , 
Olmsted may well have viewed the resort hotels as pleasing im
provements to the landscape. 

Charles Whittlesey was chief architect for the Atchison Topeka 
& Santa Fe Railroad when he designed El Tovar, at Grand Canyon. 
Although Whittlesey drew on Swiss and Norwegian Alpine mo
tifs, he consciously muted his colors to harmonize with the gray
green of the Canyon. He used Navajo rugs and artifacts as interior 
furnishings amid the heavy peeled logs, wood, and stone that cre
ated the hotel's stunning interior. 

Beginning in 1911, the Great Northern Railway constructed 
chalet-type rustic hotels in Glacier Park's remote vastness that 
it described as "all remarkably in rhyme with this mountainland." 
The Glacier Park Hotel and Many Glacier Hotel were immense , 
decorated log cabins. Gigantic tree trunks marked the stage coach 
entrance, and , inside the lobby, supported the roof trusses. 
Japanese influence was evident as well, although more super
ficially than at the Canyon Hotel. 

All the hotels were sited close by spectacular natural .. fea
tures." Old Faithful Geyser spouted barely an eighth of a mile 
from the Inn. The New Canyon Hotel was a quarter mile from 
the great chasm. El Tovar perched on the Grand Canyon's south 
rim , and Crater Lake Lodge, built in 1914, was sited on the shores 
of the mesmerizingly blue volcanic lake. 

Other resort hotels were built at Mount Rainier and Yosemite , 
drawing increasingly on eclectic motifs. The Sierra Club , whose 
founder John Muir had been a vigorous advocate for creating 
many of the parks, built a rustic pioneer lodge at Yosemite, de
signed by Bernard Maybeck's brother-in-law. According to Tweed, 
this building was notable not only for its unobtrusive rusticity, 
but also for its fakery: "The battered stone walls had concrete 
cores." 

Below, the almost postmodern Yellowstone/ Mammoth hotel of 
19/J. Right , tourists leaving Zion Lodge fora guided trek. 



Quality construction , reliance on giant private companies to 
build accommodations, use of design professionals, and appeal 
to the rich continued under Stephen T. Mather, the park sys
tem's dynamic first director. An energetic millionaire and out
doorsman , Mather concluded quickly that catering to wealthy 
and influential visitors would build a defense against repeated 
questions about what good these vast parks were. Hesitant at 
first , the Sierra Club became an ally after it lost the battle to 
save Yosemite's Hetch Hetchy from being dammed. 

Under Mather, the railroads and their subsidiaries stepped up 
their promotion of travel , expanding existing hotels and build
ing new ones. Disturbed by ramshackle tourist accommodations 
springing up in the parks, Mather ensured the concessioners of 
monopoly status and gave them proprietary rights in their 
buildings. 

Guided by Mather's 1918 dictum that all construction should 
be "devoted always to the harmonizing of ... improvements with 
the landscape," professional review was set in place. The pri
vate hotels and the numerous simpler park offices, sheds , staff 
housing, comfort stations, entranceways, and other structures 
were all, says Tweed , constructed "under the watchful, if over
worked eyes of the landscape engineering division." This small 
field center of landscape architects and engineers, located first 
at Yosemite and then San Francisco , reviewed parks' plans and 
construction and provided technical assistance. 

Increased sensitivity to the site created notable variations on 
mainstream rustic concepts. The pueblo-type structures in Mesa 
Verde National Park , designed by superintendent Jesse Nusbaum, 

for example , were authentically Hopi in construction methods 
as well as design and materials. Imaginative setting-inspired 
designs by Mary Colter for the Fred Harvey Co. , and by Califor
nia architect Herbert Maier for the privately contributed mu
seums at Yosemite and Yellowstone, used boulders , stone, and 
wood in highly original fashion. Said Maier of his low, organic 
structures: "To attempt altitudinal impressiveness .. . would have 
meant entering into competition with the cliffs: and for such com
petition the architect has no stomach." 

Harvard-trained Los Angeles architect Gilbert Stanley Under
wood had stronger gastric juices. Underwood , working for the 
Utah Parks Co., a subsidiary of the Union Pacific Railroad , de
signed hotels at Zion, Cedar Breaks National Monument, and 
the Grand Canyon, as well as the one at Bryce, then administered 
by the U.S. Forest Service: According to Tweed, Underwood had 
to tone down some of his designs to meet skepticism by Mather 
and others about their appropriateness for national parks. 

The Ahwanee , Underwood's first Yosemite hotel , opened in 
1927. lt blended inspiration from the natural setting with the 
romantic fantasies of the '20s-art deco, Persian , Indian , and 
medieval European motifs with great stone piers and wooden 
walls and beams. Fantasy was even greater than it appeared: Of 
all the woodwork , says Tweed, "only the log room truss of the 
dining room was real." Here, and in Yosemite Lodge at Angel 
Point, Underwood explicitly massed the buildings to resemble 
the shape and size of the canyon. 

The park system's own construction activities increased sig
nificantly at this time, as it built roads , administrative buildings, 
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From heroic lodges to rabins for the needy. 
and simpler lodges and the automobile brought growing num
bers of visitors to the parks. Under chief architect Thomas C. 
Vint, appointed by Mather, professionalism and the system's com
mitment to simple rustic architecture increased. Vint, whose park 
service career in construction and development spanned 40 years, 
sought architects with a sensitivity to landscape and landscape 
men with a sensitivity to the special needs of the parks. 

This in-place design perspective and professional staff enabled 
the park service to take a prominent role in shaping President 
Roosevelt's pet project, the Civilian Conservation Corps, one 
of the major reforestation and construction initiatives initiated 
under the New Deal. The idea , says Phoebe Cutler, was "to 
build men while conserving nature." 

The National Park Service transformed Roosevelt's idea from 
one that involved workers "doing the simplest type of manual 
labor" to one that "assumed the capabilities of a massive land
scaping machine," Tweed observes. Sensing that the president's 
multi-agency program of "simple reforestation and ditch digging" 
wasn't appropriate for the national parks, a sharp park service 
landscape architect convinced director Horace C. Albright that 
the program presented a remarkable opportunity to tie together 
the funds available in the president's emergency program with 
the needs of the parks. Millions of unemployed were organized 
into a construction army that built a variety of structures in na
tional, state , and local parks across the nation. 

Strongly influenced by the park service's tradition the CCC 
program in the national parks was at the same time a turning 
point in its history. In the 46 Recreational Demonstration Proj
ects, which combined land reclamation with the construction 
of group camps near major cities, the CCC effort was the pre
cursor of the urban park initiatives in the 1960s and 1970s. 

Despite its desperate beginnings, the CCC was guided through-
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out by anesthetic sensitive to the natural environment in which 
it built. The architecture that expressed federal social experi
mentation in the parks was simple, labor-intensive, and geared 
to the recreational needs of ordinary people , rather than that 
of the affluent traveler. Yet it was linked to the earlier outlook 
by its commitment to harmony with the natural environment, 
its use of pioneer motifs and handwork, its affectation of sim
plicity, and the employment of professionals to plan and man
age all aspects of construction. 

It was also linked by the lack of concern about costs, which 
gave designers and laborers a great deal of freedom. The rail
roads used extensive handcrafting to accommodate the tastes 
of the wealthy at a time when there was no alternative ; the New 
Deal , to give the unemployed a job and teach them new skills. 

To accomplish its task, the park service hired professionals 
and technical supervisors on a large scale. "They weren't hard 
to find ," says the 85-year-old Conrad Wirth today, the landscape 
architect in charge of the service's work in state and county 
parks and later the director of the park service. "They were all 
looking for work." Wirth credits architects Abraham ("Ab") Good , 
who worked in his Washington office , and Herbert Maier, di
rector of the Rocky Mountain district (one of four established 
to deal with the heavy volume of work), as having the greatest 
influence on design. Maier, who had already shaped his design 
ideas in earlier work as a private architect in several parks, was 
"the dean of the type of architecture we used- heavy big stones 
and wood." 

In all , the CCC employed 3 million youths and spent $3 bil
lion. Thousands of landscape architects , architects , and engi
neers were hired , some as supervisors in the parks , and others 
in the districts and in Washington. As landscape architect and 
author Norman T. Newton, once a CCC inspector, tells us , "Hap
hazard unplanned work was not allowed ; for every park an ap-
proved master plan was required ... for every project there had 
to be detailed plans ... submitted ... for review, comment, and 
approval" by professional teams made up of landscape archi
tects , engineers, foresters, architects , naturalists , and geologists. 
Professional field squads worked on site with park staff during 
the winters and architectural students in the summers. 

Good's personal stamp of quality control was imposed by ex
tensive traveling and publication of the extraordinary three-volume 
Park and Recreation Structures. Soon a familiar text in the parks, 
its pages were crammed with photographs and detailed plans of 
exemplary gatehouses, entrance pillars, administration buildings, 
cabins , latrines, cook stoves, and chimneys. The writing is sen
sitive and romantic , aimed at purifying the rustic architecture 
whose use had , Good admitted, become "worn." 

Sympathy with natural surroundings, to Good , meant defer
ence. In well-done buildings , the individual building "must be 
subordinate to its environment and not seek to intrude on the 
scene , or be visible from afar." Variety results from the differ
ent ways the buildings will be used , while the commonality of 
style assures that the buildings will not attract individual atten
tion. While he supported regional differences- for architecture 
responsive to snow-covered mountains, forests , deserts , prairie , 
and sand dunes-it was in the Southwest, under Maier, where 
this was best expressed. 

Good's sensibilities come to life at Catoctin Mountain Park 
in Maryland, which was originally developed as a Recreational 
Demonstration Area. Under this program , 400,000 acres of im
poverished agricultural lands near cities - mostly in the East
were bought, restored , and reforested, and group camps were 
built to serve needy campers brought by the flowering number 
of social service agencies. (Because these sites were not selected 
on the basis of significant natural values, it was understood that 
they would become state parks. Catoctin is one of the handful 
that did not. ) 

Catoctin was a destitute area in 1935. The lands were worn 
out by poor farming practices and illegal stills sustained many 



Across page, the prepossessing Old Faithful Inn, an early ornament 
of park architecture. Above, Glacier Park Hotel and its portal. 

of the descendants of the original Scotch and German settlers. 
The 50 families living on the 33 tracts acquired by the govern
ment were resettled and their residences destroyed . (The park 
service's sensibilities about the landscape in constructing new 
buildings did not extend to buildings that were on the sites it 
acquired . The park service then only had three historians.) 

Good himself designed Misty Mount Camp, the first of three 
group camps built at Catoctin. (Misty Mount was followed by 
Camp Greentop and Camp Hi-Catoctin. The latter served Presi
dent Roosevelt as his "Shangri-la" hideaway during World War 
II. Renamed Camp David by Dwight D. Eisenhower, it contin
ues in use by presidents as a rural retreat.) 

Good praises his little 15x13 cabins as "outstanding for . .. 
their simple excellence and true craftsmanship." The chestnut 
logs are squared off, with spaces chinked in with white concrete. 
In traditional fashion, the corners are formed by logs fitting into 
right angles cut near the log ends. The horizontal plane of the 
logs is natural so that the chinked-in materials present the non
precision look favored by advocates of the rustic style. Stone 
steps lead to chestnut doors with hand-fashioned closings. 

All of the oversized bolts and screws were crafted on site , by 
blacksmiths, as were sections of the handsome hanging chan
deliers in the dining room and meeting rooms. The greenish 
stones that form the base of the cabins, the massive fireplaces , 
and the steps to the group buildings were quarried nearby. Old 
photographs in Catoctin's files record the expectant arrival of 
groups of workers , men 18 to 25 years old who arrived in groups 
200 strong. As the camera captured them at their daily activ
ities , the faces show a pride that undoubtedly has a good deal to 
do with the quality of the workmanship. 

Underlying the affinity for the land , the workmanship, and the 

crude but charming pioneer-structures characteristic of the CCC 
was an anti-urban sentiment sharpened by the Depression expe
rience. If earlier rustic architecture was also anti-urban , its roots 
were in awe of the wilderness-not in despair. "The iconography 
of the New Deal era recalled a simpler, freer past as an antidote 
to a distressed present ," says Cutler. 

The park service's views about harmony in nature were sub
jected to increasing criticism. One strong current came from 
those who saw rusticism as artifice, an overly sophisticated af
fectation out of touch with modern architectural tastes and ad
vances in technology. Another came from the increasingly in
fluential wilderness movement, which saw the extent of devel
opment in the national parks as contrary to the park service's 
responsibility to preserve natural areas. Ideally, they said , man 
should only leave "footprints." During World War II , of course, 
the issue was moot , since the parks marked time with decimated 
staffs. 

Disdain and the heavy costs of upkeep led to neglect of the 
great hotels as well as many of the buildings built by the CCC. 
Only the lack of funds to build replacements saved many build
ings from demolition. Although continuing to serve visitors, a 
number of the great hotels became unsafe. The Yellowstone Parks 
Co. wrecked Reamer's New Canyon Hotel in 1957 because it 
didn't want competition with its new motel-type units . Park serv
ice Director George Hartzog looked at Misty Mount's cabins in 
the early 1970s and wanted to replace them with more easily 
maintained prefabs. 

With the passage of time, these remnants on the landscape 
of the national parks of earlier attitudes are becoming increas
ingly appreciated. They are being nominated for the National 
Register of Historic Places, and funds are desperately sought 
for rehabilitation and adaptive use. They are a remarkable re
minder of the park service's role in creating, as well as protect
ing, some of the nation's most treasured landscapes. D 
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The Park Service 
As Client: II 
Shifting emphases since World War II. 
By Carleton Knight III 

The problem of making Ellis Island a memorial to immigration 
is nothing new. Philip Johnson , FAIA, had quite an idea for it 
some 20 years ago. Asked by then-Secretary of the Interior 
Stewart L. Udall to come up with a scheme, Johnson devised an 
inclined drum with a ramp leading up the side. The walls of the 
drum would have been covered with copies of various ships' man
ifests enlarged and cast in bronze so that visitors might find 
their families' names. 

But Udall , in a recent interview, said the best part was John
son's solution for the Great Hall , the cavernous , arch-roofed 
main building that all immigrants passed through. The archi
tect told the secretary, "Don't tear it down or restore it. Just 
stabilize it. America needs ruins. There aren't enough in this 
country. We're too young." 

For his part , Johnson recalls the experience as a heady one 
and adds frankly that his plan "tore down many buildings. Pres
ervation sentiment wouldn't allow that today." 

Udall 's commissioning of Johnson was just one of several in
stances of "big name" architects being hired in the 1960s, when 
the National Park Service was in the midst of Mission 66 , a 
10-year program that was to cost more than $1 billion and af
fect every national park in the country. Udall, secretary of the 
interior for Presidents Kennedy and Johnson , says he has "lively 
memories" of the period , especially his work with architects. 
Kennedy, he recalls, put strong emphasis on quality at the open
ing of his administration and included architecture in talking 
about excellence. "That word got down to the rest of us," Udall 
said , and he responded by commissioning Frank Lloyd Wright's 
firm , Taliesin Associated Architects, and Richard Neutra's, Neutra 
& Alexander, to design visitor centers at Rocky Mountain Na
tional Park in Colorado and at Gettysburg National Military 
Park in Pennsylvania , respectively. 

Mission 66 came just in time. The peaceful Eisenhower years 
had brought increased leisure to Americans, and park attend
ance jumped from 17 million annually in 1940 to 54 million 
by 1954. 

The parks were deteriorating and not able to handle the in
creased visitor loads. Conrad L. Wirth , NPS director, conceived 
of and implemented Mission 66 in order to upgrade all national 
parks by 1966, the agency's 50th anniversary. He recalls that it 
was difficult going to Congress each time for an individual park 
service project. Inspired by the dam-builders at the Bureau of 
Reclamation who he thought got everything they wanted at once, 
he formed a committee to develop an overall concept. Mission 
66 was the result , but the program never had specific legisla
tive authorization. Wirth chuckles in recalling that he just went 
to the sympathetic House Budget Committee, which "gave us 
the dollars and we spent them." 

The vast scope of Mission 66 mandated the hiring of outside 
architects for the first time by NPS in a big way because the 
in-house staff could not possibly do all the work. The sticks 
and stones era was ending, and in 1958 the park service got its 
first modem building: a visitor center at Dinosaur National Mon
ument on the Utah-Colorado border. Designed by the San 
Francisco firm of Anshen & Allen , it was an angular, generously 
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glazed building with a fossil-filled mountainside as one of its 
walls. "It was the first time that a museum was brought to an 
exhibit ," says the firm 's Richard C. Hein , AIA. 

Hein recalls the design review as being relatively easy, saying 
simply, "The San Francisco office stuck up for our idea , and 
Conrad Wirth okayed it." 

Shortly afterward Mitchell/ Giurgola was commissioned to do 
the visitor center at the Wright Brothers National Memorial on 
the Outer Banks of North Carolina. There , an expressive arched 
roof-symbolizing flight- floats over the base structure, which 
overlooks the site at Kitty Hawk where man first flew in 1903. 

It was also during this period that the Gateway Arch , Eero 
Saarinen's masterful design that won a competition in 1948, was 
built. Ground was broken in March 1962 and the final segment 
lifted into place Oct. 28, 1965. The 630-foot-high arch, which 
according to Saarinen, had "no details to mar its sleekness," 
opened to the public in 1967' but it would be nearly another 
decade before the underground Museum of Westward Expan
sion, handsomely laid out beneath the arch by the Potomac 
Group, was ready. 

The architectural success of Mission 66 resulted in NPS re
ceiving AIA's "citation of an organization" in 1970. The agency 
was commended for "its continuing effort to provide excellent 
design at all levels in our national parks." 

Until Mission 66, all design and construction was done by 
NPS regional offices. To handle the wide scope of the new pro
gram, three separate design and construction offices were es
tablished, in Philadelphia for the area from the East Coast to 
one state west of the Mississippi River, in San Francisco for 
the area from the mid-continent to the West Coast, and in Wash
ington, D.C., for the national capital. By the late 1960s, with 
Mission 66 accomplished and workloads decreasing , these of
fices were reduced, first by combining Philadelphia and Wash
ington, and then in October 1971, merging San Francisco and 
Washington to form the Denver service center. 

The use of outside architects continued, but the procedures 
for selection were changed by passage of the Brooks bill in 1972. 
That legislation , combined with a belief by some NPS officials 
that the "name" architects were not producing adequate build-

Left. Eero Saarinen's stainless steel Gateway Arch in St. Louis, 
and. below, Anshen & Allen's Quarry Visitor Center at Dinosaur 
National Park, the park service'sfirst contemporary building. 

Art Hupy 

ings, altered the architectural approach. Neutra's visitor center 
in Gettysburg, for example, featured a huge glass wall that was to 
open and allow noted orators to address the multitudes gathered 
near the site of Lincoln's famed address. The building settled 
soon after opening, and the wall could not operate properly, 
according to NPS staffers, and is now closed permanently. 

Architectural selection and reviews today are handled out of 
the Denver service center, which has a staff of just under 600. 
Unlike many federal agencies, the park service has a large num
ber of professionals working for it as the client. The service 
center is divided into four major teams of approximately 100 
persons each, including about a dozen architects as well as pro
fessionals in other disciplines such as planning , engineering, his
toric preservation , and landscape architecture. 

In addition to its Denver operations, the center maintains a 
satellite office in Falls Church , Ya ., to handle the nation's cap
ital and be able to provide quick response there. For special 
projects, such as the major effort underway now with the Statue 
of Liberty and Ellis Island , special "swat teams" are dispatched. 

The center also maintains the permanent architect and engi
neer selection board , which includes an architect, an engineer, 
and a landscape architect. 

NPS makes a conscious effort to use local area designers. As 
James R. Stewart, acting chief of park planning and special proj
ects, notes, "The days of going to California for a Neutra to do 
a Gettysburg are probably long gone." Not only does the use 
of local architects make for better relations , it also saves the 
government money in travel time and cost. Furthermore , most 
of the projects are small. "A visitor center for Scotts Bluff Na
tional Memorial will not draw a Michael Graves," says Bob 
Lopenske , a NPS architect on the selection panel. 

Today, there are some 334 units in the National Park Sys
tem , ranging from Yellowstone , the world 's first national park , 
to the USS Arizona Memorial , a structure on the sunken hulk 
of that ship at Pearl Harbor, to the Maggie Walker Historic 
Site, a small home in Richmond , Va. The actual figures for con
struction are deceiving and vary tremendously, from $55 mil
lion in fiscal 1981 to $179 million last year, for example. But 
more than half of last year's money was for road work done by 
the Federal Highway Administration under NPS supervision, jobs 
funded by the new nickel-a-gallon gasoline tax. 

Building projects are about evenly split between outside ar
chitects and the in-house staff. The latter's projects are most 
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Leadership, and a problem, in preservation. 
often the smaller, less visible ones-restrooms, warehouses , 
ga rages , code rehabilitation, handicapped accessibility, staff 
housing-in short , the small potatoes. But the smaller scale and 
less visibility has meant no less concern for quality and for the 
context, even if only for a comfort station or an overlook. 

Increasingly, NPS building dollars are being spent on reha
bilitation rather than new construction. Over the years NPS and 
its parent Interior Department have given major impetus to the 
historic preservation movement in America. The legendary His
toric American Buildings Survey was started by Charles E. 
Peterson , FAIA , a park service architect, during the 1930s to 
put architects to work. Today, the agency's historic structures 
reports , done mostly in-house by the Denver staff, are regarded 
as models. The Old Faithful Inn , a 1904 log revival style build
ing at Yellowstone , has been brought up to code recently with
out damaging the historic fabric of the structure, a task aided by 
such a report. 

Russell Dickenson , NPS director, is proud of the park serv
ice's noteworthy preservation record, remarking particularly about 
the massive work done around Independence Hall by a num
ber of public and private agencies and organizations. He thinks 
that the Ellis Island effort now going on represents a great op
portunity for adaptive use and adds that he expects there will 
be further leasing to the private sector of excess historic struc
tures. He cited an old lighthouse at Fire Island on Long Island 
that will be renovated under the historic preservation provisions 
of th e" tax act and converted into a radio station. 

Historic preservation got Dickenson into some hot water in 
the fall when it was revealed that the park service was consid
ering demolition of the lodge at Crater Lake National Park in 
Oregon. The building, which was constructed in 1913 and has a 
pleasant ambiance but is not of the superior architectural quality 
of other national park lodges, is located at the rim of the famous 
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Left, buildings from Mission 66 include Neutra & Alexander 's 
visitor center at Gettysburg, Pa., and Taliesin A ssociated Ar
chitects' visitor center at Rocky Mountain National Park in Col
orado, whose Cor-ten steel decorative frame has turned more 
red instead of its usual purplish hue because of the purer moun
tain air at that high altitude, says architect E. Thomas Casey. 

Jn-house architects have made a major contribution to parks. 
Below, Benjamin H. Biderman's spiraling Shark Valley observation 
tower at Everglades National Park and, right, Richard J. Kusek 's 
simple, wood overlook at White Bird Canyon in Nez Perce 
Historical Park in Idaho. Kusek was inspired by Indian motifs, 
and design concern extended even to trash receptacles. 

deep-blue lake. NPS reported to a U.S. House of Representa
tives subcommittee in October that an in-house study showed it 
would cost $8.5 million to bring the 80-room lodge up to code. 
Because of this high cost, and because it wanted to stop the kind 
of sprawl development found on the South Rim of the Grand Can
yon , NPS was all set to sign a contract for the design of a new 
lodge , probably on a site several miles away. 

A number of congressmen at the hearing were not amused , 
calling the cost figure of $100,000 per room absurd. Rep. James 
H. Weaver (D.-Ore.), whose district includes the park , seemed 
to speak for many when he said, "This is a rustic lodge. We don't 
want a Holiday Inn there." NPS backed off from its original plan 
and is in the process now of commissioning an outside study
"a second opinion ," says Dickenson - of the costs to upgrade 
the building. He said the work might be done in association with 
the concessionaire , as has been done in other parks , especially 
Yellowstone. 

The Denver service center staff approves much of the de
sign work commissioned by concessionaires in the parks as well 
as all that by NPS . In the early 1970s, a regular review board , 
whose members included Joseph R. Merz, a Brooklyn architect 
who was the planning and design consultant to Interior Secretary 
Rogers C.B. Morton ; the director of the Harpers Ferry center; 
and senior service center staff met monthly to go over all ar
chitectural work , both by in-house staff and outside architec ts 
for NPS or its concessionaires. That effort ended , and reviews 
are now done by the staff. 

Harry Rodda, AIA , of a California firm with a long history 
of NPS work , describes the review process as a "love-hate rela
tionship" because while the park service cares a great deal about 
the parks, they are "very cost and budget conscious. " He also 
complains about the multiplicity of clients, so to speak , at NPS 
the superintendent , the service center, and the regional office. 
"They all have different priorities and loyaltie~" he says , adding 
that too often the result is "safe design that cannot be criticized." 



Dave Hamill of Barker Rinker Seacat & Partners, a firm that 
has also done design work for the NPS directly and for conces
sionaires, agrees that the review process can be very bureau
cratic with ·'everyone giving his two cents worth." The problem 
arises , he says, in deciding whose comments will be included in 
the final report. But partner R. Russell Seacat points out, "They 
are easy to get along with as Jong as you realize they are going to 
call the shots. Their standards are very high, higher than needed, 
but that's their right. " He says the somewhat tedious review proc
ess is ameliorated by the fact that they place "a high priority 
on design. With the Park Service, unlike HUD or EDA, you 
deal with designers . They are concerned about the product 
from a design point of view." 

George M. Notter Jr., FAIA , of Anderson Notter Finegold , joint 
venture architects on the Ellis Island project , finds NPS 
.. as diverse as any client ," but what he appreciates is that there 
is always someone in charge. "Their people are accessible. That's 
unique ,"' he says. 

For Franklin Court, the recreation of Benjamin Franklin's home 
in Philadelphia by Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown, the firm's 
David Vaughan reports the review process went very smoothly, 
due in part , he surmises, to th e tight time-frame enforced by a 
bicentennial deadline. "There were no politics involved . It was 
very straightforward , and we were able to do mostly what we 
had intended architecturally. It almost seemed like it wasn't the 
federal government," he notes. Vaughan is also especially com
plimentary about the NPS staff abandoning its original concept 
in favor of the architects' . 

John D. Milner, an architect who consulted on the preserva
tion aspects of the Franklin Court, finds the park service "very 
responsive. You deal with architects and engineers who under
stand the process and what we do and thus their expectations 
are very realistic." Milner, who also has done work for NPS at 
Perry's Victory and International Peace Memorial in Lake Erie 
and at Fort McHenry in Baltimore , notes that NPS "stacks up very 

well" when compared to other government agencies , federal and 
state. "The staff is very professional." 

Despite the legal complexities involved in designing and build
ing the Jordan Pond House, a new visitor center and restau-
rant at Acadia National Park on Mount Desert, Me. , John G. 
Williams of Woo & Williams found the staff "superb and very 
supportive of design innovation." As far as he is concerned, NPS 
"is at the top of the list of public clients." The building , which 
replaces a national historic landmark that burned , took four 
years to design and build. 

Colden R . Florance, FAIA , of Keyes Condon Florance in 
Washington , D.C., also thinks NPS is the best federal client "in 
terms of flexibility and liveliness. " The firm , which designed a 
wood-framed pavilion structure in a park along the Anacostia 
River for the bicentennial, "was allowed a lot of freedom in how 
to do it ," Florance says, adding, "We were treated with a light 
hand , to our considerable enjoyment." John Lawson of Mitchell/ 
Giurgola , architect for the insect-like glass pavilion that en
shrines the Libery Bell and for a handsome maintenance facility 
for the Independence Hall area that retains the small-scale char
acter of the surrounding neighborhood , also thinks NPS is an ex
cellent client, finding it "less bureaucratic and easier to get along 
with" than other government agencies. The review process can 
hardly compare, Lawson notes, with the firm 's major current 
project-the new government building complex in Australia , 
where Mitchell/ Giurgola must deal with " 150 bureaucrats." 

"They see the longer view, not just tomorrow, like most 
clients ," comments David M. Childs , AIA, of Skidmore , Ow
ings & Merrill/ Washington, which renovated the Mall and de
signed Constitution Gardens for the park service. NPS staff people 
"are an outstanding group. They sense the value of what they 
have and are holding in trust for future generations ," he says. 
"They have an enormous sense of dedication for America's her
itage. Their hearts are definitely in the right place." 

As with any client relationship , he admits there are '·frustrat-
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Going beyond 'old log ranger stations: 
ing moments:· It was no t pe rfect , and he complains that a rchi
tectural firms in general are not a llowed to do the site supervision 
Lo assure the o riginal design is followed through. The se rvice 
center's Lopenske says this cho ice depends on the wo rkload of 
its staff, and if its pe rso nn e l a re ava il abl e , th ey have to be 
kep t busy. 

ls there a key to design success by all the va rio us a rchitects 
who work with NPS? In a way, yes. Pa rk se rvice o ffi c ials put it 
sim ply, saying that they do no t want a rchitec ture with a capital 
A. "We are not building monuments," says Lopenske. "Most times 
we want buildings tha t blend in with their surroundings, no t that 
compe te wi th the resource." 

John Belle, FAIA , of Beye r Blinde r Belle, one of the a rchi
tects working on the $50 millio n renovation of the Grea t Hall 
on Elli s Island, agrees with Lo penske's intent , but no t neces
sari ly the solution. "There is a diffe rence," he no tes, ''be tween 
archi tecture with a capita l A and a rchitects with a capital A." 
He says pointedly tha t NPS projec ts require a sensitive hand , 
no t an architec tural ego. 

T hat's no t easy. Benjamin H. Bide rman of the service cen
ter's Washington satellite o ffi ce says it is "hard to ge t an a rchi
tectural or engineering firm to think like we do. The opportunities 
fo r grea t a rchitec ture within the Na tional Pa rk System are lim
ited , but we don't want to squash them. When they do a rise, 
we want to do the most we can." There is no fin e r example o f 
thi s than in the G a teway Arch , now almost 20 yea rs o ld and , 
with its plantings, from an o riginal design by landscape archi
tect Dan Kiley, maturing at last. 

Biderman concludes, "Many architects want to make a splash, 
but the best so lution is one that is unno ticed .'" This emphasis 
on subdued a rchitecture requires that the designe r give first pri
o rity considera tion the setting o r histo ric struc ture . and then 
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de fer to it. But visits to a number of parks demonstrate conc lus
ive ly tha t deference does no t mean indifference to design quality. 

NPS planning chief Stewart says, ·· w e want clean lines and 
compatibility with the environment. Buildings can use native , 
indigeno us a rchitectural mo ti fs , but they should not just copy 
local styles." 

NPS Direc to r Dickenson be lieves "o ne of the most impor
tant e lements of park management is ado ption of an archi tec
tural theme, so you don't wind up with a hodgepodge of styles:· 
He also dec la res empha tica lly tha t it is not a func tion of man
agement to '"dicta te styles." Al though he likes them, Dickenson 
says he realizes NPS "can't replica te the o ld log ranger stations·· 
and adds the re is no reason o ld and new build ings canno t be 
mixed, "but they have to be complementary." T he director cites 
the rustic Pa radise Inn on Mt. Rainier and the adjacent visitor 



Historic preservation 
has always played a 

large role at the park 
service. Across page, 
top. the lodge at Cra-

ter Lake National Park, 
which NPS earlier con
sidered for demolition 

but is now re-examining 
to determine the feasi
bility of bringing up to 
code, and bottom, Par-

adise Inn at Mount 
Rainier, rehabilitated. 
Recent work in Phil

adelphia includes, top, 
a new maintenance fa

cility by Mitchell/ 
Giurgola, and Franklin 

Court by Venturi, 
Rauch & Scott Brown, 
the only park service 

building to win an AJA 
honor award. 

center, which resembles a flying saucer, saying in a masterful . 
understatement , " the clash of values there is a problem." 

Dickenson defends the park service from charges of over
building. "Why build for today and have a shortfall in five or 
10 years?" he asks. Visitor centers, for example, may seem large 
when completed, but given the expansion in visitors to national 
parks-246.3 million in 1983-th~ size will pay off. And , he adds , 
the spaces can be used now for exhibits and for community use . 

NPS buildings are not inexpensive , in part because, as the 
service center's Lopenske says , "The National Park Service is 
all custom design. We try to fit each building to a particular 
park." NPS does not even use standardized comfort stations. A 
typical visitor center may cost in the neighborhood of $150 per 
square foot ; exotic mechanical systems or audiovisual require
ments could bring the figure to $200. 

The staff delights in twitting GSA, which , they say, is always 
trying to make a "statement," but without the budget to match. 
Planner Stewart says emphatically that NPS buildings are not 
"federal architecure." 

That the NPS work is federal architecture at its best , how
ever, was evident this fall when the first-round winners in the 
National Endowment for the Arts' presidential design awards 
program were announced. Of the 91 achievement awards for 
excellence in architecture, engineering , interior design , land
scape architecture, graphics , industrial design, and urban de
sign and planning, 14 went to the Department of the Interior, 
and 11 of those were for NPS. 

The 630 entries represented more than 50 federal agencies 
and were reviewed by juries of professional designers in vari-
ous disciplines. Those winners are now under scrutiny by a sec-
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Current design in parks includes: above, the renovation of the 
Great Hall ori Ellis Island by Beyer Blinder Belle and Anderson 
Notter Finegold that will feature a new entrance canopy; and 
right, the restaurant at Grant Village in Yellowstone National 
Park by Spencer Associates for the concessioner, TW Serv
ices. Shingled structure has dark glass with red mullions. Be
low and across page, the Island Pond House by Woo & Williams 
for Acadia National Park on Mt. Desert, Me. The building, ac
cording to its designers, has antecedents in the shingle style and 
in the indigenous farm buildings of the area. It contains a res
taurant, shop, and information center. 

Consistent quality and an island challenge. 
and jury headed by I. M. Pei, FAIA, and a select number- less 
than 20-will receive the presidential award for design excel
lence from President Reagan at a White House ceremony early 
next year. 

NPS facilities honored include Franklin Court in Philadelphia, 
the Jordan Pond House in Maine, and the Lowell National His
torical Park visitors center in an adapted old mill in Lowell, Mass. 
That last design was done by the in-house staff at the Denver 
service center, as was a winning master plan emphasizing pres
ervation at the Klondike Gold Rush National Park in Alaska. 

There were other awards as well, but the special significance 
is in the honors for the NPS staff. The service center's effort at 
excellence was confirmed a year ago when it held an awards 
competition for all NPS design work since 1981. Unlike previ
ous years, this time the NPS staff went head-to-head against the 
outside architectural firms it has hired. Of the 22 winners, two
thirds were for projects designed in-house. Admittedly, much of 
the in-house work involves planning and historic preservation , 
but the center's designs for new facilities, even if only a solar-
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powered comfort station at the edge of Crater Lake or a similar 
facility buried underground at Great Sand Dunes National Mon
ument in Colorado, are handsomely conceived. 

One of the competition jurors, Fred E. Hummell , FAIA, a 
former California state architect, says he was "'surprised at the 
high level of work. You don't expect that from government." 
He attributes part of the NPS success to the agency staff's atti
tudinal approach. "They don't see the private sector as a threat. 
They work as partners. " 

As for._the future , if anything will test NPS to the utmost, it 
is likely to be the Ellis Island project. another partnership. The 
coming of the Reagan Administration brought a new emphasis 
on the private sector in the public sector. In an effort to find a 
solution for Ellis Island, which had been lying fallow for the 
two decades since NPS had acquired it , the park service asked 
for proposals from private developers for the southern half of 
the island . The Great Hall and ancillary buildings on the north
ern half, it had already been decided, were to be restored , as 
would the neighboring Statue of Libery in time for its IOOth 
birthday in 1986. NPS chose a plan that, as designed by Conklin 
Rossant , would recycle the old buildings into a conference cen-
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ter and hotel. The developer, William N. Hubbard, would uti
lize the rehabilitation incentives in the tax code for the privately 
financed venture. 

Subsequently, Congress passed and President Reagan signed 
legislation naming a Statue of Libery-Ellis Island Commission 
with Chrysler Corporation's Lee A. Iacocca as chairman. The 
commission was charged with raising some $230 million for the 
restoration through a private, nonprofit arm, the Statue of Liberty
Ellis Island Foundation. But the commission/ foundation sees 
its role as more than financial and ceremonial. It wants to have 
some say over what it was paying for, much to the consterna
tion of NPS officialdom. 

Restoration of the Statue of Liberty is well along, and work 
on the Great Hall is about to begin, but the development por
tion is on a temporary hold. Part of the problem is political , 
part is architectural. The foundation hired John Burgee, FAIA, 
as its consultant on design, and he came up with a plan that 
would add two new buildings: an IMAX theater for a film on 
the immigration experience and an exhibit hall. With some 650,000 
square feet of space on the island , not all of it fully utilized, 
NPS thinks no new buildings are needed. Burgee responds that 

some of the unused space is unsuitable for a first-class museum
third and fourth floors, for example-and adds, ''The whole his
tory of the island is new buildings." He points out that the original 
one burned and was replaced , and that during the Depression , 
an art deco ferry terminal was added. "The whole island was 
not built at once. I don't think it's appropriate to say at the 
centennial of Ellis Island we cannot add our own building," Bur
gee says , and there is no reason to think he is not speaking for 
Iacocca. 

He chafes at the limits NPS imposes on itself and says. ''The 
problem is to get the park service to think in terms of a plan 
that will stir men's blood. Being government people , they think 
of the restraints. I understand , but I think big, see the restraints , 
and try to find solutions. They cant buck the system. I can." 
Burgee adds that he realizes he can also make himself unpopu
lar in the process. 

"If you start with restrictions ," he concludes, "you can't have 
a grand plan. And this must be the grandest." The problem now, 
as it was 20 years ago with his partner, Philip Johnson , is how 
to achieve that goal. NPS has its work cut out but also has an 
excellent record on which to build. D 
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Sea Ranch: Resisting Suburbia 
After 20 years. a fffmed development in faff1noiZ. By Jim Burns 

Describing the building of the traditional dance and ceremo
niaJ house of the Kashia Pomo of California's north central coast , 
the late Chief Herman James said: 

From the Beginning, way back just as far as they could re
membe1; my grandmother told me, the Creator had built up His 
house, not with lumber, a house like the white man's church, 
but in the ground- halfway below the ground with dirt seats 
around the wall. A Round House or Sweat House. Upon the 
dirt they placed dried grass and covered it with deerskins. The 
Creator didn 't create just one man; He created many People. 
Before He made the People, He had to speak four times. When 
He spoke for the last time, the People appeared and were 
laughing and talking, happy and joyful in the Round House. 

Today, the Kashia Pomo are neighbors of Sea Ranch, the 
famed development of 10 miles and 5,000 acres of coastline a 
little more than 100 miles north of San Francisco. The area was, 
in fact , the hunting and fishing grounds of the Pomo for thou
sands of years. 

When the demonstration plan for the first 1,500 acres of Sea 
Ranch by Lawrence Halprin & Associates began realization in 
1964 with prototype projects of the first condominiums by MLTW 
(Moore/ Lyndon/ Turnbull/Whitaker) and hedgerow houses by 
Joseph Esherick , FAIA, there was an aspiration to revere natu
ral processes like the Pomo. The client (Oceanic Properties of 
Castle & Cooke; Alfred Boeke, director of planning), the plan
ners , the architects, and the landscape architects shared the Pomo 
respect for the site and appreciation of the natural environment. 
They had a vision of trying to live synergistically with natural 
forms and processes. 

The Pomo, according to anthropologist-biologist Vinson Brown, 
were so attuned to living in this environment that their "fathers, 
grandfathers, and great grandfathers as far back as imagination 
cares to wander have enmeshed their feelings, thoughts, and 
bones with the earth in a way we superficial newcomers can 
never equal." The aim of the 1960s plan was to try and achieve 
as much of a correspondence with nature as people in the mid-
20th century can. 

The environment at Sea Ranch does not tolerate traditional 
concepts of resorts and getaway places: holiday lounging and 

Mr. Burns is a community planning consultant specializing in 
citizen/ user participation and is writing a critical history of Sea 
Ranch to be published by Yan Nostrand Reinhold . 
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casual or programmed recreation. This is not a langourous clime 
like Puerta Vallarta , not a "place to be" in the summertime like 
the Hamptons, not a place for sun and sand and swimming like 
Hawaii. It is a rigorous , vigorous environment with a bracing 
climate. It engages the visitor or resident in no uncertain terms; 
one must come to grips with its unambiguous character. It can 
be austere and threatening, and it can be effervescent and ex
hilarating, frequently in the same 24-hour period. It is incredi
bly beautiful in the ways the Orkneys and Shetlands are 
beautiful: sweeping moorlike meadows atop rugged sea cliffs ; 
darkling wooded hills beyond; and behind the hills a swift tarnlike 
river full in season with the runoff from distant mountains. This 
environment casts a spell over many people and also alarms 
not a few with its uncompromising qualities. For those who come 
to love it , the enchantment is lifelong. 

How to design and build for such a place? In The Place of 
Houses Charles Moore, FAIA, and William Turnbull , FAIA , 
wrote that "houses which merged politely into the land would 
seem to provide little sense of security on this wild coast. Houses 
which stood out too strongly would emasculate those very 
astringencies which made the land special. What we and Esherick 
thought was needed was a limited partnership-not a marriage
between the buildings and the land." The matrix for this crea
tive partnership was provided by Halprin's dynamically responsive 
plan. By taking the variable qualities of nature over the centuries 
as the seminal resources for planning, Halprin and his colleagues. 
in close collaboration with Boeke , created a plan that would 
permit people to "live lightly on the land"' and try becoming 
part of the ecological process, not its vio lators. 

What emerged in the plan for the first 1,500 acres , joined by 
the designs for the condos and hedgerow houses, was an unusually 
powerful image of what could be produced by an innovative 
approach to designing and planning with nature. A brilliant, high
powered public relations campaign orchestrated by the late 
Marion Conrad of San Francisco got this image into professional 
and consumer media all over the world. Even 20 years later, 
major articles about the first Sea Ranch projects are still ap
pearing in foreign publications such as Japan's Process: Archi
tecture. As a result, Sea Ranch has become, to many profes
sional and lay people , the very paradigm of sensitive ecologi
cal planning and architecture. 

What has actually happened at Sea Ranch since those heady 
days of the 1960s, when the consultant team worked so excitedly 



Across page. the original stables reflect the heritage of' Sea 
Ranch. Top . thejirst site plan clustered development at the north 
end. Abol'e. MLTW'.~ condominiums. a prototype design. 

with Boeke and the Oceanic team to produce these charismatic 
results? 

One is tempted to turn to social history for a para llel , as the 
openn ess and ex pe rimenta tio ns of the 1960s became the com
mercial ex plo itation of those ho peful trends in the 1970s (glibly 
marketed "sensitivity and growth" pac kages , for example), and 
finally have become lodged on a plateau o f self-interest and so
c ia l indiffe rence in the 1980s. Though there is something of a 
parallel in the his to ry of Sea Ranch , more particular influences 
have been at work: the pe rsonal attitudes of the participants in 
that histo ry. econo mic and governmental pressures , and a re
cent resurgence o f the feelings and commitment of the '60s. 

While generating their influentia l international image, the 

prototype plans and architecture had a n uneven impact on the 
subsequent development of the remaining land. The ecol
ogically based plan for the first 1,500 acres has been superceded, 
on the ocean meadows at least (the area most people think o f 
when they think of Sea Ranch) , by denser subdivision planning 
of the "city beautiful " persuasion seen in many American sub
urban developments. The appropriateness of the MLTW and 
Esherick designs has been cartooned into cliches inappropriately 
applied in many cases to different houses in diffe rent loca tional 
situations. The powerful image that still resonates in the name 
Sea Ranch is in danger of being diluted and misdirected into 
run-of-the-mill development on this still spectacular site. 

The poignance of this situation is that it is no t necessa ril y 
the chief aim of anyone. The Oceanic group (now OCI, Oce
anic California , Inc.) professes faith in nature-based design but 
cites economic pressures for higher densities. The homeowners' 
group representing the community, The Sea Ranch Association 
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(TSRA), has attained greater independence from the original 
owner-developers in recent years and is calling more and more 
for a return to nature-oriented principles. 

Last autumn, the original professional team members, sev
eral of them long professionally or emotionally disassociated with 
what was happening to the rest of Sea Ranch, began working 
with the community to try and discover ways to realign the re· 
lationships between the man-made and natural environments. 
While Moore has one of the original condos and Halprin has a 
Sea Ranch house, Turnbull has been the only original team mem
ber to do a number of projects there over the years. Today, 
Moore, Turnbull, and Esherick are all designing Sea Ranch 
houses. 

The plan: The Sea Ranch site is characterized by several dis
tinct zones, proceeding eastward from the ocean bluffs. Between 
the bluffs and Highway 1, which traverses the site north-south , is 
a great sweep of ocean meadow that had been logged over more 
than 100 years ago, then devoted to agriculture and finally sheep 
grazing. East of the highway, the terrain slopes to an upper ter
race, thence upwards again throu·gh second and third growth 
forest to a 600-foot·high ridge. Behind the ridge the land de
scends steeply to the Gualala River. 

On the ocean meadow are cypress hedgerows planted many 
years ago at right angles to the coast as wind breaks. Accord
ing to Halprin , these hedgerows "set up a kind of spatial mod
ule that breaks up the long linear 10-mile stretch into rooms." 
It was the intention of the original plan to strengthen this situ
ation by reinforcing the hedgerows and planting new ones where 
appropriate. As demonstrated by Esherick's hedgerow houses , 
this feature was seen as a major matrix o r site-planning deter
minant for placement of house clusters and roadways in the 
ocean meadows. By siting houses in conjunction with new and 
existing hedgerows and clustering them in several ways, and run
ning most of the road systems at 90-degree angles to the coastline 



Across page top , hedgerow houses designed by Joseph Esherick , 
as seen in the '60s, and, above, in 1983. Cyprus hedgerows are 
used as windbreaks with views across the ocean meadows main
tained. Across page bottom, one of Obie Bowman 's original 
·walk-in · cabins nestled in the forest. 

in what Halprin called a "T-formation," views could be preserved 
and generous expanses of "commons" left open for all to ex per- . 
ience. Halprin specifically warned against the "suburban S-curve 
of beauty" in future site planning, since arcing roadways and 
house lots parallel to the coastline would violate views and 
diminish the scale of the commons in the potentially great 
.. rooms" between the hedgerows. 

The hedgerows were there for a very real purpose:. protec
tion from the strong northwest winds that scour the site. There
fore , it was important to locate houses sensitively to enjoy this 
protection and create warm sun pockets on south-facing walls. 
Additionally, the original plan kept houses back from the bluff 
line so that the meeting of land and water could remain a spe
cial experience for everyone. 

Above Highway 1, the plan proposed that houses be kept back 
from the edge of the woods and merge into the trees, and that 
they be kept off the visible ridgetops and knobs. The sweep of 
land up to the tree line was to be mostly common land similar to 
the commons on the ocean meadow below. Above the tree line, 
there was to be a variety of siting possibilities , including clus
tered plans and individual forest dwellings. After the first dem
onstration projects of the 1960s, Oceanic built several demon
stration cluster projects in the forest, including the notable 
"walk-in" cabins by Obie Bowman. 

The architecture: Describing the approaches that he and 
MLTW took for their prototype projects at Sea Ranch , Esherick 
recently told an AIA audience in San Francisco that they were 
different in approach but similar in the concept of establishing 

a "limited partnership'' with their natural environment. In the 
case of the MLTW condominiums , the partnership is one of 
mutual distinction, the building forms announcing themselves 
forthrightly as do the barns; lambing sheds, and stables that have 
existed on the North California coast for generations. The build
ing mass juts from its rocky outcrop with a coalesced vigor; it 
evokes and extends rather than imitates its powerful location. It 
is a strong shelter from wind and rain and cold-a place for 
people both to be together (under a shared roof) and apart 
(looking outward to wide-ranging views from individual units). 
Nature is not mimed but respected as a principal partner in cre
ating a new environmental composition. The patterns of wind 
and land and rain and sea spume combined with the talent of 
the designers to make a place that is uniquely appropriate to 
this place. 

The hedgerow houses imply a different kind of partnership. 
If the condos are metaphorically a handshake, an agreement 
between two partners to respond positively to one another, the 
houses evoke the image of "hand in glove;' slipping snugly into 
the forms and patterns of the site to become part of the larger 
scene (in the Gestalt attitude of the time , the parts combining 
to form a greater whole). Here , the architect learned what the 
environment had to teach about wind force and direction , the 
role of the hedgerows in protection and making micro climates , 
how views could be opened , framed, and made accessible , and 
how access routes could work with the terrain and natural growth 
instead of against them. 

In both the condos and hedgerow houses, as well as such early 
buildings as the store , the walk-in houses and hill clusters , and 
the recreation centers, the use of untreated redwood siding, sim
ply framed windows (frequently square), and roofs that tilted 
and angled to respond to wind directions and the flow of to
pography and tree lines set the visual image for much succeeding 
architecture. And there, it now appears , was the rub. 
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The subsequent design process: When Sea Ranch started, 
Boeke , himself an architect, ran a tight ship on the design re
view process and kept a stern, minatory eye on the early houses. 
Eventually, however, his attentions were turned to another Cas
tle & Cooke project, the Mililani new town in Hawaii , and the 
purview of design at Sea Ranch passed along to others. A dis
cernible difference resulted. 

People who buy and build at Sea Ranch agree to abide by 
two documents , "The Sea Ranch Restrictions" and "The Sea 
Ranch Guidelines for Design." The restrictions have to do with 
private , semiprivate, and commons land ownership and stew
ardship, land uses and participation in resources, funding and 
assessments, and similar established rules and regulations for 
managing such a community. The design guidelines are admin
istered by the design committee, which consequently makes most 
of the decisions that affect the architectural quality of the place. 
The guidelines are an unillustrated document that attempts to put 
the essences of Sea Ranch into words-not always successfully, 
at least in terms of being helpful to architects and clients. 

As the design review power at Sea Ranch gradually trans
ferred from OCI to the design committee something hap
pened -or failed to happen. Instead of a lively, protean , on
going evaluation and re-evaluation· of the Lessons implicit in the 
first plans and prototype designs, their most copyable elements 
became more important than the qualities these elements were 

Above, post- '60s condominium exists in 
an uneasy relationship with the environ
ment. Right, housing configurations that 
are the antithesis of the original plan and 
resemble suburban developments. Across 
page, houses on the meadows obstruct 
the once-sweeping ocean view. 
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intended to teach. Designs that faithfully disported themselves 
in unfinished redwood siding and tilted their roofs aslant over 
minimally framed windows usually had a good chance of ap
proval. Obie Bowman , an outgoing committee member, says 
that too many architects who submitted designs were also too 
willing to do whatever necessary to get the project approved. 

It should be acknowledged that the same thing was happen
ing all over America and in some foreign climes as well. The 
multifaceted plan , the seemingly helter-skelter wall and fenes
tration elevations, and the fractured rooflines of Sea Ranch be
came liberating devices for people trying to.break out of four
square, 90-degree-angle architecture. Slanted roofs, huge square 
windows, and untreated siding popped up out of vacant farm
lands outside many an American city. Everyone , it seemed for a 
time , had to have his or her own "Sea Ranch" project. Part of 
this was a feverish leap toward dissolving rigid geometries and 
discovering new ones. Part-perhaps the large part-was simply 
adapting prize winning design ideas for profit in inappropriate 
places for inappropriate uses. 

But whether imitating the original ideas of Sea Ranch at the 
place of origin or transporting "Sea Ranch condos" to sit across 
from Midwest shopping centers, the style was aped but the es
sence was usually ignored. Given different sites and differing 
environmental stimuli , the MLTW condos and the Esherick 
hedgerow houses would have been different buildings. This is· 
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the lesson - to be responsive to conditions. Responsiveness to 
ecological patterns and environmental forces as taught by the 
prototype buildings (and their design ancestors the farm and 
ranch structures), while romantically characterized in the guide
lines, nevertheless seldom has been a compelling determinant 
in many post-1960s houses. 

But the design of individual dwelling, after all, does not have 
the overall community-shaping impact on Sea Ranch that the 
general plan has. Houses can be either good or mediocre, but 
if some common but variable characteristics are shared they 
might combine into an acceptable whole. More important to 
the Sea Ranch concept are the ways the h_ouses are sited, their 
density on the land, and their roadway systems, preservation 
or loss of views, trees and groves, and relationships between 
people and nature. 

That larger view, currently, is out of the hands of the design 
committee or TSRA. Mary Allen, the project manager for OCI 
at Sea Ranch, says that all OCI can do at Sea Ranch from now 
on "is cast in granite." 

An "Amended Precise Development Plan" has been approved 
by the Sonoma County Board of Supervisors and is the instru
ment of record. :Since the original Halprin plan for the first units, 
OCI has employed Brelje & Race/ Carlile/ Daugherty/ Carlenzoli 
who are "civic and sanitary engineers, land surveyors and plan
ners" in Santa Rosa, the Sonoma County seat. They have pre
pared the subdivision plans for the remaining development 
parcels. 

Allen points out that OCI has endured what was, in effect, a 
moratorium on development in recent years. The mid-'70s saw 
the passage of the coastal act and establishment of the California 
coastal commission, to monitor and approve all development 
within 1,000 yards of the coastline. Also, passage of the Bane 
bill, a measure designed to open coastal accessways along Sea 
Ranch to the public , resulted in long and arduous negotiations 
between the state, the county, homeowners, developers, and 
activists on both sides of the fence . The State Coastal Conser
vancy interceded to facilitate agreements and compromise, and 
will fund accessways and development of a transfer parcel ne
gotiated with OCI. This long period caused economic hardships 
for OCI. One consequence in planning terms was an increase 
in the density of development parcels-an attempt to try to re
coup some of the economic impetus lost during the moratorium. 
But many Sea Ranchers compliment OCI for not selling out. 

Along with the densities, unfortunately, have come plan con
figurations that are the antithesis of the original plan precepts. 
When they reach buildout, the plans for many units will pro
duce a North Coast "suburb" with no city.to call its own. In his 
book on Moore, David Littlejohn called Sea Ranch today a 
"compromised utopia." Subtopia would perhaps be a better 
term-in too spectacular and remote a location to qualify as a 
real suburb and not utopia by a long shot. 

This situation has !fpparently been exacerbated by the ten
dency since the late 1960s of real estate salespeople to deal with 
prospects with scant candor from time to time and to push the 
"hot items" of the ocea·n meadow lots. The tendency, accord
ing to Sea Ranchers, had been to go for quick and easy sales 
instead of interpreting the Sea Ranch concept to prospec~ and 
working with them to find the precise appropriate location for 
their individual needs. Resident Janan Strand remembers that 
when they bought, "we had the best, most sensitive salesman 
here, but even he didn't show us exactly what we'd been asking 
for until the very end." The Strands wound up with one of Bow
man's walk-in cabins instead of down on the bluffs where they 
were first directed. She says that a number of owners who bought 
ocean meadow lots have since sold and moved uphill away from 

. fog and wind. 
Strand and many other residents think a major problem is 

the lack of education of both prospects and salespeople about 
the underlying philosophies and principles of Sea Ranch. If the 
one-plot, one-house mentality has outstripped the ideas of clus
tering and responsiveness to the natural scene, perhaps a new 
emphasis on the uniqueness of the place is needed. Today, peo
ple complain that they were told "the view you see is the view 
you'll keep," only to discover in dismay that buildings sub
sequently intruded and trees have an astonishing tendency to 
grow (many people were surprised by this second situation). 

Planning at the north end has been "financial planning , not 
land planning," says Richard Shrieve, design committee task 
force chairman. "Those units were designed by accountants," 
he quips. 

The suburban image recurs constantly in talks with residents 
and TSRA members. Jack Cosner, AIA, design committee admin
istrator, who has a good working relationship with Allen, never
theless sighs that the northern lots were designed with "sewer 
planning," with lines running down beneath streets and branch
ing to side-by-side lots just as in any American suburb. 
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Today, there is an additional concern. Several homeowners 
have proposed enlarging Sea Ranch's little daylight-only airstrip 
on the upper terrace with permanent hangars for their planes. 
To many people , this causes immediate horror fantasies of a 
"Club Med" type of mentality invading the community. OCI 
having ceded the airstrip to TSRA, Allen says relievedly, "that's 
their problem." 

Emergence of a Sea Ranch community: Sea Ranch as a com
munity has been in steady transition since its birth. Many 
people who came originally as "second homers" now live here 
permanently. Not just the predictable retirees, either; there are 
artists, writers, and others whose career or business allows them 
to work in this distant place. The permanent population is now 
past 200 and rising. These people as well as owner-visitors and 
lot owners who have not built yet have come to agree over the 
past few years that perhaps design and environment are slowly 
degrading at Sea Ranch. Cosner came from eight years on New 
Orleans' Vieux Carre architectural commission to join TSRA 
as administrator of the design committee. His aim is to upgrade 
design processes and results, He made the re-establishment of 
contact with the original planners and architects of Sea Ranch 
as one of his requirements for taking the job. 

Last fall and winter, a series of community workshops brought 
these professionals-Halprin (conductor of workshops), Moore, 
Turnbull , Donlyn Lyndon, FAIA-back to work with people 
to evolve ways to improve the situation. Major results of those 
workshops included formation of citizens' action task forces on 
design review, historical preservation, natural environment, com
munications, and other salient needs. A visible early result has 
been publication of an excellent quarterly community newspa
per, The Sea Ranch Soundings. 

An example of how fresh cooperation can turn the tide came 
out of the workshops. OCI had a subdivision for unit 36, fronting 
the old stables, that would have treated that space in much the 
same manner as the intensified units to the north. This is a very 
special area to Sea Ranchers; it speaks to them strongly of the 
heritage of the place, of its history in the old buildings, and its 
great meadow overlooking the ocean. Learning of the plans in 
the workshops, people became agitated. The final result is that 
the plan was simplified and made less dense, leaving more con
tiguous commons space and views. 

The design committee, which formerly found its members from 
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Above, in an effort to return to the intentions of the original de
velopment plan, the newest houses are tucked among the hedge
rows. Right, the exquisite natural beauty of Sea Ranch. 

among the small group of local architects and landscape archi
tects, has now been reconstituted with distinguished."outside" 
professionals.who might bring the advantages of objective aims 
for design excellence and fresh viewpoints for the future. The 
new members are landscape architects Hideo Sasaki and Deborah 
Faaborg (formerly on Cosner's staff) and architects George 
Homsey, FAIA, (of Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis), Lyndon , 
(who now teaches at the University of California, Berkeley), 
and J. Carson Bowler. Resident Shrieve thinks the aims of the 
design committee should be to attain "quality, diversity, and clar
ity." Told that this resembles the commodity, firmness, and de
light of Vitruvius, he exclaimed, "Delight! We must add delight! " 

Many of the updated design requirements and guidelines this 
group will be enforcing under the managerial hand.of Cosner 
are being formulated this very month by a blue-ribbon profes
sional panel assembled by TSRA to evaluate the positive and 
negative aspects of Sea Ranch for the past 20 years and articu
late design and planning solutions that will set things on course· 
for a brighter future. The members of this group include those 
who were on the spot when Sea Ranch began as well as people 
who can bring special inputs and expertise to the problems. In 
the first category are original Oceanic planning director Boeke, 
Moore, Halprin, Turnbull, Esherick, and Reverdy Johnson , the 
attorney who wrote the original Sea Ranch restrictions. They 
are joined by architects Daniel Solomon, FAIA, and Donald 
MacDonald, AIA, and landscape architect Sasaki. 

At the beginning of this essay, Pomo Chief Herman James 
recalled his grandmother telling him how the Creator spoke four 
times before the community came into being "laughing and 
talking, happy and joyful in the Round House." Sea Ranch had 
been spoken for three times thus far: First, when the famous 
plan and building prototypes set the image in the 1960s. Sec
ond, when sales practices and pragmatic subdividing diluted the 
original intents in the 1970s. Third, when the people of Sea Ranch 
got together to realign their basic principles, to take some respon
sibility, and to plan for the 1980s and 1990s. The fourth "speak
ing" is being conceived now and can prophesy what Sea Ranch 
will become toward the turn of the century. D 
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Cordial Waterside Development 
In a Hi.storic Coastal Tawn 
Geologists believe the scores of small estuaries forming Maine's 
serpentine coastline were carved by glacier-fed rising oceans. To
day the inlets serve as harbors rimmed with human-scaled build
ings that support shipbuilding and fishing , yachting and tourism. 

One of the most beautiful is Camden , whose pristine houses 
and picturesque harbor make it seem the quintessential coastal 
New England town. (In the 1950s Camden and nearby Rockport 
were chosen for location filming when Hollywood made "" Payton 
Place."') Long a summer resort for the Philadelphia and Boston 
yachting set. Camden has increasingly become a year-round 
community over the past decade. 

Harbor Square. a mixed use development that is Camden's 
most recent waterfront addition , functionally supports the tiny 
19th-century port and fits in visually. Its design is by Richard 
L. Bernhard. AIA , and Stephen G. Smith, AIA, whose partner
ship occupies second-floor offices. (Bernhard and Smith also 
were developers of the li2 .5-million project.) Built over a disused 
marina basin that had been drained and covered with a parking 
deck , the new complex rests on a higher deck of concrete sup
ported on pilings that penetrate the parking platform. 

On this 165xl40-foot site, restricted to a 32-foot building height 
limitation by the city, Bernhard and Smith designed a complex 
comprised of three retail shops of 1,200 square feet each that 
contribute to the commercial streetscape ; offices and apartments 
above the shops; six townhouse condominiums , 1,700 square 
feet apiece , facing the harbor; and parking for 43 cars. 

The two residentially scaled , slightly staggered rows that make 
up Harbor Square are aligned parallel to the water's edge. The 
commercial row closest to the street is set back slightly. An open 
archway through this grouping lines up with a 15-foot-break in 
the residential row, creating a view corridor to the harbor. The 
long courtyard between the rows is paved in waterstruck brick. 

The buildings are beautifully simple , clad in white cedar shin
gle to the tips of their gabled roofs. And the interiors are ef
ficiently planned to incorporate loft spaces , and handsomely 
appointed , with locally crafted woodwork and fireplaces of the · 
same rich , waterstruck brick used on the courtyard. 

Throughout, Camden harbor has a quiet indigenous demeanor 
tempered with an adventurous Yankee spirit. A.F. 
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Above, the view from Mount Battie showing the town of Camden 
nestled around the natural inle t. Harbor Square is visible just 
to the right of the wate1: Right, Harbor Square's interrupted 
row of town houses as seen from across the harbor. 
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Top, Harbor Square and Camden Harbor from an 
adjacent roof Sky lights in cedar~shingled roofs open 
into third-sto1y living spaces. Brick courtyard is 
relie ved by low concrete planters containing 
Japanese maple, Moraine honey locust, viburnum, 
Mungo pine, and Rugosa rose. Right, a typical in
terior with oak trimmed bannister. 
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Tubular Botanical Bridge 
A midst Lush Urban Gardens 
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Joseph Paxton's Crystal Palace or the grand , geometric volumes 
of Boullee might come to mind upon first seeing this botanical 
bridge in Oklahoma City's Myriad Gardens. William Conklin , 
AIA, of Conk lin Rossant, New York City, says that the com
parison he prefers is that of a "machine in the garden ," a smoothly 
finished , reflective object contrasting with the c urvaceous land 
fo rms and meandering waterways of this lush urban pa rk. 

Myriad Gardens , fo r which Conklin Rossant did the maste r 
plan, itself sits in the middle of the c ity, a green space four 
blocks square for retreat from the city's hot summer days and 
blistering dust storms. The botanical bridge connects to Okla
homa City's extensive pedestrian tunnel system , which roots its 
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way through the gardens, poking above ground for a breath of 
fresh a ir. Serving as a further refuge, the enclosed garden , when 
it is finally planted , will be al ive with tropical plants a nd moun
tain fl ora. Its inte rior steps up o n the no rth a nd south ends, 
replicating the terrain of a mountainside , while down below the 
grade levels o ut into a "valley" for strolling visitors. A suspended 
wa lkway made of a curved piece of steel mesh wi ll allow visitors 
to walk amid the palm treetops. To span the man- made lake, the 
bridge is suppo rted by a story-high conc rete box beam that con
tains mechanical equipment. All of thi s is protected by the cir
cular canopy made of white space trusses a nd double-skinned 
acrylic. M1 cHAEL J. CROSBIE 
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Research Center Repeatedly 
Penetrated by Nature 

The scientists and researchers at the Westvaco Forest Science 
Lab in Summerville, S.C., are engaged in finding better and faster 
ways of reforesting lands for wood products. So it is only ap
propriate that their work take place in a built environment that 
takes advantage of its heavily wooded, 25-acre site, blending 
nature with architecture. Thompson E. Penney, AIA , of Lucas 
Stubbs Pascullis , Powell & Penney, Charleston , S.C., says that 
the lab takes its form as a long spine stretched out in a wooded 
clea ring to meld the users with the landscape . The spine is 
layered, starting on the north side with offices; laboratories and 
workspaces are in the middle; and on the south face, green
houses and a headhouse for receiving plant and soil specimens. 
Stretching the building out allows it to stay at one level -ground 
level-subtly reinforcing the connection with nature. 

Along the spine are three interior courtyards, one at the en
trance lobby and two others framed by lab spaces. These court
yards introduce nature into the labs and provide additional views 
outside no matter where one might be in the multilayered plan. 
T he courtyards have a safety function as well: Genetic research 
on plant life demands constant ventilation for experiments with 
highly toxic chemicals. In the event of a power outage the court
yards can be used for immediate ventilation. Placing the green
houses on the south side allows the scientists ready access to them 
(unlike many other labs that Penney visited that located the green
houses in separate structures out back ). 

The building's shed forms provide proper orientation for do
mestic hot water solar collectors to the south and , on the north 
side, pull diffuse , natural light into the interior spaces. As much 
wood as possible was used , such as the weather stained cedar 
exterior and the oak interiors. Dark earth tones reiterate nature 
as a theme and focus of the lab's function . M.J.C. 

Below. the greenhouse spaces are integral with the building 's 
overall form; above right, the south face of the lab and, across 
page. left, the north side with light scoops; across page, right, 
the library, which receives soft, northern light from abo ve. 
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Full-Bloum Conservatory 
Appended to Nashville Hotel 
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The Conservatory, a 500-room $50-million addition to the enor
mous Opryland Hotel , is a sun belt winter garden with a strong 
Nashville flavor. 

Earl Swensson Associates, given virtual carte blanche by the 
client to bring "something distinct and new" to the sprawling 
convention hotel, designed a pentagonal wing centered on a 
Victorian garden and crowned, six stories above, by a sloping 
roof that rises to 110 feet at its pinnacle. In between is an ele
vated ramp walkway allowing promenading by guests at tree
top level. The rooms opening into the cavernous interior have 
sitting-balconies with ornamental iron railings. 

The glass skylight is an acre in area, one of the most exten
sive extant, which raised the prospect of overheating under the 
Tennessee summer sun. But the architects wanted the sparkle of 
unfiltered natural light. The solution is a filtered central portion 
surrounded by a ring of clear glass. Scrims are drawn over the 
clear glazing in summer to further mitigate the heat. 

Vegetation in the dense garden ranges from tropical along 
the northern wall that gets the most direct sunlight to plants 
accustomed to more temperate climes on the southern side. 

The Conservatory has proved to be popular. Earl Swensson, 
AIA , now has in design a second winter garden for the hotel that 
would equal this one in size. A.F. 

Left, a 72-foot-high 'Crystal Gazebo' sculpture of steel tubes 
painted white. Below, a view at the level of the elevated walkway. 
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Voluminaus, Vaulted Emry to 
A St. Louis Botanical Garden 

It is a greenhouse, appropriately enough , since Ridgeway Cen
ter is the new entrance and educational complex of Missouri's 
Botanical Garden in St. Louis. And with its projecting , barrel
vaulted , translucent portal , it literally reaches out in welcome. 

Though Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum used conventional con
struction , concrete-surprisingly-and individual arches made 
of I-beams, their center is inQovative in using a synthetic cur
tain wall that transmits abundant light yet provides excellent ther
mal insulation. The portal extends within to cap a central atrium 
flanked by two symmetrical wings containing a plant sales shop , 
auditorium, classrooms , display, research , and storage areas. 

By day, light levels are carefully controlled to avoid heat build
up , with perimeter track lights automatically adjusting to com
pensate for low light levels. In the floral sales shop, solar shades 
are used to screen light and, when needed , metal halide lamps 
to augment it. Welcoming visitors at night are festive-looking 
rows of tiny, low voltage lights lining the portal 's exterior ribs. 
A NDREA OPPE NH EIM E R D EAN 

Left, above, center 's barrel vaulted, 
translucent entry with flanking 
wings; left , interior with floral 
banners; and above, a night view. 
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Nature Center Stands in the 
Water Like a Sculpred Dam 

The Rio Grande Nature Center is a building about movement , 
movement across the landscape and into the water, movement 
that enhances the educational function of the center. It is sited 
in a wetlands preserve in Albuquerque, a place where water 
management has been practiced for over a hundred years. Albu
querque architect Antoine Predock , FAlA, says that his build
ing celebrates the site's history while providing a connection 
between the visitor and the water. 

One arrives at the nature center by car. Predock located the 
building about a block's distance from the parking lot , setting 
up a processional theme, starting the visitors on their journey. 
Walking through what he calls a "tunnel of trees" that winds 
its way through the preserve , you approach the center obliquely. 
In fact, the building is barely visible, hidden behind earth berms 
and vegetation, save for its corrugated metal culvert entryway 
that pokes out of a berm. 

Moving into this pipe , one starts the descent (a lbeit only per
ceptual) into the center itself. The pipeline is part of Predock's 
"'Army Corps of Engineers" esthetic, a recall of the headwalls, 
earth berms, and culverts used in water management facilities . 
The culvert entry is also a concession to the frequent school
aged visitors to the center. "I remember as a kid running through 
metal culverts, clicking sticks along the side," says Predock , "'and 
the kids really respond to it." 
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Once inside, the procession continues as you make your way 
either directly to an outpost at the center, which gives you an 
overview of the exhibits below and the landscape beyond , or 
down stairs and a spiraling ramp, which deliver you to a water 
pump exhibit and a reverse periscope with views beneath the 
water's surface. The circular geometry of this central space is 
echoed by 22 water columns that curve around the space at 
entry level. In plan they look like water bubbles trailing each 
other. The columns catch the rays of the sun admitted through 
skylights, giving the visitor the illusion of being underwater 
even at night , when they are lit from above by artificial light. 

A great deal of care was taken in locating the windows in 
the curving wall of the center space, which appear to be no 
more than randomly placed cutouts. Predock explains that each 
focuses on a special feature of the landscape beyond the build
ing-one on the crown of a cottonwood tree, another on the 
wetlands just beyond the nature center, and still another on the 
distant mountains to the east. During design , Predock took transit 
readings from different points on the site to ensure that the ver
tical view lines would be perfect. Mindful of his audience once 
again , he framed the vistas at a lower level -an optimum kid 's 
height, if such a thing exists. Thus from the interior, the fenes
tration appears like picture frames in a gallery presenting an 
exhibit of the landscape. M.J.C. 



Left, the nature center.from across the water 
of the wetlands, its cutout windows framing 
views of the landscape; above and right, top 
and bottom, the center's entry as one moves 
through the woods and into the culvert that 
leads to the front door; below, view of the ex
hibit area past the water columns. 
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The Monument and the Mall 
A minimalist nuirvel has its centennml. By Michael J. Crosbie 

In the shadow of the Washington Monument in Washington, 
D.C., bulldozers and dump trucks grade the hill that rises to 
meet the marble obelisk. The site is being prepared in accord
ance with a new landscape design , one that, if successful , will 
strengthen the natural setting sufficiently to complement the 
bold , sculptural object. Congress has yet to appropriate money 
for the plan (whose finer points are still only conceptual) so 
the National Society of Professional Engineers has volunteered 
its support to install sidewalks on the west side of the grounds. 
This site had been destined as the place for a monument to 
George Washington ever since L'Enfant drew his plan for the 
city. The obelisk was capped a hundred years ago this month, 
but no landscape plan has ever been successfully implemented; 
a curious history mirrors that of the monument itself. 

The plan now underway is by the National Park Service. Dennis 
Piper, a Park Service landscape architect and planner, says that 
it evolved from a plan by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill in the 
late- l 960s , combined with recent studies of visitor behavior. 
Time-lapse photography and interviews revealed a need for 
sidewalks to the west toward the Lincoln Memorial , no need 
for a visitors' center (although there will be a concession stand) , 
and gentler grades of no more than 8 percent. A north parking 
lot will be removed and more pedestrian walks will be installed. 
Piper says that trees planted in the corners of the site will serve 
to contain its space while others will be removed to open vistas. 
Trees will also "enclose" part of the seating area at the monu
ment's base , and paths will radiate out to crosswalks designed 
with pedestrian safety in mind. When will the work be com
pleted? "A long time from now," says Piper, adding that much 
depends on the re-alignment of 15th Street, scheduled for 1986, 
"so maybe all the work will be finished by 1989." 

This stately pace of completion is consistent with the monu
ment's history. I..:Enfant's plan of 1791 indicated a site for an 
equestrian statue of "General Washington, a Monument voted 
in 1783 by the Continental Congress. " The site was the cross 
of the north-south and east-west axes of the plan. Because of 
limited funds the statue was designated a low priority by Con
gress , and no further action was taken. Washington's death in 
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1799 spurred new interest, and a year later Congress passed a 
bill to erect a pyramid-shaped mausoleum, but this too languished. 
Finally, in 1833, the Washington National Monument Society 
was formed to organize the funding, design, and construction 
of a monument. Three years later, having collected $28 ,000 , 
the society called for design submissions and selected that of 
29-year-old Robert Mills , who would also design the city's Treas
ury Building and Patent Office . His design comprised a nearly 
flat-topped obelisk , 600 feet high , rising from a round, colonnaded 
"National Pantheon." Above the entrance Washington would be 
depicted at the reins of a Roman chariot drawn by six horses. 
The pantheon , which would be 100 feet high , 250 feet in diam
eter, and supported by 40 columns each 12 feet in diameter, 
would display statues and paintings of Revolutionary War he
roes. At its center would be a crypt with Washington's remains. 
Mills estimated that the structure would cost $1 million. 

A decade passed and the society had managed to collect 
$87,000, enough to commence construction. The monument's 
site was on the banks of the Potomac where the river wound 
its way around to join Tiber Creek. The location had not only 
historic precedent in I..:Enfant's plan but offered access to the 
river for the transportation of stone from a quarry near Balti
more. But the exact spot of the cross axes was too marshy to 
support the structure , so a new site was chosen 125 feet south 
and 375 feet west. The symmetry of the Mall has never been 
the same. Today, if you stand at the east side of monument at 
its center and look toward the Capitol , its alignment is obvi
ously off. When the Mall was refurbished in the early 1900s its 
axis between the Capitol and the monument was shifted one 
degree so that its east and west ends meet the two respectively 
at their centers. To the west the monument is perfectly aligned 
with the Lincoln Memorial, completed in 1922. This causes the 
Lincoln to be even further out of line , so much so that the true 
east-west axis passes the memorial several hundred feet north. 

On July 4, 1848, Benjamin B. French, grand master mason 
of George Washington's Masonic chapter, laid the 24,500-pound 
cornerstone using the same silver trowel as Washington had 
to lay the cornerstone of the Capitol. Construction progressed 



Across page, the capstone is lowered into place on 
the Washington Monument, Dec. 6, 1884; above. 
the grounds of the monument today, currently un
dergoing landscaping for a new p lan, right. The 
grounds have been the subject of a number of plans. 
none of which has ever been implemented entirely. 
Of the more ambitious, Andrew Jackson Downing '.s 
saw the grounds as a quaint English garden, while 
the McMillan plan attempted to remedy asymmetry 
by placing a pool at the cross axes. 
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Robert Mills' original design for the mon
ument, above right, was later simplified 
due to its $ 1 million price tag. When con
struction on the monument resumed in the 
1870s many plans were put forth to em
bellish it, including a Beaux-Arts wedding 
cake scheme by Arthur F. Mathews, 
above, and a Lombardy tower by W W 
Sto1y, right. The simple shaft, howeve1; 
shows dy namic sculptural qualities, across 
page left, to be appreciated by contem
porwy viewers; across page center, the 
monument stands stunted after construc
tion was halted in 1854; across page right, 
the foundation reinforced with poured 
concrete buttresses in 1879. 
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slowly, and because of the estimated cost the society decided 
to reduce the height of the obelisk to 500 feet and delay con
struction of the National Pantheon . The foundation's base, at 
80 feet square , was begun 7 feet below grade. The foundation 
of rough-cut blue gneiss rock rose in a stepped pyramid to 15 feet 
above grade. Next came the fine grained white marble of the ob
elisk , its base measuring 55 feet l1/i inches square , with walls 
15 feet thick backed with the same stone as the foundation. 
Contributions continued to dribble in, as did commemorative 
stones for the shaft's interior. The first such stone was sent, 
unsolicited , from the State of Alabama in lieu of a cash contri
bution . The monument society urged other states and munici
palities to do likewise and eventually extended the invitation 
to other countries. 

In 1854 a stone was contributed by Pope Pius IX on behalf 
of the Vatican. The stone had been cut from the Temple of 
Concord in Rome , but its historic pedigree did not dissuade a 
vocal anti-Catholic political party, the Know-Nothings , from 
objecting to its placement in the monument. On a Monday night 
in March of that year, a band of Know-Nothings tied up the 
monument's night watchman , stole the stone, and reportedly 
dumped it into the Potomac. Controversy over the incident and 
a takeover of the monument society by the Know-Nothings 
cast the monument in poor public light, and contributions dried 
up , just as Congress was to vote a $200 ,000 appropriation. 

The confusion over the leadership of the society and the com
ing of the Civil War halted construction for 25 years. The 152-
foot-tall shaft sat abandoned , causing Mark Twain to remark 
that it looked like "a hollow, oversized chimney." But the grounds 
themselves proved handy for drilling Union troops and later as 
a huge stockyard to raise cattle for rations. 

The American centennial prompted Congress to renew its 
commitment to see the monument finished. In 1876 it appro
priated $200 ,000 , assumed ownership of the monument and 
grounds , and designated the Army Engineers to oversee the work. 
The foundation was found to be unstable , so the first order of 
business was to reinforce it. Seventy percent of the area be
neath the foundation was excavated , and sections of the stepped 
pyramid were removed to insert poured concrete buttresses. 

Meanwhile , the design of the obelisk was reconsidered. The 
society received many suggestions for "improving" it, everything 
from a Lombardy tower and a Beaux-Arts pile to a Gothic con-
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fection. The Lombardy scheme by American sculptor William 
Wetmore Story was seriously considered by Congress as a less 
expensive alternative to the obelisk. The sculptor himself stated 
that the simple shaft was "the refuge of incompetency in archi
tecture. When an architect has no ideas he resorts to the obelisk." 

Fortunately, Congress didn't agree. But the proportions of 
Mills' obelisk were refined. A directive from the secretary of 
state instructed all American diplomats abroad to supply any 
information they had on foreign monuments. George Perkins 
Marsh, U.S . minister to Italy, made a pastime study of the obe
lisks of antiquity, finding that their height was generally 10 times 
the length of the base. He suggested that since the base of the 
Washington Monument was 55 feet l l/2 inches square , the height 
should be 550 feet. Congress settled on 555 feet. 

After reinforcement of the foundation was complete, construc
tion of the shaft proceeded by leaps and bounds. Twenty-six 
feet of stone were added in 1880, all of it cut from a quarry in 
Massachusetts. The following year the quarry near Baltimore , 
where the original stone had been cut , was reopened , although 
the new stone was cut from a different vein, accounting for its 
slightly darker color. A steam-powered hoisting machine allowed 
the stone to be raised much faster than by muscle and block 
and tackle, and in four years the monument reached its full 
height, growing nearly four times as fast as it had between 1848 
and 1854. On Dec. 6, 1884, the 100-ounce cast aluminum cap
stone (the largest piece of aluminum ever cast at that time) was 
ceremoniously lowered into place by Colonel Thomas Casey, 
chief engineer. The monument had taken 36 years to build at a 
cost of $1.2 million. Other commemorative stones were added 
as new states joined the Union , and a new papal stone (an ex
act replica of the original) was installed in 1981. 

Today, with 150 years of hindsight, it seems remarkable that 
such an abstract and minimalist structure was created during a 
time of rampant eclecticism , although its roots in Egyptian ar
chitecture no doubt made it palatable to such an audience . Its 
simple form is quite sculptural when viewed beneath the chang
ing light and weather. Its illumination , which occurs like a patch
work along the shaft, heightens the monument's abstract qualities. 
And at certain angles its lines converge to suggest a quintessential 
modern structure at the other end of the Mall-1.M. Pei 's East 
Building- although the monument appears to be destined to 
prove more timeless. 
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This page, the view of the monument 
from our editorial offices reveals the 
constant play of light and shadow 
across its swface, which dramatically 
changes its character according to 
day light and weather conditions. 
Across page, the monument backlit 
offers a two-dimensional quality and 
demonstrates its unintended fu nction 
as a celestial sundial. 0 
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A Demanding Epoch in 
California Architecture 
The Second Generation. Esther McCoy. 
(Peregrine Smith Books , $27.50.) 

This volume proves to be Esther Mc
Coy's missing book. Written about the 
Southern California architects J. R. 
Davidson , Harwell Hamilton Harris , 
Gregory Ain, and Raphael Soriano, it gives 
her previous works the keystone to which 
they were already inclined. 

Considered alone, The Second Gener
ation is a portrait of four careers. But 
what also emerges, if the book is viewed 
as a structural link between Five Callfor
nia Architects, Richard Neutra, Case Study 
Houses, Craig Ellwood, and Vienna to 
Los Angeles: Two Journeys, is that the 
full body of her work is an ambitious , 
and generous, Balzacian portrait of South
ern California's avant-garde society in the 
first half of the century. 

Although McCoy claims to paint on a 
small canvas , she has in fact completed 
several , and , with their many interconnec
tions and multiple points of view, they 
now amount to a cycle. Central figures 
in certain books, such as Schindler and 
Neutra , here walk in the middle ground ; 
other younger figures , such as Charles 
and Ray Eames and John Entenza, are 
emerging. Throughout , people like Galka 
Scheyer, an art dealer who introduced 
German expressionism to America, and 
the highly politicized Pauline Schindler 
appear, establishing a broader social con
text and climate of thought in which the 
architects are building. In The Second 
Generation alone , McCoy sketches a ge
nealogy of the area's architectural influ
ence that ties Frank Lloyd Wright to 

Schindler, Neutra , and Harris; then 
roughly, to Ain and Soriano; and finally, 
to Craig Ellwood and Pierre Koenig, 
among others. 

The immediacy of her broad but de
tailed social portrait is possible because 
of the 50 years she has lived in Los An
geles. These are houses she has visited 
and people she has known. She has also 
focused on individuals rather than generic 
subjects; the four chapters in The Sec
ond Generation are pointedly named af
ter the architects themselves. The book 
is especially vivid because the chapters 
are as much personal stories as architec
tural and social histories. 

Soriano, she writes , first sold fruit at 
L.A.'s Grand Central Market when he 
immigrated to the U.S. from Rhodes in 
1924 and as he went through architec
tural school at the University of South
ern California. In 1942, when his Hallaway 
Nursery in San Francisco was built , "he 
instructed the clerks how to load the trays 
to reveal the label on each pack of seeds, 
the salesmen in the lath houses how to 
store the additional flats of the same plant 
material in the racks below." She says, 
"There is a wondrous neatness in all 
Soriano does." 

McCoy has said that architecture 
comes out of attitudes prevalent in ape
riod , and she carefully correlates archi
tecture and the times, weaving in The 
Second Generation the warp of the De
pression and World War II against the 
woof of Southern California's regional 
character and the growing concerns about 

Below, an example of Gregory Ain 's fasci
nation with prefabricated housing- the 
1938 Vorkapich guest house (exterior, left ; 
living room, right) in Be verly Hills. 

BOOKS 
industrialization in housing. But the agent 
that carries the attitudes of a time and 
place is of course the individual. She may 
quickly sketch socialism in Los Angeles 
before World War I, but in this particu
lar place , at this particular time , it is 
Gregory Ain's father for whom "a change 
in political philosophy meant only a 
change in cafes on Brooklyn Avenue" in 
Boyle Heights. The broader socialist con
cerns, then , are transmitted by Ain-the
demanding-father to the younger Ain , an 
architect for whom architecture would 
always be a means of social change. With 
the idealism of the Depression years and 
the unity of purpose during the war, she 
writes, it was a time "in which Ain was 
spiritually at home." 

The goal of creating prototypes for 
housing was perhaps messianic , but the 
houses themselves were in fact remarka
bly small , though influential. Some built 
during the '30s and '40s were only 500 or 
600 square feet ; war regulations formally 
limited the single-family house to 1,200 
square feet. There was also the great in
terest in simplicity. In Berlin , where 
Davidson lived before immigrating to 
America, "Simplicity was imposed by scar
city; a scarcity of materials and workmen, 
combined with the need for housing." In 
1940, Harris built a restaurant in China
town for $1.39 a square foot. Here , form 
had an especially intimate relationship with 
budget , as it did in so many of the build
ings done by these architects . 

In a Los Angeles noted for its unique 
houses , Ain focused on the economic 
use of materials , the industrial produc
tion of houses, and comprehensive land 
planning for communities. His competi
tion was not so much other architects as 

continued on page 84 
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his own perfectionism and the merchant 
builder constructing tracts across much 
of the L.A. basin. Ain encountered diffi
culties in realizing mass housing that were, 
c umulatively, defeating for him. In the 
Park Planned Homes project of 1946, in 
Altadena, he precut and predrilled lum
ber, and pre-assembled plumbing-only 
to face work crews demanding higher 
wages to handle prepackaged units. 

The floor plans of many of these houses 
express the characteristic concern for 
economy, reaching a high esthetic pitch 
in Ain and Soriano houses, in plan , are 
almost haikus of brief lines. "The spirit 
and realities of the late 1940s and 1950s 
was in the plan: togetherness, large fami
li es, cheap land in the suburbs, a plenti
ful supply of cheap labor," writes McCoy. 
Besides an economy in the plan , the so
cial evolution of changing ti mes was 
reflected in its organization: McCoy says 
that Ain, unlike Schindler and Neutra, 
assumed a servantless house and that Ain, 
"prophetically," located the playroom off 
the kitchen, from which chi ldren could 
be watched in a servantless house. 

One of the strong narrative threads in 
The Second Generation is the evolu tion 
of the prefabricated steel house. Having 
worked in the Neutra office, ·'Ain knew 
all too well that each Neutra house was 
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unique , not assembled out of Sweet's Cat
alog." Harris, in a 1939 publication, 
"mulled over the fac t that steel in the 
beginning fo llowed wood forms but now 
wood follows steel forms." By the late 
1940s, ''Soriano had carried steel as far 
as his middle-class comfortable c lients 
would allow . .. (most) steel was hidden 
behind plaster. In 1949 Eames had ex
posed the steel in his Case Study house , 
but he was his own client and could do 
what he liked." By 1955, according to 
House and Home, "the truly astonishing 
fact is that you can now find a completely 
shop-fabricated steel part for almost any 
wood part that goes into today's house! " 
Still, at about that time, the ''enlightened 
tract developer Joseph Eichler" decided 
against a whole tract of steel-framed 
houses , even though they compared in 
price to wood-framed tract houses. 

It was a period of great promise and 
many defeats : the promise to a large ex
tent coming from the need for housing 
generated by the Depression and war, and 
from the vast industrial capacity built up 
during the war years; the defeats coming 
from the unions , government lending pol
icy, and the marketplace itself. 

The nature of the period was complex, 
and especially difficult for architects, 
whose traditional roles were being chal
lenged - the budgets, construction, scale, 

and social organization of buildings were 
all changing. If none of the architects in 
The Second Generation has the charisma 
of those in Five California Architects, it 
is perhaps because the times were so dom
inating; the task was to serve and to re
spond. McCoy's taut, cool text masks the 
fact that this, for architecture, was an 
especially turbulent period , almost a sub
conscious one in which the profession had 
to reassess what and how it was building. 

The architects who dealt with these 
large issues were , in a way, improbable 
ones-as Charles Moore has observed in 
a different context, the vulnerable archi
tects rather than invulnerable ones. McCoy 
has written about the architects who 
sensed the changed times and who sub
stantially altered their architecture in re
sponse, frequently with little recognition. 
The book itself, because of its great per
sonal understanding , provides a kind of 
protection for these "vulnerables" never 
offered by their marketplace or achieved 
by their own practices. These are impor
tant careers that, without The Second 
Generation, would have remained shy and 
overlooked. JosEPH GrovANNINI 

M1: Giovannini, an architecture critic fo r 
the New York Times ,formerry wrote for 
the Los Angeles Herald Examiner. 

Books continued on page86 
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Building a Recording Studio. Jeff Coo
per. (Synergy Group , 4766 Park Granada , 
Calabasas, Calif. 91302, $30.) 

In this manual's introductory chapters, 
architect/ acoustical engineer Jeff Cooper 
explains in simple language the princi
ples of acoustics and how acoustics 
affect the recording of music. He also 
describes how to soundproof a room. On 
a tight budget, existing conditions are 
tightened or fortified , such as the s·ealing 
of leaks. With a larger budget, however, 
the recording studio becomes a more ap
propriate environment for playing and re
cording, and Cooper has practical infor
mation on how to achieve a floating stu
dio where walls , ceiling , and floor are 
separated from the exterior architectural 

shell by insulating air spaces. In final sec
tions , Cooper discusses the design and 
construction of the studio and the con
trol room . 

The Market Square: Lake Forest, Illinois. 
Susan Dart. (Lake Forest-Lake Bluff His
torical Society, Box 690, Lake Forest , Ill. 
60045 , $20.) 

The first planned shopping center in 
the U.S., Market Square in .Lake Forest, 
Ill. , has changed little since the design of 
Howard Yan Doren Shaw was completed 
in 1916. This p+easantly written book of 
90 pages is beautifully presented with fine 
paper and binding. Written by Susan Dart , 
who is married to Shaw's grandson , the 
book tells the story of the square and de-
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scribes its architecture. There is also a 
biography of Shaw. Dart tells of how 
Shaw learned the night before he died 
on May 26, 1926, at the age of 56, of 
having been awarded AIA's gold medal. 
In his last conscious moments , he smiled 
and said , '"Pleased." 

Access for the Handicapped: The Barrier
Free Regulations for Design and Construc
tion in All SO States. Peter S. Hopf, AIA , 
and John A. Raeber, AIA. (Yan Nostrand 
Reinhold, $56.50.) 

A valuable feature of this commenda
ble reference book is a state-by-state list
ing of regulations for barrier-free archi
tecture. The bulk of the volume, how
ever, is a graphic approach to accessibil
ity through scaled diagrams and charts 
arranged by topic - from site control to 
equipment. Through such a common sense 
arrangement, the user can quickly gain 
needed and hard to find information on 
a vast array of design problems, among 
them wheelchair dimensions and reaches, 
accessible parking, elevator dimensions 
and controls, public toilet dimensions, tel
ephones , and drinking fountains. A final 
section is on special building types
assembly areas and dwelling units. 

Bridges: Aesthetics and Design. Fritz 
Leonhardt. (MIT Press , $50.) 

Internationally acclaimed structural 
engineer Fritz Leonhardt , who has been 
designing bridges for the past 50 years, 
brings his expertise and insights to this 
richly illustrated work on the design and 
esthetics of bridges of every type. He 
describes not only steel and prestressed 
concrete structures that span vast rivers 
and highways, but also old stone bridges , 
pedestrian bridges, and elevated streets. 
With text in both German and English , 
the book encompasses Leonhardt's knowl
edge of such topics as guidelines for the 
esthetic design of bridges and the influ
ence of materials. It also reveals his deep 
love for the subject. 

The Robie House of Frank Lloyd Wright. 
Joseph Connors. (Univesity of Chicago 
Press, $25 hardbound , $8.95 paperbound.) 

This booklet of 86 pages inaugurates 
the "Chicago Architecture and Urbanism 
Series," the purpose of which is to pre
sent studies of buildings , urban systems , 
architects, and architectural firms " that 
have earned for Chicago its reputation 
as one of the great centers of architec
ture in the modem world." Joseph Connors 
describes this masterpiece from concept 
to realization. There are many photo
graphs to supplement the lucid text , and 
especially interesting are those that show 
the house under construction in 1909. This 
publication, intended as a guide to the 
visitor to the house, goes far beyond its 
intention, discussing how Wright went 
about designing any building. D 
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DEATHS 
Thomas H. Creighton, FAIA: A writer 
and editor as well as an architect, Creighton 
was a Philadelphia native. He graduated 
from Harvard University in 1926 and then 
attended the Beaux-Arts Institute of De
sign in New York City, from which he 
graduated in 1929. Creighton also stud
ied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. 

Through the 1930s and the early '40s 
Creighton practiced in New York City 
and Burlington , Vt., writing occasionally 
for Progressive Architecture. In 1946 he 
became editor of the magazine, a post he 
held until 1963. 

Creighton then became a partner in 
John Carl Warnecke & Associates , San 
Francisco, and in 1965 moved to Honolulu 
to head the Warnecke office there. Two 
years later he opened his own firm in 
Honolulu. He died in October at the age 
of 80. 

Fred Lewis Markham, FAIA: Past presi
dent of both the National Council of Ar
chitectural Registration Boards and the 
National Architectural Accrediting Board, 
Markham died Sept. 28, at the age of 82 
in his native Utah. He designed numer
ous buildings on the Brigham Young Uni
versity campus and served as chairman 
of the team that designed the Latter-day 
Saints Temple in Washington, D.C. 

Charles H. Dornbusch, FAIA, Chicago 
Jack Gaffney, AIA, Santa Fe , N.M. 
Gilbert F. Hahn, AIA, St. Cloud , Minn. 
Karl B. Hoke, AIA, Birmingham, Mich. 
Fred J. MacKie Jr., FAIA, Palm Desert , 

Calif. 
Harvey Barton Smith, AIA, San Diego 
Louis V. Viola, AIA, Fleischmanns, N.Y. 

BRIEFS 
Architecture Tour to India. 
An architectural tour of India and Ban
gladesh, including the cities of New Delhi , 
Dacca, Bombay, Ahmedabad , and Agra, 
is scheduled for Feb. 7-28. For more in
formation, contact Peter C. Doo , AIA, 
107 E. Preston St. , Baltimore , Md. 21202. 

Bicycle Shelter Design Competition. 
The Strycker's Bay Neighborhood Coun
cil is sponsoring an open design competi
tion for overnight bicycle shelters for resi
dential streets on the upper west side of 
Manhattan. The deadline to register for 
the competition is March 22, and sub
missions are due on April 22. To receive 
competition package send $15 payable to 
SBNC Bike Project , 561 Columbus Ave. , 
New York, N.Y. 10024. 

Masonry Awards Program. 
The International Union of Bricklayers 
and Allied Craftsmen is seeking en tries 

in its 1985 Louis Sullivan Award that rec
ognizes overall architectural quality of 
buildings with emphasis on the use of ma
sonry, including brick , stone, tile , marble , 
terrazzo, and terracotta. The winners are 
selected for achievements over a period 
of time based on the submission of three 
to five completed structures. Deadline for 
registration is Jan. 7, and completed bind
ers are due by Feb. 18. AIA is administer
ing the program. Additional information 
and entry forms are available from the 
awards department at Institute head
quarters, (202) 626-7390. 

Museum Design Competition. 
The University of Florida is sponsoring a 
two-stage, national design competition for 
the Samuel P. Harn Museum of Fine Arts. 
Cash prizes of $25,000 plus commission, 
$10,000, and $2,500, in addition to five 
$1,000 awards, will be presented . Regis
tration deadline is Jan. 12 , and the sub
mission deadline for the first phase is 
March 10. For more information, contact 
Nils M. Schweizer, FAIA, Competition Ad
viser, Office of Facilities Planning , 355 
Tigert Hall , Gainesville, Fla. 32611. 

Buell Talks in American Architecture. 
The Temple Hoy.ne Buell Center for the 
Study of American Architecture at Co
lumbia University will sponsor a program 
of scholarly meetings for doctoral students 
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to present findings of architectural re
search. Candidates must be nominated 
by their departments with their faculty 
adviser accompanying them to the dis
cussion. For more information, contact 
Julia Bloomfield, Room 400, Avery Hall, 
Columbia University, New York, N.Y. 
10027. 

Fabric Designer Exhibition. 
The Galleries of the Fashion Institute of 
Technology will exhibit a decade of works 
by fabric designer Jay Yang. The exhibit 
will run through Jan. 26. 

Competition Winners Announced. 
The 1984 Hispanic Talent Search Archi
tectural Competition has announced win
ners of its annual design competition. First 
prize was awarded to Manuel Mergal of 
New York City. Honorable mentions were 
awarded to Rafael Marxuach, Maria 
Aviado, Jose Izquierdo, and Hector Munoz. 
The competition was sponsored by Castro
Blanco, Piscioneri & Feder, Architects 
in association with the New York Chapter/ 
AIA and the Institute of Puerto Rican 
Urban Studies. 

Study Tour to London. 
Pratt Institute is sponsoring a travel study 
program March 29-April 7 to London to 
explore the architecture and design of 
the historic and contemporary city. For 

information, contact International Pro
gram, Pratt Institute, 200 Willoughby Ave., 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11205. 

Michigan Society's Gold Medal. 
The Michigan Society of Architects has 
awarded its gold medal to William Mus
chenheim, FAIA, of Ann Arbor "'for his 
distinguished contribution to the pro
fession." 

Lighting Design Awards. 
The International Association of Light
ing Designers has presented its award of 
excellence to Lesley Wheel and John As
promonte of Wheel-Gersztoff Associates 
for the lighting in the restoration of the 
art deco Omni-Netherlands Hotel in Cin
cinnati. Honorable mentions were awarded 
to Jeffrey Milham of Design Decisions 
for the lighting at the Aetna Institute for 
Corporate Education in Hartford, and to 
Motoko Ishii for the Sacred Garden of 
Shinji Shumei-Kai in Shiga, Japan. 

Information Sought on Building Materials. 
The Center for Architectural Conserva
tion is seeking information on research 
labs that perform work on historic build
ing materials including terracotta, brick, 
cast iron, stucco, mortar, and plaster. Send 
information to Rod Gary, Georgia Insti
tute of Technology, Center for Architec
tural Conservation, Atlanta, Ga. 30332. 

CREDITS 
John A. Sibley Horticultural Center, Cal
laway Gardens, Pine Mountain, Ga. (page 
36). Architect: Craig, Gaulden and Davis, 
Greenville, S.C. Principal in charge: Kirk 
R. Craig, AIA. Project architect: Michael 
P. Keeshen, AIA. Project team: Jack 
Parillo, AIA, and Bradley Van Name, AIA. 
Landscape architect: Robert E. Marvin 
Associates. Structural engineers: Geiger 
Berger. Landscaping: Callaway Gardens. 
Fabric roof: ODC. Stone work: Havron 
and Fryer. Glass block: Pittsburgh Corning. 
Structural steel: Cor-ten, U.S. Steel. Win
dows: Marmet. Steel tube bifold doors: 
Richards-Wilcox. Ceiling fans: Hunter Fans. 
Light poles: Sterner Lighting. Architectural 
louvers: Arrow. Radiant heaters: Emerson
Chromalox. Misting system: Babson. 

Harbor Square, Camden, Me. (page 64). 
Architect: Richard L. Bernhard and Stephen 
G. Smith, Camden. Structural engineers: 
LeMessurier Associates/SCI. Landscape 
architects: Berman, French & Assoc. Win
dows: Pella. Skylights: Wasco. Exterior 
siding: White Cedar Shingles. Stains: 
Cabot'~. Brick: Morin College Blend. Tile: 
Heatherbrown, Elor1. Plumbing fixtures: 
Kohler. Lighting fixtures: Lightolier, Pres
colite. Interior woodwork: Red oak. Metal 
railings and spiral stairs: Richard Remsen. 
Insulation: Thermax, Owens-Corning. 0 

'ARCHITECTS 
NATIONAL AIA MEMBERS 

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTO (COLOR SLIDE) CONTEST 

PROSl'ECTL;s 
I he National AJA Member'> Archilecrnral Photo 

Co!llcq l'> being orga11i1cd hy the St. Loui.., Chaple! 
Al 1\. \\inning entric.., \\ill be nhibited at the 1985 
1\l i\ ( omcntion in San halll'l\CO and will be made 
inlo a natiom\idc tra\eling e'hibit. 

Fill out the l"ollo\\ ing l:nt1) l·orrn ma fac-..im1k 
there()f: 

A challenging opportunity exists for qualified individuals to 
join the Port Authority's Engineering Department. which con
sists of architects and engineers responsible for designing, 
building and maintaining projects for the New York New Jer
sey metropolitan region's major airports, bridges. tunnels, 
marine terminals. Trans-Hudson rail rapid transit system. 
container ports, transportation centers, industrial parks and 
the World Trade Center. 

We are seeking to fill several career positions for Reg-
istered Architects. These positions. require a Bachelor of 

·Architecture degree, a minimum of 10 years of experience, 
and a comprehensive background in all facets of the practice 
of architecture. Candidates must be able to demonstrate 
experience in all phases of preliminary and contract design. 
Successful candidates will report to senior architects, be 
responsible for development and coordination of architec
tural projects from inception through contract award, and 
supervise lower level designers and draftsmen. 

We offer an excellent starting salary and our outstand
ing benefits program includes health, dental and life insur
ance, retirement and tuition reimbursement. Please send 
resume to: PA Placement, Box ARCH, 

1250 Broadway, New York, NY 10001. 

THE PORT AUTHORRY 
@[? lr1ill@ rKbD 
Equal Opportunity Employer M F 

Circle 29 on information card 

El IGIBILI f\ 
1 he conte<,t i-.. open lO all :\IA member'>, a-..wciale\, 
-..tutknt member;;; and profes<,ional affiliates in good 
-..landing. Ptofe'>'>!Onal photographer-.. arc not eligible. 

A \\/\RDS 
l\\o 1twu.,and dollar., ($2,000.00) in cash prill'" \\ill 
he awarded a-.. follow!'i: 

l"it-..t Prize 
Second PriLe 
Third Pri?t~ 

$ !000.00 
~ 700.00 
$ ]()(),{)() 

In addition to the ca~h priLe'>, a number of 
Honorah!e Mentiom will be av.ardcd, at the 

di-.cretion of the judge:-,. 

CONDITIONS OF ENTRY 
I. 2" '2 ·; 35rnm color -.lidc'> only may be entered. 
, Each entrant may submit up to five (5) color 

-,Jide-.. 
3. r ntry let: for up to five color -..lidc:-. i.'> $10.00 and 

i-. non-refundable. J\.1ake check-, pa)ahle to 

Si. l.oui'> Chapter AIA, \\ith the note; 
"Ni\l JONAL Photo Contest:' 

.+. I he -..uhject rnatler rnu~t be architecture or some 
elcmenl of the man-huih em ironmen1. 
Photographic rnterpretatiom of the subject i~ 
the i'>'>Ue and not architecture. 

5. Lntrie'> mmt ha\c been expo\ed by the entrant. 
6 Slide-. bound mer ready-mounh or too thick for 

.,tandard manual projector'i "ill NOT be Judged. 
7. ( ·lcarly mark ..,\ide'> \\it h: Serial number (I. 2, 

Cle.) of '>lide. title of -.iide, and entrant'., nam('-
10 <.1gree \\.ith I:::ntr) Form. 

K. Slide-.. -..hould be mailed in a pla-.11(" <,Jide jade! 
\\ith the Fn1ry hmn attached !o 1he jacket. 

Circle 30 on information card 

r----------, 
Name: __________ _ 

/\ddrc'>!-.: _________ _ 

Tdcphone No. Home: ______ _ 

Husine!!.'>: _____ _ 

Slide No.: ____ Titk: ___ _ 

I i. ___________ _ 

I J I 
I .i I 

L5 - - - - - - - - ~ 
9. Permi!-.-;ion to r('produce~lid('s for nh1b1t1on, 

fo1 publication in Archirt'ctu.rl! magaLJne ur 
other promotional purpo<,i_:i.; i-, assumed unk"" 
<,pecifically denied. 

10. All reprodm:tiom \\ill benrn1e the prop..:r ry ot 
the Al·\. 

11. llrcat care will be taken\\ 1th all ~!ide-.. 
submitted, but no re5pon'libilit) for lo"" or 
damage during tram.it or any pha-.e or th..: 
contest will be a~~umcd by 1hc org .. rn11..:1-.. ot 
the ..:onte-..t, or by the nrganill'r-., ot the 
exhibition-, 

12. The decl\ion of the Judge-.. -..hJ.11 he lllldl un ..1ll 
matter5 rclaung to the ("Ompet111on 

13. Entrie~ must be postmarked no lat('! than 
:vtarch I. 1985. 

14. Submi55ion ot .-.lidc~ unplie-.. entrant"-.. 
a..:ceptance of allot the abtne co11dit1cin~. 

15. Mail elllfll:\, entr~ ll'L'and lntr~ Forrn to: 

Ni\TION/\L PHOTO CO'i rEST 
St. Loui-. Chap!('!-·\!:\ 
919 Oli\(' Sm.·et 
'.-Jt. [ Olll'>. \J() 63101 

I rn tun her informa11011, call: (~14) 621-34~4 
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The Italian firm Poltrona Frau offers about 100 different col
ors for its leather-padded furniture , in what it calls a "chromatic 
explosion of color," and challenges buyers to specify new tones. 
Adding color to leather is meant to "emphasize the soft sur
face and accentuate tactile values." One example is the dra
matically red Interlude armchair (1) designed by Marco Zanuso. 
Atelier International Light's suspended Aurora lamp (2) has a 
ring of clear or blue acrylic (23%-inch diameter) sandwiched 
between two textured plates of glass. It is suspended from a 
ceiling canopy by three cables, each of which is attached to a 
metal cone-shaped element that houses a bulb. The cones are 
seen only on the underside of the lamp. Designed by Perry King 
and Santiago Miranda, the fixture accommodates a low-wattage, 
high-intensity halogen lamp and supplies direct and diffused light. 

Designed by Afra and Tobia Scarpa for B&B Italia , the 
Polygonon table (3) has an Inox steel-plated base that seems to 
shimmer: It is coolly colored by films adhered to its surface. 

The oval table top can be marble or transparent or blue cobalt 
glass. Color is also an important ingredient in Stilnovo's Nastro 
lamp (4) , designed by Alberto Fraser. The flexible arm is mul
ticolored plastic, and the transformer and reflector are offered 
in black or light blue , with clamped or sitting base. 

Witty applications of simple geometry and minimal surfaces 
characterize Arflex's T-line easy chairs (5) and its Argot desks 
(6). For the T-line chairs , designer Burghard Vogtherr combined 
two rectangles-one for the back and a smaller one for the seat 
that seems to have simply dropped from the back. Materials 
are leather over a metal structure and polyurethane molded foam . 
The minimal base and arms are steel covered with gray or black 
material. Low or high backs are available. Peppe Di Giuli 's de
sign for the Argot tables , writing desks, and vanities calls for dif
ferent arrangements of rectangular and square drawers piled 
under a simple table top. Edges are natural briarwood; draw
ers , tops , and sides mahogany ; and supports , aluminum. D 
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A 
Abercrombie, Stanley: Architecture: Three 

Relationships. Mar IS4; MoMA Builds Again. 
Oct87 

Acid rain. N.Y. legislation Sep 29; Jan 40 
The Aga Khan. May .34 
Ahrends Burton & Koralek. Je 72 
Airports. Australia Sep 193 
Albuquerque. JDillo nJ Mar 138 
Albuquerque, N.M. Langford house Feb 62; 

Rio Grande Nature Center Dec 72 
Alexander, Christopher. Jy 54 
Alexandria , Va. AIA QUEST May 69; Torpedo 

Factory Nov 88 
Ambasz, Emilio. Oct SS 
Andaloro, Michael. Feb 64 
Anderson, Brit. Sep 102 
Anderson, Bruce. Dec 36 
Anderson, Sally. Mar 90 
Ando,Tadao.Sep 138 
The Architects Collaborative. Oct 60 
Architects for Social Responsibility. Mar 66 
Arcop Associates. Sep IS4 
Argentina. hospital Sep 18S; shopping arcade 

Sep 182 
Arizona. Mar issue 
Artists on Architecture. May 230 
The Arts. Jan SI; Feb 40; Mar 90; Apr 30; 

May 98; Je 26; Aug 31; Sep 39; Oct 49; 
Nov 4S; Dec 28 

Asmussen, Erik . Sep 179 
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Aspen Design Conference. Sep 66 
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Augustine, Robert. Oct 49 
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museum Sep 188 
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Arts & Letters Je 88; Building Stone Institute 
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Feb 21; honorary members, AJA Jan 13; Institute 
honors Feb 14; Jefferson Foundation medal 
of architecture May 34; Kemper Jan 21; land
scape Oct 23; National Trust Aug 2S; NOMA 
Jan 30, Dec :23; Owens-Corning Jan 16; PC! 
Dec 26; Pritzker prize May 2S; Reynolds May 
30; Reynolds studen t May 30; RIBA gold medal 
Mar 27 ; 2S-year, AJA Apr 22; Whitney Young 
Jan· 21; Wolf Foundation prize Mar 29 

Awsumb/ Wage/ Watson. Nov 91 

B 
Banham, Reyner: Mountain of Modern Icons. 

Mar 143 
Banks. Allied Bank Plaza , Houston Apr 38; 

Citizen's State Bank , Milaca, Minn. Jan 94; 
Fayette Savings Bank , La Grange, Tex . Nov 80; 
RepublicBank Center, Ho usto n Apr 38 

Bardi, Lina Bo. Sep 180 
Barnes, Edward Larrabee. Apr S6 
Basset, Carol Ann: Roots of Regionalism: 

"Great Stone Cities. 'Mar 98; Roots of 
Regionalism: The Missions. Mar 102 
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Bawa , Geoffrey. Sep 200 
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Oct meeting Nov 22 

Bohlin Powell Larkin Cywinski. May 168 
Bonnema , A. Sep 146 
Book reviews (signed ): Abstract Representation. 

Aug 79; The AJA Gold Medal. Apr 87; 
A/var Aalto: A Critical Study. Feb 87; 
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Artist. Oct 102; Climatic Design: Energy 
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Gothic Architecture of the 12th and 13th 
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Heavenly Caves: Reflections on the Garden 
Grotto. Mar 174; Historic America: Buildings, 
Structures, and Sites. Aug 82; Hockney 
Paints the Stage. Je 82; Home Sweet Home: 
American Domestic Vernacular Architecture. 
May 328; The Image of the Architect. May 318; 
Indian Summer: Lutyens, Baker, and Imperial 
Delhi. Sep 87 ; Jefferson's Monticello. May 317; 
John Soane. Feb 90; L.A. Jy 83; Letters to 
Architects. Oct 99; The Libra1y of Congress: 
Its Architecture and Decoration. Mar 177; 
McKim, Mead & White Architects. Sep 209; 
Mitc.hell/ Giurgola Architects. Jy 84; Mizner 's 
Florida: American Resort Architecture. Nov 
JOI; Modern Canadian Architecture. Oct JOI ; 
The Necessity of Art1fice: Ideas in Architecture. 
Je 86; A Pictorial History of Chinese Architec
ture: A Study of the Development of Its Structural 
System and the Evolution of Its Type. Sep 83; 
Postmodern. Aug 79; Post-Modern Malpractice. 
Feb 92; Respectful Rehabilitation: Answers to 
Your Questions About Old Buildings. May 322; 
The Second Generation. Dec 83; Shoppe/l 's 
Modern Houses. 1887. Je 84; Style and Epoch. 
Mar 172; Today's Architectural Mirror: Interiors, 
Buildings and Solar Designs. Jan 101; Town 
Houses of Europe. May 326; Versus: An 
American Architect's A lternatives. May 330; 
Vertical Transportation : Elevators and 
Escalators. Jan 105 

Bosch , Espanol, Frigola. Sep 170 
Boston. conference on Je 2 1; Copley Square 

competition Mar 3 1 
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Boyle , Bernard M.: Taliesin , Then and Now. 
Mar 129 

Brazil. Sao Paulo recreation center Sep 180 
British Broadcast Corporation. Aug 16 
Brodie, M.J. Aug 12; Sep 19 
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Buchanan/ Watson. Jan 68 
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Hogan, Richard. Mar 90 
Hogeye, Ark. house May 294 
Holland. housing Sep 141: PEN office building 

Sep 146 
Hollein, Hans. May JO 
Horticultural centers. Pine Mountain. Ga. Dec 36 
Hotels. Cidade de Goa. Goa Sep 158: Fragrant 

Hill Hotel, Beijing. China May 166 
Houston. Allied Bank Plaza Apr 38: Kagan

Rudy Chapel May 284: RepublicBank Center 
Apr38 

Hungary. cultural center Sep 108: organic 
architecture Sep 109 
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Illinois Institute of Technology. Aug 50 
India. Belgium Embassy Sep 116; Olympic 

Village housing Sep 122 
Indoor air pollution. Jan 40 
Insetta , Michael. Jan 51 
Interiors. Feb issue 
Iowa City, Iowa. Carver-Hawkeye Sports Arena 

May 194 
Ireland. Anco Centre Sep 196 
Ireland , Patrick. May 240 
Ivy, Ro bert A.: Mississippi Stale: A Small Town 

Focus. Aug S6 

Japan . gymnasi um Sep 136; ho use Sep 132 
Johansen, John M.: Archi1ecwre: Three 

lmperalives. Mar IS6 
Johnson, Philip. April 22, 39, 66; May 242 
Johnso n/ Burgee. Oct 56 
Jones , Fay & Associates. May 294 
Jose Ignacio Diaz. Sep 182 

K 
Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood. Mar 21 
Kansas City. Heartland Market Feb 6S 
Kaplan , Sam Hall : Ph oenix. Mar I 3S 
Katz . Alex. May 232 
Kemp-Ro tan , Renee. Feb 11 
Kessle r. William . Oct SS 
Kestenbaum , Jaque line E.: A Series of Planes 

Cupped in the Palm of a Mou ma inside. ' Sep 138 
Kevin Roche John Dinkeloo Associates. May 2S2 
Keyes Condon Florance . Oct 68; Nov 62, 88 
Kitt Peak , Ariz. observatory Mar 143 
Knight , Carleton: Built on Religious, Regional 

Traditions. May 178; Hoods Thal Draw in 
Light and Ail: Jan 7 1; ·11 Boldly Swtes I 'm a 
Fire Sw1ion. ' l e 40; J. Irwin Miller: Patron, 
Cliem, But Always a Businessman. Je 62; The 
Park Service as Client: II. Dec 48; Return lo 
Columbus.le 32; Shiplike School on a Sea of 
Grass.le 44 ; Tulsa Tower Hugs a Landmark. 
Nov Sl ; Twin-Barreled Athle1ic Facili1y. Je S9 

Kohn Pedersen Fox. Feb 78; May 186 
Koyama , Hisao. Sep 128 
Kultermann , Udo: Office Building Sty lishly 

Completes Historic Square. Sep l lS ; Seemingly 
Sculpted Woodcarver s House and Covered 
Bridge. Sep 114 

L 
Lafour, Lucien. Sep 19S 
La Grange , Tex. Fayette Savings Bank Nov 80 
Lakeside , Mich. weekend house May 204 
Langfo rd , Berry, Feb 62 
Lawrence Nield & Partners. Sep 194 
LeCuyer, Annette: Cummins Builds in Brillany. Je 

68; Cummins Expands in Scotland. Je 72; 
Gallery of Strong Character Blends Past and 
Present. Sep 102 

Leers , Andrea P. : Narrow Extension Gains 
Presence with a Distinctive Face. Sep 128 

Legislation. Brooks bill Nov 16; federal housing 
ac t Feb 96; HUD appropriations May 87; state 
actions Jy 31 

Lew & Patnaude Architects. Feb SO 
Lexington, Ky. Gainesway Farm May 212 
Libraries. Peabody Institute Library, Danvers, 

Mass. Nov 86; San Juan Capistrano Library, San 
Juan Capistrano, Calif. May 2S8; Unionville, 
Ontario, Canada Sep l SO 
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Light. Oct issue 
Lin , Maya Ying. May 166 
Lippold , Richard. May 239 
Louisvi ll e. Speed Museum Oct 80 
Los Angeles , Calif. Olympics architecture 

Sep Sl ; 1984 summer o lympics sites Apr JS; 
wine pavilion Feb 68 

Lowell , Mich . Fallasburg powerhouse Jan 96 
Lucas Stubbs Pascullis , Powell & Penny. Dec 68 
Lund , David. May 234 
Lundy, Victo r: Serene Embassy in Sri Lanka. 

Jy 64 
Lynch, Kevin. l e 16 

M 
Macsai , John : A New Movemenl lO Rejlecl 

Indigenous Forms and Materials. Sep 108 
Madsen , Loren. May 23 1 
Mailroo ms. New York City Feb 48 
Makovecz, lmre. Sep 108 
Malta. Festival Tourist Village Sep 149; swim 

club Sep 148 
Manila. U.S . embassy housing Jy 72 
Marines, Louis. Mar 31; Nov 16 
Marketplaces. Heartl and Market , Kansas City 

Feb65 
Marvin , Robert E. Dec 36 
McGowin , Ed. May 23S 
Mcintyre, Pe ter. Sep 190 
M edia . and architecture Je l S; Nov S4 
Meier, Richard . May 2S; l e 44 
Meier, Richa rd & Partners. May 222 
Melling , Gerald: Provocative Church with 

Co lumns Thal Seem to Genujlecl. Sep 126; 
Sep 124 

Memorials. Washington Monument . Washingto n, 
D.C. Dec 74; Vietnam Memorial , Washington, 
D.C. May 166, Dec 13 

Memphis. Orpheum theater Nov 9 1 
Meunier, John. Sep 102 
Miami . Dade County Cultural Center Apr 66 
Milaca , Minn . Ci tize n's State Bank Jan 94 
Miller, J. Irwin . Je 62 
Miller, Nancy Tokar. Mar 90 
Mills , Robert. Dec 74 
Mining towns. desert Southwest Mar 106 
Minneapolis. WCCO-TV headquarters May 276 
Miquon, Pa. Shelly Ridge Girl Scout Center 

May 168 
Missions. desert Southwest Mar 102 
Mississippi State. Aug S6 
Mojo Stumer Architects. Feb 48 
Montreal. Maison Alcan headquarters Sep IS4 
Moore Ruble Yudell. May 178 
Murata Outland Associates. Aug 72 
Murcutt , Glenn. Sep 188 
Murphy/ Jahn . May 288 
Museums. Burre ll gallery, Glasgow, Scotland 

Sep 102; Dade County Cultural Center, Miami 
Apr 66; Dallas arts distric t Apr S6; High 
Museum , Atlanta May 222; Museum of Modern 
Art , New York City Oct 87; National Gallery 
of Art , East Building, Washington , D.C . Oct 74 ; 
National Gallery o f Art , West Building, Wash
ington , D.C. Oct 68; Portland , Maine, art 
museum May 268; regional museum , Australia 
Sep 188; Speed Museum , Louisville Oct 80; 
University Museum , Toyko University Sep 128 

Myers , Barton . Sep l SO 
Myers , Phyllis: The Park Service as C/iem: /. Dec 42 

N 
Nagashima, Ko ichi . Sep 136 
Nairn, Janet: Ingeniously Day lil Seaside Offices. 

Jan 64 
Nashville. Hotel Conservatory Dec 70 
National Building Museum , Washington , D.C. 

Apr 12 
National Council of Architectural Registratio n 

Boards. annual meeting Aug 21 

National Park Service. Dec 42, 48 
Nature. and buildings Dec issue 
Nature Centers. Rio Grande, 

Albuquerque Dec 72 
Nesmith , Lynn: Producls. Jan 11 9, Feb 106, 

Mar 19S, Apr 99, May 40S, Je 97, Jy 9S , Aug 123, 
Sep 229 , Oct 114, Nov 123, Dec 97; A Selec1ion 
of Stale and Local A wards Winners. May 114 

New Canaan, Conn. nature center Jan 68 
New Mexico. a rchitecture Mar issue 
New Orleans. world 's fair Jy 11 
New York City. Click System showroom Feb 64 ; 

40 W. 23rd St. Nov 82; Just Bulbs sto re Nov 8S ; 
ma il room Feb 48; Manhattan apartment Feb 76; 
Museum o f Modern Art Oct 87 ; New Yo rk Chap
ter/ AIA office Feb 74; Seagram Building, Apr 22; 
Sta tue o f Liberty Jy 44; Times Square redevelop
me nt May S4; U.N. Plaza Tower May 252 

New Zealand . First Church of Christ Scientist 
Sep 126; Worser Bay School Sep 124 

Norway. railroad station Sep 176 
Notter, George. Jan 13 
Nuclear disarmament. Mar 66 
Nyren , Carl. Sep 178 

0 
Observatories. Kitt Peak, Ariz. Mar 143 
Occidental , Calif. country ho use Jan 92 
O'Do nnell Wicklund Pigozzi. ov 84 
Office Buildings: CIGNA corporate offices , 

Bloomfield , Conn . Oc t 60: Demo net Building, 
Washington , D.C. Nov 62; 18 18 St. , Washing
ton , D.C. Nov 62 ; 40 W. 23rd St., New York City 
Nov 82; Hercu les corporate headquarters , 
Wilmington , Del. Feb 78; La Quinta Motor Inns 
interior, San Antonio , Tex. Feb S8; Maison Alcan , 
Mo ntreal Sep I S4 ; National Geographic head
quarters , Washington , D.C. Nov 69; PEN office 
bui lding, Alkmaar, Holland Sep 146; PPG Place , 
Pittsburgh May 242; radio network headquarters. 
Vienna Sep 166; R.J . Reynolds Tobacco Co. 
headquarters , Winsto n-Salem, N.C. May 216; 
Seagram Building , New Yo rk City Apr 22; Sears 
House, Washington , D. C. Nov 62 ; 333 Wacke r, 
Chicago May 186; Universal, Prague , Czechoslo
vakia Sep I IS; Ventura Coastal Corporation 
headquarters , Ventura , Calif. Jan 64 ; Viacom 
Cablevisio n regional headquarters, Cleveland 
Heights, Ohio Jan 7 1; WCCO-TV headquarters , 
Minneapolis May 276 

Oklahoma City, Okla. Myriad Gardens Dec 67 
Oshita , Kazuma. Nov 4S 
Osmon, Fred . Mar 112 

p 
Pacific Palisades, Calif. St. Matthew's Church 

May 178 
Padjen Architects. Nov 86 
Pastier, John: Energy, Frugality. and Hu manism. 

Jan S6; Mission Image, lmroverted Spaces. 
May 2S8 ; R oots of Regionalism: Mining Towns. 
Mar 106; A Tale of Two Houslon Towers. Apr 38 

Patterson , Pat. Dec 28 
Paul Partnership . Jan 74 
Pei, J.M. , & Partners. May 166; May 268; 

Oct. S8, 74 
Peichl, Gustav. Sep 166 
Pe lli , Cesar. May 75; Oct 87 
Pe nnsylvania Avenue Development Corporation. 

Aug 12; Sep 19; Dec 13 
Performing a rts facilities . Orpheum Theater, 

Memphis Nov 91; Schaubuhne, West Berlin 
Sep 160 

Perkins & Will. May 186 
Peters , Robert W. Mar 120 



Philadelphia. height limit Jy JS 
Phillips. Frederick. Jan 90 
Phoenix. Mar l:l5 
Piccillo. Joseph. May 236 
Pine Mountain. Ga. John A. Sibley Horticultural 

Center Dec 36 
Pittsburgh. PPG Place May 242 
Plagens. Peter. May 231 
Plagiarism. Oct 21 
Political parties. platforms Sep 19 
Polo. Ill. country retreat Jan 88 
Portland. Maine. art museum May 268 
Portland. Ore. Justice Center Feb 70 
Powerhouses. Fallasburg hydroelectric plant. 

Lowell. Mich. Jan 96 
Prague. Universal Office Building Sep 115 
Predock. Antoine. Mar 120: Dec 72 
Preservation. McDonald's. Downey. Calif. Apr 15: 

historic preservation user fees Apr 12: IDS 
Center. Minneapolis Aug 11: Montpelier Dec 14; 
National Trust report Jan 45; Poplar Forest 
Dec 16: review of '83 activities Mar 70: R.J. 
Reynolds Tobacco Co. headquarters. Winston
Salem. N.C. May 216: Statue of Liberty Jy 44: 
St. Bartholomew's church Jv 27 

Prince of Wales. RIBA speech Sep 70. Nov 11 
Princeton University. Aug 62 
Princeton. N.J. Gordon Wu Hall May 200 
Products. I Nesmith I Jan 119: Feb 106: Mar 195: 

Apr 99: May 405; Je 97: Jy 95; Aug 12:1; Sep 229: 
Oct 114: Nov 12:1; Dec 97 

Public membership. AJA. May 7J 

Q 
Quality Urban Environmental Study Team. AJA. 

Alexandria. Ya. May 69 

R 
Railroad stations. Norway Sep 176; Sweden 

Sep 178 
Rasmussen & Ellinwood. Jan 64 
Record stores. Coral Gables. Fla. Feb 56 
Recreational facilities. Brazil Sep 180: Carver-

Hawkeye Sports Arena. Iowa City, Iowa May 
194: Ceraland Recreation Center. Columbus. 
Ind. Je 58: gymnasium. Yamanashi City. Japan 
Sep U6: Shelly Ridge Girl Scout Center, 
Miquon. Pa. May 168: 1984 summer olympics 
sites Apr 15: swim club. Malta Sep 148 

Re\!ionalism. desert Southwest Mar issue 
Religious architecture. First Church of Christ 

Scientist, Wellington. New Zealand Sep 126; 
Kagan-Rudy Chapel, Houston May 284; North 
Shore Congregation Israel addition. Glencoe. 
Ill. May 208: St. Matthew's Church, Pacific 
Palisades, Calif. May 178 

Research facilities. Westvaco Forest Science Lab. 
Summerville. S.C. Dec 68 

Residential architecture. cliff house. Australia 
Sep 190: country house. Occidental. Calif. 
Jan 92; country retreat. Polo. Ill. Jan 88: East 
Hampton residence May 302: embassy housing. 
Manila. Jy 72; farmhouse addition, Ill. Jan 90; 
Hogeye. Ark., house May 294; housing. Holland 
Sep 140: house. Kobe. Japan Sep 138; house, 
Nagano Pretecture, Japan Sep 132; house and 
workshop. Vas country, Hungary Sep 114; infill 
housing conference Aug 16; Langford house. 
Albuquerque. N.M. Feb 62; Manhattan apartment. 
New York City Feb 76: Murphy house, Eagle 
River. Wis. May 288; Olympic Village housing, 
New Delhi. Sep 122: Senior center, Essex. Md. 

Jan 74; Sycamore Place, Columbus, Ind. Je 48: 
Taft residence, Ohio May 166: U.S. embassy 
housing. Tokyo Jy 75; weekend house. Lakeside, 
Mich. May 204 

Resorts. Festival Tourist Village, Malta Sep 149 
Restaurants. Downtown Club. Fresno. Calif. 

Feb 50; McDonald's, Downey. Calif. Apr 15 
Rewal. Raj. Sep 122 
Ripley. S. Dillon. Oct 25 
Roanoke,Ya.Nov54 
Roca. Miguel Angel. Sep 185 
Roche, Kevin. May 252 
Rocky Mount. N.C. Consolidated Diesel Co. 

headquarters Je 74 
Rogers. Richard. Sep 172 
Rogers. Richard & Partners. Je 68 
Rosenthal, Steve. Feb 40 
Ross, Charles. May 2J8 
Roth & Moore. Je 58 
Rothzeid Kaiserman Thomson & Bee. Nov 82 
Royal Institute of British Architects. drawings 

May98 
Rubenstein. Michael A .. Associates. Feb 69 

s 
San Antonio. Tex. La Quinta Motor Inns 

Feb 58 
San Juan Capistrano. Calif. library May 258 
Santa Fe. Mar 140 
Sawade. JUrgen. Sep 160 
Schwarz, David M. Nov 62 
Scotland. Burrell gallery Sep 102; Cummins 

Engine Facility, Shotts Je 72 
Sea Ranch. Dec 56 
Segal. George. May 2J8 
The Seventh Annual Re1·iew of New American 

Architecture. May issue 
Shipsky. James: Christopher Alexander. Theo1y 

and Practice. Jy 54; Sixf/'om the '(J(J.1·. Jan 80 
Showrooms. Click System, New York City 

Feb 64 
Sidey, Hugh. Mar J7; Je 12 
Sieger. Charles. Feb 56 
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. Jan 96; Apr 38; 

Je 52: Nov 62. 69 
Smoke toxicity in buildings. Sep 24 
Solari. Michael. May 30 
South Wales. factory Sep 172 
Southern Engineering/Denney Association. 

Aug7J 
Sramkova, Alena. Sep 115 
Sri Lanka. parliament building Sep 200; U.S. 

embassy Jy 64 
St. Louis. Ridgeway Center Dec 71 
State Department. Foreign Buildings Operations 

head Mar62 
Statue of Liberty. Jy 44 
Stokoe. James: 'Fictional Histoty 'in Rome. Nov 76 
Stores. arcade. Argentina Sep 182; Just Bulbs, New 

York City Nov 85 
Summerville. S.C. Westvaco Forest Science Lab 

Dec 68 
Surinam. hospital Sep 195 
Swain. Bob. Jan 80 
Sweden. railroad station Sep 178: Rudolph 

Steinerseminar Sep 179 
Swensson, Earl, Associates. Dec 70 

T 
Taliesin. Mar 129 
Temporary structures. Wine pavilion. Los Angeles 

County Fair Feb 68 
ten Cate, Gerda: A 'New Sobriety' and a Return 

to Large Scale in Housing. Sep 141 
Tigerman Fugman McCurry. May 204 
Tokyo. University Museum, Tokyo University 

Sep 128; U.S. embassy Jy 75; U.S. embassy 
housing Jy 75 

Tucson. Mar IJ7 
Tulsa. Okla. Mid-Continent Building Nov 51 
Turnbull, William. Aug 71 

u 
UIA. '85 congres_s Sep 66 
Urban design. Roanoke. Ya. Nov 54: symposium 

May 49; Times Square redevelopment Mav 54 
U.S. Capitol. master plan Jan 40: Apr 11: Oc-t 35 

v 
Ye!onis, Elias. Jan 80 
Ventura. Calif. Ventura Coastal Corporation 

headquarters Jan 64 
Venturi. Rauch & Scott Brown. Mav 200 
Vienna. radio network headquarter~ Sep 166 
Yillecco. Marguerite: PrincNon: The Exploration 

ofldeas. Aug 62 
Yoorsanger & Mills. Feb 74: Oct 57 

w 
Waid, Jim. Mar 90 
Waisman. Marina: Strongfr Articulated. Brightlr 

Colored Emergency Hospital. Sep 185: Two 
Arcades by Two Architects .l'vfeet and .Weld. 
Sep 183 

Walden. Russell: School with the Scale and 
Character of a House. Sep 124 

Walter. J. Jackson. Dec 16 
Washington, D.C. Demonet Building Nov 62: 

George Washington University Law Row Nov 
62; 1818 N St. Nov 62: National Building 
Museum Apr 12: National Gallery of Art. East 
Building Oct 74: National Gallery of Art. West 
Building Oct 68; National Geogr~phic head
quarters Nov 69: Pennsylvania Ave. renewal 
May 62: old post office tower Je 24: Sears House 
Nov 62: U.S. Capitol Jan 40. Apr 11. Oct J~: 
Vietnam Memorial May 166.Dec IJ: Washington 
Monument Dec 74: White House Nov 14 

Watanabe. Hiroshi: Emluation: America:1· Presence 
in Tokyo-a Japanese Viewpoint. Jy 75: A House 
That is a 'Postmodernist Temple to the Arts.· 
Sep IJ2; Rolling Roof Held Aloft by a Complex 
Structural System. Sep IJ6 

Weese. Harry. Jy 75 
Wejchert. A. & D .. Architects. Sep 196 
Westwork Architects. Mar 120 
White House. restoration Nov 14 
Whiteson, Leon: Solid Librarr in a Self' 

Conscious!\' Nostalgic Village. Sep 150 
Williams. Gunn. Sep 19J 
Williamson, James/Carl Awsumb/ Architects. 

Nov91 
Wilmington. Del. Hercules corporate headquarters 

Feb78 
Wilson. John Louis. Jan 21 
Winston-Salem. N.C. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco 

Co. headquarters May 216 
The Wold Associates. Jan 94 
Women in architecture. conference Feb 11: 

survey Feb 11 
Wood, Timothy. Feb 76 
Wood & Burd. Je 40 
World Architecture Annual 1984. Sep issue 
Wright, Frank Lloyd. Taliesin West Mar 129 

y 
Young, Regan: Stylish Addition to a Farmhouse. 

Jan 90 

z 
Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Partnership. Feb 70 
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SPECIFY BY THE BOOK. 
MASTERGUIDE. 

MASTER GUIDE is the on/y~ ......... -~~:;;~~ .... 1-
comprehensive directory that 
lists and displays manufacturers 
and distributors of building 
materials and services. It will 
be published for the first time in 
early 1985. 

This unique new desktop 
classified directory is fast, 
accurate and easy to use. It is 
a directional buyer's guide 
for the specifier who knows what's 
needed but needs to locate supply 
sources quickly. MASTERGUIDE's 
suppliers are organized by the 
sixteen familiar specification 
divisions and within those, by over 
seven hundred headings used to 
plan and specify projects down to 
thP. l;:ii;;t rlP.triil 

I\ J1 A CTl:D~l llftl: 
I \f l/\v I LI'\ "VIW .. 
The Official Specifying and 
Buying Directory of The 
American Institute of Architects 

.... , 

And because it's published 
annually in four regional editions, 
Northeast, Southeast, Central and 
West, you 'll zero right in on your 
local suppliers. MASTERGUIDE 
saves you time. 

Whether you're looking for slate 
flooring, carpeting or paint colors, 
you 'll find detailed, informational 
listings fast in 
MASTER GUIDE. 

Coming in early 
1985 to AIA members 
as a new membership 
service. Watch for 
your complimentary 
regional copy. You 
don't have to order; 
it will automatically be 
.................... . ·-·. 
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Products 
A selection ofnow/Jle offerings 
and applications. 
By LynnNesrnith 

SeiMatic 9009 kitchen series (1), availa
ble in white , cabana sand, and gray, has 
cabinets, doors, and corners molded into 
seamless convex and concave configura
tions with a multilayer, high gloss finish. 
(Circle 201 on information card.) 

Modern Mode's Stratus furniture sys
tem (2) is comprised of stackable com
ponents with a 32-inch base panel. It is 
available in five standard woods and 15 
colored lacquered finishes. Openings are 
creaLed by simply removing one of the 
panels. (Circle 202.) 

Spacecube aluminum louvered ceilings 
(3) by Integrated Ceilings have 2x4-foot 
modular panels with a continuous open 
cell appearance designed to be used with 
standard fluorescent lay-in fixtures and 
track lighting. (Circle 203.) 

Grande Mania wall-mounted lighting fix
ture (4), designed by Vico Magistretti for 
Artemide, measures 1 lx5 inches and uses 
a standard clear bulb. The fixture is avail
able in white or opaline hand-blown glass. 
(Circle 204.) 

Products continued on page 98 

4 
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Hotel Security System. 
FuturaLok electronic security system inte
grates a computerized keycard system with 
Corbin's mortise locksets. The system's 
card has a coded magnetic strip that is 
reprogrammed for each hotel by an 
encoder at the front desk. A central com
puter records all transactions. (Corbin 
Hardware Group, Berlin , Conn. Circle 199 
on information card.) 

Fire Protection Glass Wall. 
Contraflam glass wall system is designed 
to provide a 60 minute UL rating in stop
ping the passage of fire, smoke, and heat 
while allowing 85 percent light transmis
sion. Modular construction allows for clear 
spans as large as 4x7 feet. (EICH Corpo
ration , Los Angeles , Calif. Circle 198 on 
information card.) 

Furniture System. 
Domain open office furniture is comprised 
of wooden components, acoustical fabric 
panels, and clear, smoke, or bronze glazed 
modules. Independently controlled task 
lights slide on a track and swivel 359 de
grees. Powerpaths run throughout the base 
and vertical supports inside aluminum 
coverplates sheathed in wood veneers or 
fabric and have optional prewiring to meet 
computer requirements. The core of the 

New 

modules is constructed of a lightweight, 
polycarbonate honeycomb. (Scandiline , 
Compton , Cali f. Circle 197 on informa
tion card.) 

Automatic Sun Control System. 
Motorized sun and shade control system 
can be programmed to raise and lower 
awnings in sections, individually, or 
simultaneously by a single control switch 
from one or more locations in the build
ing. (Somfy Systems, Edison , NJ. Circle 
196 on information card.) 

Solar Window System. 
Sunwall insulating cover is constructed 
of two fiberglass reinforced polymer sheets 
bonded to a supporting aluminum grid 
core. Panels measure four or five feet in 
width and have three insulation and three 
solar transmission options. Designed for 
industrial or residential applications, pan
els can be used as clerestories, walls, sky
lights , or skyroofs. (Kalwall Corporation, 
Manchester, N.H . Circle 195 on informa
tion card.) 

Ceramic Wall Tiies. 
Shadows ceramic ti les, designed for resi
dential and commercial wall applications, 
have a smooth glazed texture with a high 
gloss finish and cushion edges. Tiles are 

Architects and Firms 
A Sociological Perspective on Architectural Practice 
Judith R. Blau 
Sociologi sts of the professions have looked at law and medicine. 
but Judith Blau is the first to make architec ture the subject of an in
depth case study. In thi s book she vividly depicts the contradic
tions and dilemmas inherent in architec tu ra l practice, and corrects 
many assumptions about design profess ionals. 
" I recommend Archirecrs and Firms ... especially to architec ts, 
for it offers them an entirely new slant on their work ." 

- Herbert J. Gans. Columbia University 
$19.95 

New in paperback 

Architect? 
The Inside Story of Architectural 
Practice and Education 
Roger K. Lewis 
Archirect 7 presents a candid , canny picture of what one can ex pect 
from the architectural profession-covering such subjects as the 
structure and curriculum content of architec tural education. work
load shock, ' pencilphobia,' and the prevailing -isms and -o logies. 
It details the ongoing process of how an architect works and gets 
work and introduces some of the generic personalities to be found 
in the field. 
$9.95 (Cloth, $17.50) 

lhe MIT Press 
28 Carleton Street , Cambridge. MA 02142 

rirrlo ?? nn infnrn-rnlinn rru ·A 

available in eight colors and two sizes. 
(Monarch Tile Manufacturing, San 
Angelo, Tex. Circle 194 on information 
card.) 

Drawing Board Cover. 
Preprinted sheets of Borco sized 31x42 
inches are available in peach , blue, ivory 
white, borco green , and translucent. 
(Charvoz-Carsen Corporation , Fairfield, 
NJ. Circle 239 on information card.) 

Bathroom Fixtures. 
Individually hand cast sets of solid brass 
bathroom fixtures are designed to fit stand
ard American plumbing. The fittings are 
available in finishes of polished brass, pol
ished chrome, nickel , and gold plated. 
(Watercolors, Inc., Garrison-On-Hudson , 
N.Y. Circle 238 on information card.) 

Solar Control Window Him. 
Adhesive solar film with a non-fading pig
ment provides shading in the summer and 
reflects heat back into the room in the 
winter. Sun-Gard 10 is designed to be eas
ily applied and reduce glare up to 75 per
cent. It has a 10-year warranty against 
scratching, peeling , delamination, and 
demetallization. (Metallized Products, St. 
Petersburg, Fla. Circle 233 on informa
tion card.) 



Casement Windows. 
Perma-Shield casement windows with 
widths of 17 inches are designed for 
unusually shaped windows. Available in 
white and Terratone color, units have 
removable divided light grilles and screens. 
(Andersen Corporation, Bayport, Minne
sota. Circle 240 on information card.) 

Outdoor Furniture. 
Planters , bench , receptacle, and table 
components can be arranged in linear and 
zig-zag configurations. A number of tex
tures and colors are available for the dec
orative side panels. (Clean City Squares , 
St. Louis. Circle 228 on information 
card.) 

Exterior Stain. 
Oil-based wood stain is made of fungi
cides and quality raw materials designed 
to combat mildew and sun damage. The 
semitransparent stain is designed for dura
bility and to repel water. (Finnaren and 
Haley, Ardmore , Pa. Circle 227 on infor
mation card.) 

Track Lighting. 
Fixtures and lamps are designed to pro
vide precise beam control for pinpoint 
accent lighting. Halo Stars are constructed 
with an antiglare screen to ensure even 

Questions About 
Your Subscription 
To insure fast service on inquiries concern
ing your ARCHITECTURE subscription, 
please include the address label from the 
most recent issue received . 

Change of Address 
Eight weeks ' notice required for change 
of address . Include address label from 
most recent issue and new address infor
mation in space provided below. 

NEW SUBSCRIPTION 
D Please check here if you wish subscription 

rate information . 

light distribution. Integral spring tensioned 
mechanisms can adjust lamps 350 degrees 
horizontal and 180 degrees vertical. 
(Swivelier Co. Inc., Nanuet , N.Y. Circle 
237 on information card. ) 

Heat Pumps. 
EnerCon heat pumps have dual pipe gas 
boilers with individual room controls. 
Pumps are designed for low energy use 
and quiet operation. (American Air Fil
ter Co., Louisville. Circle 236 on informa
tion card.) 

Decorative Lighting. 
Rope lighting for interior and exterior 
applications including billboards, windows, 
driveways , and swimming pools are avail
able in multicolor and single color as well 
as clear white. Standard lengths are 12, 
15, 18, and 21 feet. (Verax Corporation, 
Los Angeles. Circle 235 on information 
card. ) 

Ceiling Panels. 
Zarite modular ceiling coffers meet 
ASTME noncombustible code approval. 
Four-foot-square mosaic miter panels are 
designed to resemble hand carved cof
fers and adapt to standard T-bar grid sys
tems. (California Reproductions , Inc., Los 
Angeles. Circle 193 on information card.) 

Custom Kitchens. 
Streamlined "Multicolor" kitchens have 
white laminated surfaces detailed with 
wooden accents, accessories , and con
toured shelf units. The system includes a 
built-in wine rack and spice cabinet. 
(Regba-Viran , New York City. Circle 187 
on information card.) 

Sidelights. 
Empress doors have optional lights with 
double-glazed safety glass that is heavily 
beveled around the perimeter. Handcrafted 
from Douglas fir or Western hemlock , 
doors have 11/,i-inch-thick vertical grai n 
raised panels and measure 80 inches in 
height. (Simpson Door Co., Seattle. Circle 
234 on information card. ) 

Exterior Lighting Fixture. 
Sidelite prismatic lighting fixture directs 
lighting out and down to reduce wasted 
upward projection . The fixture's front 
housing is constructed of a single sheet 
of Lexan polycarbonate resin designed to 
eliminate the need for protective wire 
guards and shields. It can be mounted on 
flat surfaces or three- or four-inch outlet 
boxes and is available with a standard 
bronze or custom color finishes. (ITT 
Lighting , Southaven , Miss. Circle 192 on 
information card.) D 

The Only Computer-Integrated Design System! 
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Now you can get the GRAPH/NET CID System 
with a new wider screen! The same amazing 
accuracy, the same black- on- white picture, 
the same extensive windowing capabilities, 
but 66% wider ! 

A 'mileage meter' feature now displays 
the exact dimensions of each line as you 
draw it, as well as the angle at which 
the line is drawn, the diameter and area 
of a circle , and the degrees of an arc! 

The 'measure ' option allows you to calcu
late distances and take-off areas for 
lines and spaces already on your drawing! 

Automatic dimensioning is now standard! 
Just point the cursor at the dimension 
string and move it to the desired location. 

Address ______________________ ~ 

Now, add the SCAN/NET photo-digitizer to 
your GRAPH/NET System, and you can transfer 
full size drawings to the screen in just 
seconds ! This is undoubtedly the easiest 
and fastest way to handle as -built s! CitY-----------------------~ 

State _________________ Zip ____ _ 

MAIL TO: 
ARCHITECTURE 
Circulation Dept. 
1735 New York Ave ., N.W. 
Washington , D.C. 20006 

For all the details, call or write: ~ 

Graphic Horizons , Inc. 
60 State Street, Suite 3330 
Boston, MA 02109 . 
617 - 396-0075 . 
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